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Confronting educators today is the sobering reali-
zation that adults of the twenty-first century are
already in elementary school classrooms and that
these children are to live most of their lives in a
world which does not yet exist! Never before in the
history of man has the rate of change been so rapid
or the impact of change so far reaching. Sociological,
technological, economic, political, scientific. and cul-
tural changes are forcing new patterns of living and
thinking on the world. The impact of automation on
our way of life, important as it will be, is less signifi-
cant than its effects on individualstheir values,
goals, self-images, commitments, and levels of in-
volvement in society.

What is education's role in this world in which
the explosion of knowledge threatens to overwhelm
us, contemporary society is changing rapidly, and
there are so many significant discoveries about learn-
ing and people? It becomes apparent '1,hat the ele-
mentary school child needs an educational program
to deal effectively with the pressures which are al-
ready upon him as well as others which will emerge
from the milieu..

Though automation, the displacement of man by
machine, the threat to the individual, and the un-
certainty of the future pose difficult decisions for
educators, there are, at the same time, some directives
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for curriculum planners. These directives arise from
the persistent and recurring concerns which have
long influenced educational decisions. The uncertain-
ties of life and the pressures from a changing society
call for people who can think creatively and criti-
cally. who have competence in the skills which facili-
tate learning. and who have workable self-concepts
to help them make adjustments and become con-
tributing members of society.

The curriculum proposed in this Guide stresses::
Development of personal values and desirable
attitudes
Competency in skill-development as a tool for
learning to conceptualize
Ability to think at the creative and critical level
Personal commitment to the American way of life
Involvement of the child in his society
Skill in using the inquiry process
Opportunities to become a fully-functioning,
thinking, creative individual
Opportunities to develop appreciations
Ability to develop and use human relation skills

This publication has been written to assist Oregon
elementary school educators to meet the challenges
of the remaining sixties and seventies.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Use of Guide

PURPOSE OF GUIDE

The purposes of this publication are to indicate
direction, to serve as a general guide, and to provide
the philosophical bases for the instructional program.
These bases are derived from the needs of society,
the needs and characteristics of children, the nature
of subject matter, and the nature of the learning
process,

The Guide to Elementary Education in Oregon sets
forth the framework of the elementary instructional
program for the guidance of Oregon teachers and
administiators. It includes areas of learning; major
objectives: scope of content; sequence of learning ex-
periences:* ways of learning; and evaluation. Further,
it gives all teachers support in the use of forward-
looking instructional practices.

This Guide is based on the fundamental beliefs
that each child is a unique individual, that learning
changes the learner's behavior, and the firm convic-
tion that each child should be challenged to learn in
relation to his potential, Quality education is a goal,
but the standard of quality will not be the same for
each individual.

Education's task is to help each child fulfill his
potential by acquiring competency in the communi-
cation skills: intrinsic motivational patterns: self-
discipline: meaningful concepts: socially acceptable
values, attitudes, and habits: and the ability to get
along with his peers and the adults of his world.

BELIEFS

The following beliefs are basic to materials pre-
sented in this Guide:

Each individual is unique.
All children can learn.
Deep within each individual is the desire to know.,
A worxable concept of self() is a prerequisite for a
successful life.
There are great variations among children's rates
of learning and maturation levels.
All children have creative ability.
Differences should be prized..
These beliefs coupled with the values of our

society, the purposes of education, knowledge of child
growth and development, and understanding of the
learning process have influenced the framework of
this Guide, Learnings in the curriculum areas have
been presented as continuing, expanding processes
because children progress at different rates depend-
ing upon their abilities, experiences, perceptions,

levels of maturation, and status of their physical and
mental health. Graded placement of skills and con-
cepts has generally not been made.

SKILLS

Initial instruction in most skills or the readiness
for most skills will begin during the child's first year
in school. Skills have an expanding quality; that is,
a full understanding and deepening of them comes
with maturity, richr.ess of experiences, and oppor-
tunities offered for continued expansion.

The sequence involved in learning the aspects of
any skill is shown in the following schema, (To read
the schema, begin at the bottom and progress up-
ward.)

SchemaSequence for Skill DevelopmeneD

He uses the skill in more

complex situations.

He uses the skill in a wiaer

range of situations.

He is discriminating in its

application.

He is reasonably rapid,

The child is reasonably

accurthe,

As the skill develops, aspects of the sequence
will tend to overlap and develop simultaneously to
the degree of mastery..

Teachers are responsible for providing the kinds
of experiences and climate in which readiness for the
learning of a skill can flourish in individuals..

Instruction should follow a sequence based upon

..-t

Unless skills are used. continually strengthened,
and consistently expanded, there is little purpose in
children's learning them. Skills should become the
tools for learning rather than ends in themselves.

1\ Excerpts from a speech by Earl C. Kelley, Wayne State University.. Detroit, Michigan Kelley dcs,eribes a person who has a
workable concept of self as one who thinks well of himself. thinks well of others, sees that his own welfare depends on amicable rela-
tions with others. sees self as a part of a becoming world.

Adapted from Ralph W Tyler, "Sequence of Reading Abilities." Sequettot Development oo Abrittzes, No. 90,. University
of Chicago Press, Chicago. Illinois, December 1960, p. 7.
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CONCEPTS

Individuals formulate their own concepts. A con-
cept is the result of the integration of perceptions
through experience. Teachers are responsible for
guiding children in this process of concept develop-
ment. The formulation of concepts begins early in
the child's life, Concepts emerge from memories,
images, and imaginative thinking and perceptions.
Concepts expand: they become broader, deeper, and
are synthesized toward a generalization as the en-
vironment provides meaningful experiences and the
individual matures.

How can teachers know what concepts children
have if they are internalized by the child? By listen-
ing constantly to children's words and by observing
what they do, the teacher will become aware of the
concepts which the children have formulated.

ATTITUDES, VALUES, HABITS

Attitudes, values, and habits are also personal and
intrinsic, A good school environment, however,
through the richness of its offerings and the behavior
of adults influences the quality of attitudes, values,
and habits children develop.

Values tend to have a more permanent quality
than do attitudes. Values and attitudes reflect to a
degree the social environment of the individual.
Attitudes may be derived from a group of concepts.
Emotional thinking plays a more vital role in the
development of attitudes and values than it does in
concept development. However, emotions have a
dynamic power and cannot be entirely eliminated
from concept development. Attitudes and values
may, on the other hand, influence the formulation of
a concept.

Concepts. values, and attitudes are continually
changing; they are part of the process of thinking,
and their development is a responsibility of the
school,

INSTRUCTIONAL PATTERN

The emphasis of this Guide is on the individual
his potential to learrq his progress: his interests; and
his physical, mental, emotional, and social needs and
the extent of their fulfillment. This emphasis on the
individual calls for a particular instructional pattern
called "diagnostic teaching."

Diagnostic teaching implies that the teacher is
so well acquainted with each child that he has
knowledge of where each child is in the development
of each skill and the progress each child is making
in the development of concepts, Concepts may be
thoroughly developed, partially developed, inaccur-
ately developed, or not developed at all.

Diagnostic techniques, formal and informal, are
therefore one of the first requisites for diagnostic
teaching, The second is the setting of goals and
procedures for learning by the child as well as the
teacher. So another technique called for in this in-
structional pattern is pupil-teacher goal setting,
planning procedures for learning, and evaluating
progress toward established goals.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Although the curriculum areas have been sepa-
rated in this Guide for the purpose of presentation,
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every possible opportunity must be used to help
children integrate their learnings. Skills should be
used, relationships between concepts explored, the
influence of attitudes and values on concepts reeog-
nized. the importance of perceptions to learning
understood, and physical development. as well as of
intellectual, social, and emotional, considered in rela-
tion to the intellectual task.

Evaluation of the instructional program must be
a continuing. ever present aspect of the educational
program. lielps for evaluative procedures are found
at au, cnd of the sections devoted to curricular areas
and in some of the more generalized sections. Many
school programs could be revitalized if these evalua-
tive ideas are used,

Recurring Threads
Certain recurring themes or threads will be found

in every chapter and curricular area of this Guide,
These threads serve as unifying themes and as bases
on which to build an educational program for a
democratic society, These threads might be sum-
marized as the

importance of developing the values which under-
lie our democratic society
Primary belief in the democratic processes
Uniqueness of the individual
Great need for each child to develop a positive or
workable self-concept
Importance of developing productive thinking
Value of inquiry techniques as a means to learning
Importance of a balanced educational program
which includes skills, concepts, attitudes, and
values
Importance of wholesome interpersonal relation-
ships
Need for human beings to develop creativity.

District Responsibility
Each district will develop its own instructional

program around the framework of the Guide and the
needs of individuals.

Becati ie this Guide presents only the. framework,
each disUict must assume the responsibility for help-
ing teachers implement the foundation program. It
will be necessary to develop resource units to assist
teachers in providing the kinds of experiences neces-
sary for children to diseover the relationships be-
tween the curriculum areas, to use the skills as tools
for learning, to build concepts, and to acquire whole-
some attitudes toward and appreciation of learning
for its own satisfactions. The development of these
materials will make it possible for each district to
adapt the framework to meet the needs of the.
children within its community, to provide for indi-
vidual differences, and to help each child realize his
potential. To produce this type of material calls for
leadership at the local levelnot only administrative,
supervisory and teaching leadership as well.



Glossary
AttitudeA feeling for or against something; a rela-

tively constant tendency to act"Attitudes may
be intellectual or emotional, but they are usually
emotional in base or tone."0

ConceptsAn abstraction that ". . . applies to a
class or group of objects which have certain quali-
ties in eommon."® Concepts may also refer to
intangible ideas; e.g., democracy.

EvaluationsAn appraisal based on predetermined
values, objectives, or goals and using objective or
subjective evidence or both.,

GeneralizationsState ". . some abstrac elation-
ship among two or more concepts. . . . enerali-
zat ions may be viewed as the final achievements,
the capstones, as it were, of conceptual learning.

.. . . Generalizations are products of problem-
solving."®

ReadinessPossessing the necessary concepts, knowl-
edge. and skills or physical or mental maturity
necessary for a new learning.

ScopeA statement of the breadth and depth of pro-
posed learning, stated in terms of objectives but
realized in content.

SequenceOrderly succession of learning experi-
ences,

SkillsA specialized ability necessary for successful
performance in a particular curriculum area.

ValuesIdeal goals that are ( I) apparently universal
throughout a human society and (2) common to
the free world of democracy.®

MI William H. Burton, Roland B. Kimball. and Richard L. Wing. Education for Effective Thinking, Appleton-Century-Croft. Inc.,
New York, 1960, P. 36,

(4) National Society for the Study of Education,. Learning and Instruction, 49th Yearbook, Part I. University of Chicago Press.
Chicago. 1950., p. 106.

® Md.. pp. 117 -11k,
0 Adapted from Social Studies In the Elementary School, 56th Yearbook. National Society for the Study of Education... Part It

University of Chicago Press. Chicago. 1957, p. 39.
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Philosophy of Education

For Or cm Schools

All the major branches of learning include a body
of underlying principles or general conceptions which
denote thew social significance. This is particularly
true of the field of education,. Teachers, to be ef-
fective, should hold an integrated view of these
principles which will provide them a basis for the
geneial determination, interpretation, and evaluation
of educational objectives, practices, and outcomes.

This statement of philosophy, developed by the
staff of the Department of Education, was officially
adopted by the State Board of Education on April 7,
1959. and replaces previous statements of philosophy
appearing in earlier Departmental publications. It is
presented to the teachers of the state for their guid-
ance.

Beliefs About Man
The objectives of education should stem directly

from the nature of man and his needs.. from the
nature of the school, and from our society's basic
characteristics which distinguish its culture. Man
has certain inherent characteristics:
1, He is a product of both his heredity and his

environment.,
2. H? is a biological organism and his develop-

mental processes and actions are to a large degree
determined by this heritage,

3.: He responds to his environment by making
choices which are influenced by values he holds.

4. He has 'a capacity for self-direction which en-
ables him to exercise degrees of control over his
biological nature and over his physical environ-
men t,

He constantly develops new ways of satisfying
his physical, social, and aesthetic needs; thus his
culture is ever enanging.

6. He is a social creature and the group culture
timulates and directs his development.

7. He learns by and through his own experiences
and the experiences of his society which are
meaningful to him.

8. He has personal worth and dignity.
9. He is self-centered, but has the capacity to

subordinate personal desires when these conflict
with the best interests of others..

10 He is neithee inherently good nor bad but indi-
vidually develops moral standards from his cul-
ture,

11. 1k is curious and this curiosity may be a stimu-
lus to directed learning,

12. Ile can discover and seek to solve his problems
throueli the processes of reasoning.
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13. He is creative and the product of this creativity
contributes to the culture.

14. 1k seeks an explanation of his relationship to the
universe.

15. He passes through interrelated stages of physical,
social, intellectual, emotional. spiritual, and aes-
thetic development; however. each individual
(idlers both in his potential and rate of growth,

These characteristics result in all men having
cet tam basic needs. The i-:itistaction of these needs',
as long as man respeets the rights of others, is es-
sential to his sense of well-being as a person and as
a worthy member of society.. He strives for these
satisfactions in the following wars;

1, He seeks satisfaction for his physical needs, such
as food, clothing, and shelter,

2. Ile seeks satisfaction for his social needs, such as
a sense of security and acceptance by his group.

B. He seeks satisfaction for his intellectual needs,
such as freedom of thinking, learning, and ex-
pression,

4. He seeks satisfaction for his emotional needs,
such as mutual affection, and enjoyment from
contributing to the the well-being of others,

5.. He seeks satisfaction for his spiritual needs such
as freedom of belief and religious expression.

6, He seeks satisfaction for his aesthetic needs, such
as harmony in the arrangement of his environ-
ment and aesthetic fulfillment in his creative

7.

ef
e seeks
fort s.

H s satisfaction of his needs as a total per-
sonality, such as contentment gamed from a com-
plete and abundant life and self-respect de-
veloped as an individual,

Beliefs About Our Nation's Culture
1, Our culture is based upon the importance of the

individual v.ithin the group.
2. Our culture is dynamic and changing at an in-

creasingly accelerated rate, but all changes do
not necessarily contribute to human progress.

'3, Our colture has developed in a democratic so-
ciety with group processes beeoming increasingly
important as society becemes more complex.

4. Our culture is based upon the political equality
of nian and growing reliance upon the demo-
cratic spirit and process which mare and more
pervades all aspects of life.

5. Our culture is influenced by a variety of political,
religious. social and economic ideologies which
may create conflicts and stimulate or retard
progress.

s1 0



6. Our culture in the 20th Century is confronted
v:ith many unsolved problems, arising from con-
ditions largely created by science and technologi-
cal development. such as a rapidly growing
population, increased leisure, earlier retirement,
greater longevity, mobility of population, urbani-
7ation, specialization, increased complexity of
living, changing patterns of family life, rapid
mass communication, and a shrinking world,

7. Our culture is becoming steadily more humane
and is making increasingly effective provisions
for the well-being of the individual,

8. Our culture is increasingly affected by the inter-
dependence of individuals, groups. and nations.

9. Our culture is permeated with the ideal of an
increasingly good life for all,

Role of the School
The school is a major institution through which

our cultural heritage is transmitted and by means of
which the members of society are prepared to evalu-

ate social changes. The intellectual development of
each member of society. to the degree that he is able
to pros it thereby, is the primary responsibility of
the public school. The school shares with other insti-
tutions and agent:us.; such as the home and the church
the responsibility for the physical. social, emotional,
aesthetic. moral, and spiritual growth of individuals.

The objectives of education grow out of and re-
flect society's understanding of and beliefs about the
nature of man. the nature of society itself, and the
concept of the role, the school plays in the culture.
New insights or understandings growing out of ex-
perience or research in any of these areas are re-
flected in the objectives of the school,

The following specific objectives of education in
Oregon are derived from the beliefs about man and
his culture delineated above and form the bases for
the framework of public education in Oregon, They
should be examined, evaluated, and adapted by lay
and professional groups in local school districts when
formulating their statements of educational beliefs to
serve as foundations for locally developed educational
programs.

Objectives and Their Implications

OBJECTIVES

CitizenshipThe good citizen knows his
countryits people, its history, its geography,
the structure and function of its government,
and its internal and external problems. He
understands the fundamental principles of
American democracypolitical, economic, so-
cial, moral, and spiritual,

He is loyal to American ideals, is proud of
his heritage, respects constituted authority, has
concern for the welfare of his country and of
his fellow men at home and abroad, and seeks
ways to increase world cooperation towards a
just and lasting peace.

He participates in the life of his community
and nation by exercising his rights and assum-
ing his responsibilities as a member of a free
and self-governing society, and he strives to
improve it

Basic Skills of CommunicationThe effec-
tive citizen has, to the extent of his ability,
achieved proficiency in use of the basic tools of
learning.. He recognizes that communication is
fundamental to intellectual development and
has acquired skill in receiving ideas through
reading, listening, and observing and in ex-
pessing them through writing and speaking.
He understands the use of symbols from other
fields such as mathematics. science, musics, and

11

IMPLICATIONS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

CitizenshipTo assure children experiences
in developing appreciation of, as well as ex-
pressing loyalty and respect for, our country, its
ideals.. its laws, and its symbols.

To know, understand, and appreciate our
heritage.

To give children opportunities to learn and
practice., the democratic skills in meaningful
situations:. e.g.,

Making choices
Abiding by decisions of the majority
Listening to ideas of the minority
Delegating responsibilities
Associating and accepting responsibilities

with privileges
Seeking creative solutions to problems
Making compromises
Planning and evaluating
Assuming responsibilities of citizenship
Learning skills of "following" as well as of

"leading"
To assure children opportunities to learn

ziliout other cultures:. to develop an appreciation
of their values, zind to know our country's posi-
tion in the world of nations,

Basic Skills of Communication--To develop
Inti insw motivational competency for learning
and achieving compatible with it high concept
of self which will continue to function after the
formal years of schooling.

To foster the creativv process as weli as cre-
ative xpig.sion and to provide an environment
in which the creative ziti"ity of every child will
he :ecogiii/ed, appre ciated. and released in
whatever form tt appears.

7



(Objectives and Their Implications continued)

OBJECTIVES

the visual arts and may have extended his range
of communication by mastering other languages.

He recognizes that learning is continuous
throughout life.

He employs the basic skills efficiently to
gather, organize, and disseminate information,
to think critically, to solve problems, and to
gain enjoyment. He uses the skills and under-
standings to acquire knowledge and to partici-
pate in individual and group activities.

HealthThe educated person knows the
structure and functions of his body, is aware of
hazards to his own and his community's well-
being, and knows desirable mental and physical
health practices. His health practices are based
upon factual information. He understands the
role of health services in the welfare of the
community and the importance of good health
to himself and others. He understands the
interrelationship of mental and physical health.

He finds satisfaction in developing and main-
taining good health habits and attitudes. He
regards physical and mental fitness as a per-
sonal obligation as a family member and as a
citizen.

He practices safety and applies health
knowledge in daily living, and supports efforts
to safeguard and improve the health of the
community.

Family LifeThe effective family member
has knowledge and skills which result in the
wise use of money, time, and energy; the pro-
vision of adequate food, clothing and shelter;
the care, training, and guidance of children;
and constructive interrelationships among mem-
bers of the family and with the community.

He recognizes the family as the basic insti-
tution of our society, and also its changing role
in our contemporary society. He has an ap-
preciation, respect, loyalty, and a sense of
responsibility for his own home.

He maintains affectionate home relation-
shins. He provides an adequate and secure home
within his means. He accepts his share of the
duties and responsibilities for maintaining satis-
factory personal and family relationships,

Economic LifeThe educated person has a
knowledge of our natural and human resources
and of the necessity for their wise use and con-
servation. He understands the workings of the
economic system in our society and he has some
comprehension of other systems. He recognizes

8

IMPLICATIONS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

To assure children opportunities to learn the
basic skills necessary for communicating with
others through speaking, listening, reading, and
writing in relation to their abilities.

To assure children opportunities to develop
competencies in quantitative, abstract, and logi-
cal thinking: counting, measuring, computing,
and estimating in relation to their abilities.

To stress and foster ehildrctn's abilities to
think independently and critically.

To provide children with opportunities to
acquire a wealth of knowledge and facts and to
learn to use such information as tools for the
solving of today's problems.

HealthTo assure every child the oppor-
tunity to develop physically, mentally, socially,
and emotionally in accord with his total growth
pattern,

To accomplish this objective each child has
the right to

Have a balanced school day
Be a member of and have a feeling of be-

longing to a group
Be respected for his uniqueness and to have

his potentials strengthened
Be challenged to develop his abilities to their

capacities
Have successful opportunities both for ex-

periences as an individual and as a work-
ing member of various size groups

Learn acceptable behavior patterns for ex-
pressing feelings

Develop a positive concept of self Which is
accurate and realistic.

To provide children with a wholesome physi-
cal-developmental program within a safe and
challenging environment.

Family LifeTo foster an understanding and
appreciation of the various roles of family mem-
bers and to help children assume their re-
sponsibilities as participating members of their
families.

Economic LifeTo assure every child oppor-
tunities to discover the interrelationship of man
with his habitat and to develop an understand-
ing of the economic and cultural changes result-
ing from man's inventions.
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(Objectives and Their Implications continued)

OBJECTIVES

that the abundance of goods and services he
enjoys as a consumer, is largely a result of the
high productivity of a free enterprise system.

He accepts the necessity for controls that
will help insure a fair distribution of the prod-
ucts of the economy. He appreciates the value
of labor and feels satisfaction in doing well any
task he undertakes.

He acquires the skills and understandings
that will provide a foundation for vocational
success. He learns about occupational oppor-
tunities and requirements. He earns his way in
the world; and he secures information that
enables him to consume goods and services
wisely.

Moral and Spiritual ValuesThe educated
person has gained an insight into moral and
spiritual values. He knows the main facts of
the history of religions and he understands the
contributions of the Judeo-Christian ethic to
Western culture. trd the role of our national
ideals. He is familiar with the significant con-
tributions of literature, art, music, science, and
other fields of learning to moral and spiritual
growth.

He seeks support in a faith that upholds the
virtues of goodness and morality and which ex-
plains and reconciles his relationship to fellow
men and the universe. He regards devotion to
truth and services to fellow men as a high goal
among the active outcomes in his life. He places
human values above material things,

He is humane and considerate in actions and
dealings, has sympathetic understanding of dif-
ferences and deviations, and is respectful of the
rights of others. He exhibits personal integrity
measured by the accepted values of the culture,
He defends religious liberty and other human
freedoms vigorously and opposes all forms of
tyranny over the human mind. He responds
with appreciation. reverence, and reasoned con-
duct to the worthy ideals of his country, his
faith, and his culture,

Aesthetic ValuesThe educated person has
developed sensitivity to aesthetic values. He
can discriminate among expressions of artistic
and creative achievement, He understands
fundamental aesthetic principles having to do
with expression. organization of environment,
and our art heritage,

He observes, appreciates, and wants to pre-
serve the things of beauty provided by nature
or produced by man.

He incorporates aesthetic principles into his
daily living. He supports the endeavors of his
community to improve the aesthetic life and
opportunities of the people.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Moral and Spiritual ValuesTo assure every
child a school environment in which he will
learn the basic values on which our culture is
based and upon which he will develop his own
personal values under guidance.

Aesthetic ValuesTo assure, every child
opportunities to develop a sensitivity to the
beauties of living in all its aspects, and to have
numerous opportunities to create, participate,
and appreciate within his potential capacity the
various phases of aesthetic endeavor:- art, music,
literature, drama, dance. radio and television,
crafts, home and community beautification,
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Values Which Underlie

All School Experiences

Values are the root of all goodand all evil. What we
cherish, what we desire out of life, in large measure makes
us what we are in human character, governs our actions and
their consequences

Values are learned From birth on we must be very busy
learning values -what is ours, what is theirs; what hurts,
what helps: how others react to our ways, of behn%ing. who
is to be trusted, who feared, what our place is in the great
unknowns In large measure we learn the quality of our
human living because of the values surrounding us from our
earliest days.J)

The educational objectives for the state of Oregon
are Citizenship, Basie Skills of Communication,
Health, Family Life, Economic: Life, Mural and
Spiritual Values, and Aesthetic Values, Each area
of subject matter introduced to the child by either
its process or content will make its contribution to-
wind the understanding and achievement of goals.
However, living the good the in the American way
consists of far more than this It consists of coming
to believe, along with others in the United States.
that certain ways are good and certain other ways
arc not good. This fabric of beliefs stems from indi-
vidual feelings and perceptions. It is composed of
how the individual feels about himself, how he feels
about others with whom he lives and works, and
how he feels about his environment. The establish-
ment of right beliefs and true feelings are cm ucial to
the child and to our society,

Providing this value framework is pivotal; it
makes the task of the elementary teacher an obliga-
tion and a privilege to explore these experiences
with children. For six to eight years in the' ele-
mentary school, the child experiences those things
which he comes to believe are good and those which
he learns to shun as undesirable. These feelings of
goodness and badness are his values Whatever is
c'- teemed as desirable or' worth merit is a value. Our
American culture is based upon a network of values;
a few are ethereal. idealistic, and intam,ible; but
most of them are readily experienced and very es-
sential to the functioning of American democracy.

This American way of life is a rather young phe-
nomenon in the culture of the world. yet it is one
which many countries are seeking to emulate, Just
what it is, is very hard to delineate.. Whatever the
people of the United States traditionally believe is
good beemoes their values, Whether a practice or
belief is considered right or wrong depends upon the
culture in which it is found.

Because these value understandings evolve out
of daily life, the elementary teacher is responsible
for introducing the child to many of the experiences
from which he derives his feelings of satisfaction.
The teacher uses accepted values as an underlying
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base in all that he does to guide the child. This is
the fabric of which American life is woven since the
child m our democracy gains many of his perceptions
from his teacheis. As the teacher works to establish
the %vale beliefs necessary to a wholesome society
he will be hopeful that bit by bit each child will
frilly perceive and accept as his own those values
appropriate to the times. Probably a teacher's most
important contribution will be the result of his
handling of these values, The following outline
adapted from the U. S National Commis,ion for
UNESCO summarizes those values accepted by lead-
ers in this country and by most teachers.

Values
CITIZENSHIP

For Our National Relationships
e beltere it is good to hare --

A. Faith in the American democratic way of life and
belief that it provides a means of solving our
problems..

13. Respect for the rights of each individual, both
peisonal and social.

C. Respect for law and order.
D. Freedom of privacy and peaceful assembly with-

out invasion by the government.
E Cooperation in the solution of social problems by

individual and group action,
F Belief in the right of each citizen to participate

in decision making through the ballot.
G, Recognition of the importance of literacy. °bier-

live thinking, and critical and discriminating
judgments in the solution of problems.

H. Pride in the American heritage.
I Willitmez:s to share with the world our experi-

ence in the solution or problems.
Respect for natural law eznbody;iiit the principles
of iustiee 'vhich t.:anseen:1 tne wills of men and
t heir rulers.

K Acceotance of responsibility as an obligation of
frvedom.

L. Belief in freedom to express orally or in writing
opinions honestly held.

M Regard for the group. for group activity, and for
minority posit ions.

N. Access to all knowledge as a right except for par-
ticular information which might endanger the
whole community.

J.

NAtionol Fducatton Asqoetattor.. Department of Kindergarten. Primary Education. Pius Value' the Aq,oelataon. Vkrachington,
C 1958. Foreword



O Acceptance of public offiee as a public trust.
P. Belief in the right to a speedy public trial by jury

and the right to refuse to testify against oneself,
Q. Belief in law as a (hanging set of policies keyed

to the evolution of society.

For Our Interworid Relationships
h is flood that
A, Changes in relationships between nations can and

should be accomplished by peaceful means.
B Nonviolence should be a primary policy of the

United States.
C. Because we cherish national sovereignt for our-

selves, every nation's sovereignty should be re-
spected,

D. In using collective security through a group of na-
tions, the exercise of freedom by one nation need
riot impair the freeeorn of other nations.

E. A free nation should live up to its responsibilities
and commitments and honor its treaties,

F. Free men should volunteer for public service
abroad.

BASIC SKILLS OF COMMUNICATION

We beltere
A. Acquisition of knowledge because of its great

value
13. The formation of a constructive self-image.
C. Man's ability to communicate symbolically with

man, the past and present.
D. The arts as an expressive media whiei may re-

flect a historical period,
E. The study of science as a means of unraveling the

unknowns of the universe and of serving the
needs of mankind,

F. The tradition that each individual is a unique
center of power and has a contribution to make
to the world:.

G. The ability of each individual to make a contribu-
tion in relation to his capacities,

H. Teaching basic social and cultural aspects of our
society for the fulfillment of the individual,

1. Teaching basic skills so that people may be able
to inform themselves of issues and to consider the
issues rationally,

J. The equality of educational opportunity for stu-
dents from kindergarten through the university
as a desirable foundation for a democratic society.

K. The state's right to require school attendance.
L. Shared responsibility for education by many social

institutions.,
M. A broad general education with specialization to

continuously strengthen the American democratic
way of life.,

N., Education as a life-long process.

HEALTH

We believe that
A. An important resource of a nation is a healthy

people.
B. There should be community concern for the physi-

cal status of each individual.

C. It ywntial to give adequate attention to Ow
mental health of the nation and the

D. Water, power, light, heat, and air supplies are Of
vital coneern to health: and, therefore, the jnihlw
has an interest rn their 4:011sCi Vati thi (IN1 1-
bution, and, in the case of wzder and air, their
Pura v,

E. Sewage' and sanitation are proper concerns of the
government and its people.

F. Public recreation facilities are desirable to the
health and welfare of our people.

G. Alentai fettle., and knowledge' of the ar(' atatl
ft111(1 lion's of his physical hotly ale an oble.tat ion
and responsibility of every citizen

I-1 We should itr,t ill in each child a desire to develop
and use a healthy mind and body.

FAMILY LIFE

We beltere that
A. The family is a basic social institution.
B. Loyalty of family members to each other is a

highly desirable condition with which thy state
should not interfere.

C. Each person may have as much freedom as he can
manage insofar as it does not restrict the freedom
of others.

D. The family has an early responsibility for and
shares with the school in the development of
value within the individual.

F The family has special concerns for information
about sexual life provided to children and the
moral and spiritual values developed within them.

F. The school has a special commitment to prepare
everyone for the skills' of family living and the
duties of parenthood..

ECONOMIC LIFE

We value
A. A job as giving honorable status to an individual.
B. Work as a desirable, active goal of the good life.
C. The well-being of the individual as essential to

our government as well as necessary for a full
and rounded life.

a Efficient and increasing production as a necessity
to American life.

E.. Private enterprise and creativeness, and we es-
teem those who engage in these activities.

F. Profit making as a way of life as long as it is
within reasonable and legal limits,

G. Competition in the production and distribution of
goods.

H. The tradition that the ability, effectiveness. and
potential of persons be recognized so that indi-
viduals may rise through continuing and increas-
ing responsibilities.

I. The principle . of collective bargaining.
3. The sanctity of the contract as the foundation for

orderly and dependable relations.
K. The economic. well-being of the community as the

concern of the nation, and we are. therefore, will-
ing the government to assist certain economic
groups in order to further the security of the
nation

It
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MORAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES

We beieve in
A, The principle that the individual is important in

the eyes of God..
B. Freedom to worship and promote one's faith as

conscience leads unless such practices debase the
community.

C. Separation of the affairs of church and state.
D. Private rather than public support of religious

organizations,
E. The need for some form of theism to explain the

meaning and purpose of life.
F. The desirability of respect for the performance of

acts that contribute to the well-being of the indi-
vidual and society.

G. Sharing with other peoples of the earth what we
have and know about a better life.

H. The tradition that government must respect the
wishes of those whose consciences will not allow
their participation in certain patriotic and govern-
mental activities.
A moral law to govern men and nations.

AESTHETIC VALUES

We belwre m--
A. Regard for the ability to create in any medium.
13. Regard for the interpretation.. appreciation. and

understanding of all forms of aesthetic work.

C. Regard for creation and presentation of music.

L. Regard for painting as a form of communication
expressive of the individual and the times.

E. Regard for the dance and drama as an expression
and enrichment of daily life.

F. Regard for and creation of literature and poetry
as a means of providing a fuller and deeper life
for all people.

G. Regard for quality of design, tradition and inno-
vation, form and function in artifacts and archi-
tecture surrounding our daily living.

H Regard for collecting and making available to the
public painting, hculpture. crafts, and art of any
kind expressing the feeling of contemporary times
or bygone day.':

(1) In the preparation of the; material extermve use was made of the publication Ity Ralph Remy Gabriel. Traditiona/ Value.; in
American Life, prepared for the U. S. National Commis:Jon for UNESCO
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The Developing Self
As the child grows he develops in his ability to

relate to the' umveiseto all its animate and in-
animate stimuli The child is the unique center of
his universe', and is nurtured by exposure to his
environment. Stt-image, genetic potentiality, cul-
tural heritage, and matui Own shape the child's be--
cell-mg. The child is responsible for the way he
responds to his environment through which his po-
tentialities may be reah/ed.

The child is continually becoming self-actualized.
lac perevives situations and occasions in relation to
h:s views of the Yorld. To educate him is to assist

W perceive in different ways and to become
responsible for his behavior, his goals. and their
realization.

There is a need for caution in making judgments
concerning reasons and rationalizations for human
behavior. Most of the hypotheses provide a frame-
xkork to examine children's development. The holistic
aoproach to child study, from which the term "whole
child" evolved, has concerned itself mainly with in-
vestigations of the various aspects of human develop-
ment: i.e., intellectual, emotional, physical and social.
Knowledge and understanding' of child development
will continue to expand. The educator needs to use
the evidence which is now available and to be ever
alert to new research findings,

The child is understood through his "goal-seeking"
behavior. How the child behaves influences his de-
velopment and each affects the other, The develop-
ment of the individual is unique throughout his life,.
The mental development of the child is the most
significant aspect of human growth,. The teacher
strives to understand how the child thinks at various
ages and why he thinks as he does in school situa-
tons. The teacher then relates these understandings
to the educative process..

Some persons believe growth pacierns for indi-
vidual children can be established, The assumptions
and ideas presented in this chapter will serve as a
ftlide to observation. investigation. and analysis for
increased understanding of the "process of becoming."

These aspects of child development are for the
teacher's use in relating ideas and understandines
about children to classroom practices. Teachers know
the profound irfluence of the learning environment
upon the growth of the child

Intellectual Development and Behavior
The unique functio;, of the school is the develop-

ment of the intellectual aspect of the child. The
mental life of the child profoundly affects other
aspects of development which. in turn, affect growth
of the child's intelligence. There are many interpre-
tations of intelligence which will assist the teacher
in understanding mental growth. Effective instruc-

praellcers will provide continuous opportunities
for Chlliirt11 to expand their intellectual activities to
increasingly higher levels. Their respenses will re-
val development in creative and productive thought
The intellectual experiences should encompass seat h-
ine for patterns 'and stiucture of knowledge and
phenoiu net . hich will lead to discovery ard greater
in\ olx cn of the total intelligence.

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS WITH IMPLICATION'S
FOR THE rEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS

Early
The child is concerned with
himself and objects
Empirical trial and error is one
of the most elementary de-
velopments of the intelligence.
There is much intuitive
thought and directed action
The formation of simple habits
is the child's way of adapting
to environment.
The child begins to symbolize
Ins thoughts
The child begins to group
ideas and patterns and to dis-
cover relationships
The child is beginning to dis-
tinguish his point of view from
others.
Often the child cannot explain
the "why" of his actions.

IMPLICATION'S

Years
The teacher provids.s a class-
room rich in environment with
an abundance of appropriate
objects for the child's explora-
tion and use in expressing his
thought
The ttacher can learn much
about the child's thinking by
observing and recording recur-
ring behavior and responses
Through concrete instructional
materials and freedom of ac-
tion, the child's understanding
is revealed to the observer
The teacher must continually
assess the child's responses and
behavior to know the expand-
ing use of higher levels of
intellect

Middle Years in School
Formation of concepts is now
more frequent The child can
use luK1...r levels of tl,ink,ng
The c?...t!ti is beginning to ver-
balize and demonstrate his
logic to explain responses.
Values and ideas from the cul-
ture and society are now used
more frequently.
Peer group pressures begin to
affect intellectual growth
Differences and likenesses in
intellectual development are
more apparent
The span and rate of memory
is increased
The child is motivated to prac-
tice known skills rather than
to strive for new skills.
There are periods of "appar-
ent loafing" when in reality
the child is observing or listen-
ma
Adaptations to new situations
and solution% to problems are
based on experience and
knowledge more than on intui-
tion and (11INV11071

The teacher continually
searches for insights into how
the individual learns
It is the teacher s responsibility
to select the best experiences
to assist the child in his adop-
tion to become an effective and
efficient person
Positive pressures from the
group are stressed by the
teacher
Experiences arc planned and
encouragement is used to help
the child gain an insight into
an effective use of memory
The teacher is sensitive to the
need for some children to ex-
clude themselves for reflection
or to decelerate their pace.
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(Assumptions and ImplicationsContinued)
Later Years in School

There is an Increase in the
exchange of ideas and concept
formation

Differences and likenesses in
intellectual development are
even more obvious.

Concepts are more cagily
demonstrated and the child is
able to reflect on his thoughts

The child's ability to question
and use causal relationships
increases rapidly.

The child is becoming inde-
pendent in the use of modes of
inquiry

Ready-made ideas and con-
cerns are withheld and plan-
ning allows ample time for ex-
change of ideas.

Learning experiences are
highly individualized.

Indivtdual exploration and ex-
perimentation is desired as
well as cooperative group ex-
perience.

There is a beginning of rejec-
tion of cultural values and
societal Influences.

Emotional Development and Behavior
The impact of research and study of child de-

velopment upon education is of great significance.
Continually changing ideas and assumptions concern-
ing emotional growth and its relationship to other
phases of growth provide a body of knowledge for
the teacher's inquiry. The effective teacher is con-
tinually inquiring about the concerns in a child's life..
The teacher strives to communicate acceptance.
understanding, and empathy. The effective teacher
is sensitive to responses to aroused emotions, Aware-
ness of how the child sees himself as he perceives
situations is the teacher's continuous goal. Through
altered conditions and replanned experiences, inter-
action can be changed to bring forth different per-
ceptions and growth in emotional development.

Effective emoting enriches the child's life and
enhances learning.. Excessixe emoting decelerates
learning while negative emotion suppresses appro-
priate emotion. It is generally accepted that the
emotional life of the child profoundly affects the
growth of his intelligence and all other aspects of
his development,

Emotional developmental patterns are altered by
teachers and peers in the classroom The teacher is
a model for emotional learning. Ar. emphathetic
at balanced with a businesslike procedure
is conducive to children's learning. Effective and
effieieut emotional involvement is the teacher's prime
consideration. The teacher has n vital role in the
mental health of the child and the dynamic process
of ,;elf-realization,

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS WITH IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS IMPLICATIONS

Early Years
The child's perceptions pro- The effective teacher strives to
duce impulses and feelings, know what is reality to the

child.The child is mainly involved
in his own feelings. concerns,
and view of reality.
Emotional resPonses usually
last only a few minutes Some
children are now learning to
gain control of emotion.

Outbursts of emotional re-
sponse such as anger. joy, and
love are unpredictable
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The teacher strives to com-
municate and feed back to all
who are responsible for the
child the anxieties and con-
cerns revealed by the child's
responses.

The child's attention is easily
diverted.
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The child laughs eagerly and
shows much emetionol re-
mums* to humor.

Emotion;,; responses are often
ii I dioropriate.
Emotional growth and re-
spon.es are related to physical
condition and vitality.
The child reveals hie; feelings
and thoughts about himself
verbally
When the child's interest in
continuous movement is in-
hihited, the result is often
(until ional react ton
The child begins to respond to
more verbal stimuli
Ahstract words have little
meaning until later

The teacher's calm and reas-
suring attitude will assist the
child to gain (control of him-
self Attention ,nay be divi ted
to an interest in the immediate
en% )romm nt

Mental health is often er-
hanced by frequent experi-
ences with humor
Sen<itivity and a feeling of
empathy are developod by the
:skillful teacher
When emotions are intense.
f.xpectations for the child are
ehamied
The teacher needs to be con-
stantly aware of all obstacles
to emotional growth.
Daily experiences of the child
include opportunities for fre-
quent and boisterous move-
Mein
Abstract words for feelings
such as patriotic and coopera-
tive are not understood by the
young child

Middle Years in School
There is an increased aware-
ness and control of emotions.

Laughter response ezqlly oc-
curs during active social con-
tacts with peer groups.

Concealed emotions are often
expressed by aggressive and
attention getting acts.
The child symbolizes his feel-
ings in many ways.

Emotional responseS may not
be well defined.
There is much emotional in-
volvement in striving for group
acceptance and membership.

The child has feelings of doubt
about adult Judgment and may
identify with a parent-figure
outside the home.

The child's interest in games
contributes to his emoticnal
growth.

The child's feelings about the
teacher and learning experi-
ences affects his development

The child can now control him-
self when he is eonfronted with
things considered difficult to
do.

The child can change his emo-
tional respons.e as he sees situ-
ations in different ways.

Awareness of each child's emo-
tional involvement and careful
guidance and counseling is a
enallenge to the teacher
Much can be learned from the
interaction between the child
and others.
The child has more opportunity
to express emotions when
learning experiences are
characterised by exploration.
inquiry, and activity.
The sensitive teacher can de-
termine when a child's emo-
tional responses are substituted
for real feelings or when they
are hidden.
The' emotional climate of the
classroom can facilitate appro-
priate group identification.
Respect for the child's inter-
ests. Ideas. and judgment is
necessary for a good inter-
personal relationship
The effect:ye teacher is con-

as.king the child how
he feels about the learning
situation. its content and perti-
nent events. and how he uses
ideas tor replanning
The teacher's task is to know
the. "right amount" of presAire
needed to had each child to a
feeling of success which is his
sigh.
The belief.. of the child con-
cerning appropriate emotional
gio%vtl»nterael with intelli-
gence development and both
contribute to the other as the'
teacher communicate. to the

child ihat his values are re-
spected
An effective interpersonal re-
lationship is facilitated by
awareness of how the child
see^ the' situation and how he
symbolize.; his feelings



(Assumptions and implicationsContinued)
Later Years

The child's "self-perception"
profoundly influences his re-
sponses

The child responds more spe-
eifially and appropriately w
situations and stimuli,.

The child gradually suppresses
or inhibits more of his feelings
and has fewer spontaneous
emotional responses

The child may show conflict
by generalized anxiety, timid-
ity, shyness, nervous habits.
and specific fears.

The child narrows his percep-
tion of a situation the more
emotional)), involved ha be-
comes.

The child's emotions and men-
tal health are now more
profoundly affected by the
teacher

The child is now capable of
making a conscious commit-
ment to learning.

This feeling contributes to
emotional and intellectual
growth as one affects the other

The child cannot often dis-
tinguish between mistakes and
failures.

The teacher helps the child to
accept mistakes and discour-
agement and to use them for
future learning.
The child is now changed less
by manipulating the environ-
ment.

in School
Sensitlytty and awareness of
the child's feelings and self-
miage are far more significant
than data about the child.

The teacher respects the child's
values and helps the child gain
insight into the value of self-
control through role playing
and other techniques for com-
plete involvement

The teacher continually assists
the child in warning to per-
ceree m different ways and to
express feelings in appropriate
ways

Negative emotional reactions
irhibit and decelerate' learning.

Encouragement is the efficient
way to assist development.

The teacher provides oppor-
tunities for adjustment to
factors which children cannot
change but which may cause
emotional trauma.

The effective teacher has a
positwe self-image and is con-
tinually aware of the impact
of his behavior on others
The teacher facilitates a feel-
mg of mutual respect, coopera-
tion, and freedom for spon-
taneous and individualistic
responses.

Excessive competition is elimi-
nated from learning experi-
ences

The teacher helps the child
accept mistakes as stepping
stones for future learning
The teacher needs to know
how to help the child become
more aware a how he is per-
ceiving and feeling.

Physical Development and Behavior
chief concern about children's physical de-

velopment and tormation ot nalth habits is the
physical well-being of each child. The tetiehee be-
comes ,tit are of Ilte%luld's physical status by observ-
ing physical maturation and b. being .sc»sitive to the
child's feelings about his body changes. strengths,
skills, and vitality. Physical development involves
the child's thinking, feeling.. moving, and identifing
with others. Ills experiences contribute to physical
giowth and his growth contributes to his experiences.
The child has ti right to the best guidance for maxi-
mum physical development. He is encouraged
through continuous adoptions to a pnhitive svll-
c't)ncept which influences physical development,

Learning experiences for the individual can he
deti mined best by 'accepting ihe wisdom Of the mind
and the sensitivity of the Drily which lead Ow child
to seek an appropriate activity. If the expectations
zne too difficult or too eas,, the child will behave in
an cindsirable maniu.r. There arc a rate and pattern
of c.rowth which provide continuity in the develop-
ment of each child. Genetic conditions determine the
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rate of growth, phases of acceleration, and timing of
sexual maturity while conditions of achievement of
maximum growth and vitality are provided through
skillful teacher planning and guidance. When plan-
ning for individualized learning, the teacher must
consider that superiority in one aspect of physical
growth tends to be accompanied by superiority in
others. The rapidly maturing child will accomplish
all of the achievements which increase with chrono-
logical age earlier than the slowly maturing child.
The teacher is responsible for knowing these and
many other facts which affect the progress of de-
velopment and its relationship to the child's self-

The creative power of the child's mind influences
physical growth. When one aspect of growth is domi-
nant, other aspects of growth may be slowed down.
Maximum physical growth. a commitment to t400d
health habits, .roil appropriate balance in daily living
are encouraged by continually expanding the experi-
ence of the child.

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS WITH IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE TF:ACHING-LEARNINCx PROCESS

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS

Early
The child's growth is relatively
slower than in preceding and
fo!)owing years

There is an increase in large
muscle coordination and motor
development is uneven

There is a susceptibility to
respiratory diseases

The child is easily fatigued
but his recovery rate is rapid
Children are in various stages
of dental transition
Girls tend to lose their first
teeth earlier than boys

Most children are farsighted
until the later part of this
early phase

There are bov-girl differences
in growth such as hoes gen-
erally being hi..ivier and taller
than girls during the early
years in school

Skeletal, muscular, and neuro-
phsieal maturation affect the
child's eye-hand eoornmation

The child is replacing any
kndeney for twoside(lness
with one-sidedness

Motor skill developins-nt is
highly related In other Jean-
nie-

IIMPLWATIONS

Ycars
The teacher's responsihilite is
to reoemze how the child's
growth and ph%sieal vigor ,if-
feet his fitness for school ex-
perience

The child enims vigorous ac-
tivities planned for short spans
of time followed by rest
The child is encouraged to ac-
cept dental Iran -ition without
undue sensitivity
Long periods of attention to
elose work as well as frequent
shifting of vision from :a distant
chart or chalk hoard to writing
or other nearvision tasks is
undesirable
Replanning and grouping for
ph%sical aetavO3 as dependent
upon the child's skill and eon-
cent development

Assessment of maturation e.
neessar% when plannine for
chlelomnent of ecimpleg
meet. mg hand and eye c'H

ion

Pressure to eliznig left-sided-
ns, is cliscouragd
The child is often ready for a
skill before en. ironmental clot
(1111011s provide' t31) 011001 t unity
to assist the child in the it :lin-
ing

Opportunities for of the
affect development ti

absence of rich eperitnro
often retards se must gron,th

Middle Years in School
The child usually has devel-
oped basil motor skills

child\ ability to maintain
halanee in performance of
skills inereases since muscular
development is more advanced

It'ea'aeieu

For continued refinement. in-
struction M basic 'rotor skills
is necessary

Instriltion is ort-:0:d for the
enjoy :vent of many games

foci
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(Assumptions and ImplicationsContinued)
The child's involvement in
vigorous ercrcise is highly
individualized

Sensory growth is developing
and affecting the use of the
body

There is an increase in
hand coo.dination

Neurophysical maturation
tinues to affect complex
development

eye-

con-
skill

Ehtensive opportunities should
be available for ph* steal ac-
tivity and skill development

The level to which the child
is developing his senses is in-
fluenced by his view of himself
and the richness of his experi-
ences

The teacher assists, the child to
develop the sensory maw in
order to gam new knowledge,
etilON his world. and become
more aware of his ens iron-
ment

Later Years in School
There are greater differences
m acceleration of various
growth phases with sudden
spurts of height and muscular
expansion

During the rapid phase of
growth the child seeks, uses.
and consumes many experi-
ences

Excellence in skill deveiopment
is dependent upon neurophy-a-
°logical development.

Some real or imagined de-
ficiency in the physical proc-
esses may affect behavior and
cause serious learning prob-
lems

Physical growth or "biology" is
an even more important factor
in behavior than in earlier
years.

The child who matures early
appears to be more relaxed
and attractive than the ma-
turationally late child who may
aopear to feel personally in-
adequate and dominated by
others.

Sexual changes influence the
ease of movement and coordi-
nation.

The larger child will attain
adult proportions at an earlier
age., :spelt:lady girls

The si.nsoo pot( filial of the
child may he ii.inctioning at a
high level of development.

Eye-hand coordination may ap-
pear at a high level of func-
tioning-

To maintain performance at a
high level, the child continues
to use basic motor skills

Assisting the child in a rt ahstic
rppraisel of himself and in
planning with him the possi-
bilities for modifying phssical
skills and strength thiough

is the n .tenee'N l'On
Ce rn

Solve ntcht, wettsht co rot
and health affect at
achievement and 1 e a ri ershi p,
the teacher utilizes this knowl-
edge in planning

The more physically mature
child can participate in more
varied social roles with ease,
attiust to problems. achieve in
athletics

When performance is affected.
the teacher reassures the child
who feels anxiety about physi-
cal change

Due to adult appearanc es. ex-
pectations for the large child
are often too great.

Use of the henscs is developvd
by planned learning experi-
ences

Excellence in coordination is
developed through an oppor-
tiny for many choices

Social Development and Behavior
schools with child-centered programs provide

oppoitunitis fur each child to identify with others
and to strive tovvard self-actualization. The values
of the school. community, and society affect the
child's social development and kart-wig.. The child's
social values and learning in turn afiect thc world.
As the child identifies with and moves in and
out of various groups, he develops awareness of the
perceptions and skills of a cooperative social person.

The teacher is sensi`ve to the social implications
of the school experiences and seeks to know how the
child views himself. The' teacher encourages the child
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141 -June hi. ;Ind anti iii tilt 11 OW leadlr
Slintlz 1.1.1t11 the Child. Tilt teather 111111. hie:: an en-
N.-it nautili rich in opportunities fur social suecsss
zind (41(110;d,, the xpanditu... 01 each child's -.case
of self."

The child is emu:mu:11y involved in 111 process
(1;i114 Alort The teacher 1 ivt, In the essen-

tials I'm atmosphere for cooperative inter
action and fnr de:Attilin(2 social cpilns for each
unaitie child,

AS4I'MPTIONS AND IDEAS WITH IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS

ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEAS IMPLICATIONS

Early Years
The self-image influences
sohtl development more than
the family and school

The child uses memory, social
cues, and desire for self-,atis-
Callon to realize social de-
velopmnt
The child seeks affection. help.
praise. and some limited re-
sponsibilities as his view of the
world becomes more varied

Social skills increase when the
child begins to seek peer ap-
proval and to select special
friends. and progresses forward
from simple right and wrong
pidgintnts to the influencing
of others.

Skill in sharing experiences
and ideas begins

There is identification with
small groups tint; some begin
to choose special friend,.

The child has imaginary as
well as nal playmates.

Thcrt' is a beginning of the
separation of boys and girls in
p1.1

The child begins to plan so-
cially toward the later part of
er.r4 eluldhood.

Cooperation in group activnies
ina be difficult, but Dune are
beginnings of acceptable be-
haviors in loosely organized
!It otins

A child may begin to make
dicei-40th and to be self critical

The' efft rtice teacher identifie.:
with the child and his world
lo guide and h nit him to dis-
etner anti adapt

The t.ater acceptc each child
though his behavior
inappropriate

The teacher helps the child ac-
cept tioproprtate

evt n though the are un-
I

The teacher plans a varlet% of
social to pent asses to proNale
opportunities for both leader-
ship and followership roles for
each child

Authoritarian attitudes inhibit
sot sal growth

Learning tAptrivic s tire in
accord with the culture' code
of mall:leis and beluivior
Respect for the chilli's in-
:tint facilitates mei% idual and
group planning

Too many choices eonftise
the child
Democratic it',Itier,fill) elle0111--
age:, indepentit nee

Middle Years M School
The' child 1:z concerned with
teehimpies tor h0Clai living
stieh s control of emotions.
respect for others' opinions and
interests as he perceives ways
of behaving in a group

The ehibrs social-moral growth
continues to be dominated by
the family and the community

There is identification with
nuinv irdults. larger group, the
neighborhood and the
munity

corn,

Tht child is encouraged to de-
velop more corn plex social

The teacher as a model alibi-
e [ices the child tow.irti socially
acceptable pattern' of be-
havior

The teacher considers the
valitts of the group and the
importanc of its influence.
There is a continued concern
to help the child pereeive dif-
ferently



(Assumptions and ImplicationsContinued)
The child is less egocentric and
concerned with adult authority
and more cote riled with be-
longing to a group

There is the beginning of de-
sire for prestige The child is
more aware of his power in
social relationships

The child develops social skills
as he perceives ways of behav-
ing in the group
The child is affected by ail
inter,u with individuals
and with groups

The interrelation-hip of social
and emonotel behatoor is ap-
parent

The' child's perceptions of him-
self begin to determine his
sotaal-moral conduct

Girls are often more aggressive
than boys Different boy and
girl interests are developing
rapidly

The teacher is responsible for
creating social situations to in-
volve the child in challenging
and effective ways

The development of social
skills is influenced by the
classroom atmosphere,

The child may develop anxiety
as a result of an awareness of
and feeling of inadequacy
about the relationship between
his social behavior and social
values

The teacher's effectiveness in
altering negative and expand-
ing ,leceptable social-moral
conduct is determined by an
awareness of the self-
perceptions

Later Years in School
Snead, interaction becomes
more frequent. complex, and
111VOIVed

Pressures from the group and
the changing society are
greater and more numerous

Set patterns of behavior now
tend to conceal the self-image

In developing human relations.
the child tends to substitute
the peer group for the family
Intelligence., school achieve-
ment. and the home soem-eeo-
nornac condition arc beginning
to influence peer acceptance
There is increasing sensitivity
anti pleasure in sharing ideas
The self-image affects increas-
ingly the child's moral conduct
as well as his conformity to
social convention which often
inhibits the child's becoming a
self-actualized individual
The child tends to move in and
out of groups
There is a growing awareness
of social problems and a desire
to correct them in the child's
expanding community.
Friends and future companion-
ship occupy the thought of the
child more than family and
schoni social concerns
There is a slower rate of
change in social halms
The child may pursue interests
independent of group domina-
tion
The child's social growth is ac-
celerated when be discovers
meaning for his life and makes
decisions concerning himself.

The child should become aware
that cooperation and voinpeti-
lion are necessary in our so-
ciety

The child is counseled in ef-
fective use of peer popularity.

There is reeognition that plan-
ned opportunities to identify
with many groups assists the
child.

Evidences of the child's aware-
ness arc' signs of ma turity
which guide the teacher in
planning experiences

The teacher is aware of the
struggle between capacity to
strive for individuality and
pressures to become socialized
in relation to society's rules for
behavior.

Concern for Insignificant mis-
behavior and incidents IS to be
avoided

The teacher facilitates freedom
for individual creativity.
Respect for the child's judg-
ment encourages competency
in making choices.

Social manners and behavior
are taught through pariinipa-
bon in school activities.

The teacher plans for intciac-
non in order to help the child
understand the other person.
which is the highest form of
social adjustment

Thinking About the Child
Tit, conceptual or idea orientation to child de-

vlopment attempts to relate knowledue from %-tab-
listied areas. such as psychology. aiiimopo)0,1*..,. Ale).
olo:_ty,. biology, and physiology. Concepts of hArnaii
development are emerging from philosophical idea,:
such as desertheo by Erich Fromm:

. there is no meaning to life except the memiing man
gives his life by the unfolding of his. powers. ac lie nag
produetnely. , . . the one task that matters 11,1
the foil development of our pouers within the IiinitaIlote:.
set by the laws of our CX114enee

From this and other contemporary thought, human
development is the process of

The handbook, Teaching Oregon's Childen,.. pre-
.secos a concept of child development and the impli-
cations tor teaching relevant to ilavighui,t's "de-
velopmental tasks."

Throu:qi the developmental tasks 'approach and
other research i'mdings, the teacher will continually
inquire ainnit growth and development and ielato
ideas to the concerns 01 individual children

Teaehers will examine research for implication,
applicable to :NM development and utilize these in
planning for the teaching-learning proces.4. From
"developmental orientation" the teacher may inid
answers to questions such as

What changes occur within the organism as it
matures?

What conditions affect the couisc of these
changes?

What processes are involved in change?
How do these changes influence and how are they

influenced by the: orgainStris. interacting and
coping with environment?'

The teacher's knowledge combined with the ob-
servations of the "developing child" will aid in the
indiv;dualization of leirning which helps the child
to become a productive and cnWuting person..
Experiences are perceived as untqee. to himself by
the inch\ usual child who has the responsibility for
his bec9ming,

Glossary
"Development---The complex product of the forces of

10I1 :Ind of nurture as (1(cribd
is called development. (In the ahsenei., of ode-

nuiNire development would fail and sileh
things: as increase in st*/(% of body
skills, or the acquisition of speech .kiln[({ not be
possible )

"GrOW4.11-:WO llS the term growth to measure. (li-
vlopment. Growth is conc'er'ned %% Oh chdtntes in
size, complexity. and proportion :Ind with ',null
(Wahl t aka ti those which (;ein' in
nmscle, bone, hair, and pigmentation.

Filen Fromm Man For Himself, , Rinehart and Company. Inc', Neu York. 1917, 45
Adapted ft urn Gordon W Allport lievonnnis Rove Conderotrim, for a psocnotorof of pl./minion'', Vole (ton ei

New Haven, 1955. lin pp
Robert 11,1vmhurst Developtnetito1 Tacks, rind Education. Lorlinon. (Iren and Co , New York. 1953. 334 no
Addisied froni brviug E Sigel, "The Need for Conceptualization in Research on Child ne%vitqaiiptii." (-Io/ niperopnic.ta 'I lie

Societ foe Rese.iirh in Child Devetoonient. l'uldue*Univerqty Indiana Vol 27. No 2, Juin! 1956. oi 211
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"MaturationThe term maturation refers to the un-
folding of ti design which is essentially hereditary
in origin. It is again a product of both the forces
of maturation and nurture.

"NurtureThe term nurture is' commonly used in the
broadest sense to embrace not only feeding but
all of the complexities involved in education and
socialization.

"PatternA pattern of growth refers to the relation-
ship of various measured characteristics within
the individual,

"RateScientific study enables one to speak with
some certainty about the rate of development.
Rate refers to the amount of increment or increase
in structure or function in terms or units of time.

"SequenceSequence occurs in developmentunless
drastic measures are taken to alter the sequence,
a child sits before he stands, he walks before he

.'EARLY YEARS IN SCHOOLThe time in the
child's life when he enters school- -five years
through eight years of age, approximately.

411IDDLE YEARS IN SCHOOLThe time from eight
years through eleven years of age. approximately.,

LATER YEARS IN SCHOOL The time from twelve
years through thirteen years of age. approxi-
mtely The later childhood years in school in-
clude puberty for some childen and especially
was who are often two year beyond the boys in
the physical ma` ing process.

Adapted from Willard C 01.5orb, Child Development, Second Edition. D C. Heath and Compon), Rip.ton. 1959, 4,r1 pp
' This do, ISIOn of the period of growth for the convenience of this publication bitrary and is gis.en here to facilitate the use of

the guide
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Organizing the School
An organizational pattern can facilitate instruc-

tion or hinder it. but no particular school organization
yin] guai antec quality instruction, The success of any
school organization depends upon the understanding
the staff has of it and their commitment to it. Ele-
mentary schools in Oregon have traditionally fol-
lowd a graded pattern with some multigrading.
usually as it matter of expediency rather than by
design.

Although certain organizational patterns appear
to offer a high potential for facilitating individualiza-
tion of learning, this goal can be achieved under
most organizational patterns if the goal is really
desired To assure children opportunities to more
nearly achieve their potential, any school organiza-
tional pattern requires a degree of flexibility in the
administration of many district-s. :de policies, such
as those relating to the curriculum, use of textbooks
and instructional materials, reporting to parents. and
record keeping.

TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS

Over the years there have been recurring
patterns of school organization, both vertical and
horizontal, Sonia' of the current types of school
organization are here' summarized briefly,

In the graded organization, it is assumed that
there is a body of knowledge, skills, and concepts
that is best acquired by all children when they reach
a particular grade in the educational program, Our
present knowledge of child development and the
learning process seems to refute this assumption.
However, if each grade is thought of as a year's ex-
perience for the child and the teacher is permitted
to take each child where he is and guide him as far
as he can progress comfortably, in relation to his
potential, daring the year, a major reorganization of
the school is unnecessary,

In the departmentalized organization, the cur-
riculum is fragmented with emphasis given to sepa-
rate subjects and teacher competency in et.rricular
areas. Children are often left unguided to find re-
lationships between skills and content areas and to
integrate their !earnings.

In theory the nongraded type of organization
emphasizes the belief that each child is unique and
should be permitted to progress in accord with his
own developmental pattern. Grade designations are
eliminated with special emphasis on individualization
of learning and continuous learning opportunities.
Placing children of multi-ages in a group is often
the last phase in the development of the nongraded
organization. When mastery of content is the over-
riding goal, the nongraded organization remains
graded in actuality.

In wort/ tcachirtg, responsibility for the instruc-
tional in ogram fm a given, group of ehildi
do, 'tied among the members of the team ratite' than
a...signed as Ow total responsibility of one peison
-CooperatIon and collaboration in the planning, in 4-
:,0/11111 14 411. :11141 evaluation of 111'41110)(mA and gual-
tin,c inograms ez,.sential aspects lit team teach-
mg

COOpt't la IV le(leht01f1 may be the beginning of
14`,11111 iv:M1111W, It santiot ac'hie've all the %aloes id
tcain aitionfttii it hue. N.:AMP;

01 it own
Sotth.t1111(:, team Iv:Achill:,u the il(Iin organi-

zation, and 1111.4111-ZWe 1:1 111/111;4 1I V 0111111110d to 111W e

et feel icely achieve a progiam to provide lor continu-
ous lea! lung and to help individuals achieve their
potential learning goals.

The self -cotstarned type of organization in the
bioadest sense, long used in conjunction with the
graded school, is equally suited to the nongraded type
of elementary school organizatnin lo the sell-con-
tained classroom, relationships between curricular
areas can be tacilitated, integration of lemmings by
the child guided and continuous learning and indi-
vidualization of learning achieved with a minimum
of problems.

Grooping of cliddren within the total school,
either heterogeneously or homogeneously is another
determinant to consider in the organization of a
school. Although homogeneous grouping persists and
comes into vogue from time to time, research findings
are inconclusive. The expense and the problems in-
volved with homogeneous groupings do not seem to
justify its use. The use of heterogeneolc, or homo-
geneous grouping is' closely- related to the basic be-
liefs neld, consciously or unconsciously, by- the ad-
ministration and staff of a school.

CONCLUSION

In arriving at a final decision relating to a school's
organization,, the superintendent, principal, and staff
need to first examine their beliefs and educational
objectives. When educators know their goals, they
are in a position to make the best possible choices
for the organizational pattern of the school. Only
when the organization is compatible with the school's
philosophy can the stated educational objectives be
realized,

In the initiation of any new school organization,
it is important that there be a thorough understand-
ing of the basic assumption of what any proposed
organization can accomplish. The curriculum needs
to he in accord with the school's philosophy and goals
as well as do the policies for the use of texts, instruc-
tional materials. reporting to parent'. and record
keeping. Antiquated policies in these administrative

I' State Department of Education, Prtheiples and Pobetes for El111e.7"714 Setubal Classroom Oroantzotton 1n Oroon, The Den.irt-
rnent. Salem. Oregon. 1962. p. 15
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areas often prevent the realization of the school's
educational objectives.

A planned period of in-service for all the staff
will foster success in affecting change in a school's
organization.

It should also be remembered that no organiza-
tional pattern can be successful if the pupil-teacher
ratio is such that teachers do not have time to know
the children for whom they are responsible, There
is no "cheap road" to quality education.

EVALUATION

There is probably no best way to organize a
school because the organization that is effective will
be the one which rriost nearly can achieve the school's
philosophy and ed ..eational objectives. Therefore the
evaluation of the school organization must be directly
related to beliefs, values. and goats held for the
school's educational program.

Questions similar to the following may be used
by the staff as a guide in evaluating their school's
organization::

To what degree is the organization compatiblewith
beliefs about children?
understandings of how children learn?
educational objectives?
values held for a democratic society?
To what degree does the organization achieve the
purposes as stated in the school's philosophy?
Are there changes that might more effectively
achieve the educational objectives now held?

Organizing for Curriculum
And Instructional Improvement

A teacher's guide, such as this one, which presents
a statewide framework for the elementary school
curriculum, gives teachers only general guidelines
on what to teach, supported by a philosophical base
and educational objectives. It does not attempt to
give teachers daily guidance on the scope of their
instruction nor many specific "how-to-do-it" ideas.
This is all that can be provided effectively from the
state level, It then becomes the responsibility of
educational leaders at the local and county levels to
develop teaching materials which sr/pp/erne/a and
complement the state curricuhern framework pre-
sented in this Guide.

The purpose of curriculum work at local and/or
coti»ty levels should be to give teachers security,
understandings. and knowledge so they, in turn. may
better implement the state's elementary curriculum.
The major task in accomplishing this purpose will
be the development of a scope within each level
and subject area in terms of specific objectives
expressed in terms of pupil understandings, attitudes,
appreciations skills, habits, values, and behaviors.
These objectives should be derived from the major

goals of education as indicated in the Philosophy of
Education for Oregon Schools section of this Guide
and similar widely accepted statements, and from the
needs of children of each maturity level as related
to these general objectives.

Objectives of the local instructional program will
thus become more and more specific. precise. and de-
tailed as they approach the actual instructional and
learning level within the classroom and the learning
group: and will progressively indicate the scope of
the program for any selected group of children in
any area of the curriculum. When a comprehensive
multiple list of truly specific objectives1 of instruc-
tion exists for levels of learning by grade and sub-
ject, the selection of instructional materials (subject
matter) and instructional procedures becomes easy
and obvious.T

Further implementation of the state curriculum
framework may require a variety of activities such
as the development of resource units; teaching units;
instructional ideas for the classroom; criteria for
evaluating instructional practices and materials and
the chitd's progress; and development of skills in
utilizing new teaching techniques. implementation
of the state curriculum framework might also include
the development of criteria, compatible with the
state guide, for evaluating textbooks and national
teaching programs so that the best possible selections
will be made.

Another area needing implementation is at the
administrative level and has to do with the develop-
ment of policies regarding the purchase and use of
textbooks, supplementary materials, and instructional
supplies and equipment.

CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT

There will be no one pattern for implementation
of the state curriculum framework because of vary-
ing local situations. The community itself influences
somewhat the direction of the curriculum program.
Children also come to school with varied backgrounds
and experiences, determined by the environment of
the community and the family. In addition to these
environmental influences, the needs of the profes-
sional staff, resulting from the experiences and edu-
cational training of its members, also influence the
curriculum.; Curriculum study programs should begin
with an assessment of the needs of children and the
competencies and interests of the staff if real value
is to be realized from the work.

The decision as to the degree of involvement of
lay people within a school community rests with its
administrators, instructional staff, and board, Time
and experience has shown that the role of lay citizens
is usually that of developing the school's philosophy
and broad educational objectives cooperatively with
the professional staff. What to teach and the methods
of instruction or the "how-to-teach" are rightfully
the prerogatives of the professionally educated staff
and should be retained by them.

Curriculum work is considered the responsibility
of the district as a whole and usually serves to bring

(i) See Homemaking Education Ill Oregon Secondary Schools. 1965, publiNhed by the Department of Education, Salem, Oregon, for
a comPreliensive example of scope development through statement of specific ohieetiveq,

(: Local curriculum activities are itometimes wasteful and nonproductive For instance,, mere duplication of the framework of the
state Chide accomplishes little by itself and distribution of commercial *.cope and gequerice chart; does not appear to he a worthy
project for local efforts unless there is complete incongruity between the educational philosophy and objectives of the district and
those of the state
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unity and coordination among the various district
schools.

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Improvement of instructional practices is usually
delegated to the staff and administrator of each
building. However, there may be times when in-
structional improvement is approached at the total
district level. This would be especially true if a
wholly new curriculum were being initiated, such
as a contemporary mathematics program. When such
a situation occurs, changes in instructional practices
and techniques are frequently demanded. The suc-
cess of the new curriculum is often directly depend-
ent upon the teacher's knowledge of and skill in
using practices and techniques compatible with cur-
riculum goals.

When curricular changes demand major innova-
tions in instructional practices, the district has an
obligation to recognize the need for in-service educa-
tion. This may be done through district-wide in-
service on released time or attendance at workshops
and summer sessions. Keys to successful curricular
changes are (1) administrative leadership; (2) co-
operative stall decision to adopt the program; (3)
stall commitment to tne program; and (4) sufficient
in-service to assure all staff members an understand-
ing of tne program and acquisition of the skills neces-
sary to implement it.

Changes in instructional practices will occur
without curriculum changes when the leadership
fosters this kind of professional growth. Sometimes
changes will result from staff-study programs based
on educational literature and/or educational research
findings. Other changes may come from a desire to
test assumptions.

Change in instructional practices will occur at an
uneven pace and on a broken front. Adoption of new
instructional practices is dependent upon individuals.
Individuals differ in creativeness, interest, insights,
understanding, and motivation. Leaders at building
and district level also have the responsibility of cre-
ating a climate conducive to innovation and of pro-
viding teachers with security during the period of
trying new ideas. Teachers have a right to oppor-
tunities to learn without censor while trying new
ideas. In such situations, the leader needs to give
support and guidance to the teacher in evaluating
the experiences and in redesigning future experiences
so as to retest, modify, or replace the idea.

Curriculum designing and improvement of in-
struction call for compatible, cooperative teamwork
on the part of teachers, principals, supervisors, and
superintendents.

EVALUATION@

Evaluation of the curriculum and instructional
practices should be a continuing process. No staff
can afford not to seek improvement of its educational
offerings and classroom practices. Questions such as
the following may guide its evaluation of forts:

Curriculum Program
To what degree does the curriculum reflect the
school's philosophy and objectives? The values
held by the community and school?
Does the curriculum provide a sequence of learn-
ings in the curricular areas?
Is there balance in the curriculum for the develop-
ment of skills. concepts. and habits? Attitudes,
appreciations, and values?
What opportunities are present for continuous
learning?
To what degree does the curriculum make suf-
ficient provision for the needs of all children?
What opportunities exist for integration of !earn-
ings?

To what degree does the school's organization fa-
cilitate the goals of the curriculum?
How do the district's policies aid the achievement
of its curricular goals?

Instructional Program
To what degree do the instructional procedures
reflect the school's philosophy and objectives?
The values held by the community and school?
To what degree do the instructional practices
implement the curriculum?
How do the instructional practices capitalize on
and extend individual differences?
Do the school's policies relating to the planning of
instruction encourage long-range planning of for-
ward looking practices?
How do the instructional practices further the
development of skills. concepts, appreciations,
values, desirable habits, and attitudes?

Organizing for Classroom Instruction
CREATING THE TEACHINGLEARNING CLIMATE

If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house
of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshold of your
own mind.C)

Creating a climate which stimulates children to in-
quire, to think, to grow to know,. to reach out; creating a
climate in which children perceive that thinking.. learning.
knowing are prizedthis is the teacher's task.

In this kind of classroom, the child has the oppor-
tunity to perceive that he

is accepted for what he is.
has opportunities to achieve success,
can communicate with others.
can communicate with the teacher.
is developing self-direction.,
belongs to the group.
can learn to make choices and decisions.
has a responsibility as an individual, and therefore

must assume certain obligations.

()Also see Evaluating Edueatumat Change, A Guide for Oregon Schools, Department of Education, Salem, Oregon 1963.
® Kahlil Oa 'bran. The Prophet, Alfred A. Knopf, New York,. 196U. p 62,
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In this kind of classroom, the leacher perelvv);
tlw t1 t .i own as Ow child's laboratory for learning
by -

plaiining spare' for independent group activitie:4
and individual as well as for sliaml work

keeping the roOM attractive.
choosing tacilities and furnishings which

prmit flexible use
encourage interaclion,
promote a varlet} of ways to learn.-

tablisimig centers of interest which stimulate
and aid learning,

enc.omaging children to use a wide range of re-
sources,

guiding experiences so that there will be a variety
of w;.n.s for children to learn and a variety of
learnings.

using gioliping as a means to attain established
purposes,

developing a variety of techniques appropriateto
use' with various groups.
aiding children to successfully reach their

goals,
encouraging creative solutions to problems.

ACHIEVING BALANCE

Within the classroom the teacher should offer
children a "learning day" that has balance between
or among- -

development of skills, concepts, and appreciations.
physical and mental activities.
independent and group activities.
private and shared activities,
creative experiences and routine.. formal, and

informational type experiences.
following directions and making decisions.

Like other aspects of the teaching-learning proc-
ess, if individuals are really considered, balance in
the "learning day" will not mean the same thing for
all children. The teacher and the children will have
a general plan for the day, but because of needs,
interests. and goals there will, of necessity, need to
be exceptions,

There is a dearth of research and information as
to the amount of time which should be allocated to
each of the curricular areas during a day or week.

Block fur the tzuu al ts t. ieconi-
mended as is correlation lanii,iiitizes .11 ts
and Ow social studies., ll'he Chart
Pt.' i-t4itaqi--. tit time. ion" the currieitliii at vas in

p tO (Cdtiler and pi Intl-
as thiy evaluitiv halanci, ,n 1111. 1)l,mtit.(1 ww....cdru

GROUPING

chflii pi (-elves himself as a person and
;Is a member of thy school connationtv depend, in ;/
lal 2p masure', upon grouping pi actives .n%

Call.-0N a child to pei% as
%yin 1 has little if any instil icallon.

;I lliplill1 in the classroom must always he lo,elv
related to the purpose or purpose. or ono child .1

a.tv of grotipiniz practici. should hi, iisid Thi
('oinnosition of the gioup, si/i, of tht. gi inn). and
length nt lime the group remains aN a vkin king unit
is directly related to the purpose zind the ironiedudi
Iasi< Pli.xibility is a I:ey word to rinterribet R hi.n
itrotiping.

Thri 1'- considerable research available on Vot I p-

ing and L'..)tipS %%11101 I'Vettilli 1l('ipltll to the tepelter
in thy study of this aspect of the teaching-larning
pr()cess.

EVALUATION

The following questions need to by asked regu-
larly by the teacher in order to den.' mine the f-
fectiveness of the classroom organization for instruc-
tion:

Aro children developing positive self-&' oncept.s?
Are children developing self - direct ion?
Is the classroom a learning laboratory for the
child?

Is each child being challenged?
How does grouping achieve the children's pur-
poses?

As the teacher, am I using a variety of techniques?
What are they?
What new technique have I used this year? How
successful was it?
Is creativity prized and encouraged?
Has balance in the child's day been achieved?
What evidences of balance are there? What areas
need further consideration to achieve balance?

bon, Way,htngton, D. C.. 1964. pp. 105-106
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0) Adapted from Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. ndwzdualiz-ing Instruction, 1964 Yearbook, The Associa-
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Lanailaa,. art 1.,-; more than a series of skill'- -
mm r than reading, WI 11 1/HZ, 11:Af'11)1W, speaking: more
than spelling. grammar, handwriting. It is the ability
to communicate our innermost thoughts to other..
It is the ("diet. fit our "humanness" it is what sets;
iis apart from all other animal life. It is not only
comnllinieiatiorl Vt liti ill 1)(111(1 ti" but with
1 ho,0 of the historical past and with those yet to lw
born

Tlie complex language arts skills may be wpa-
rated for tinder standing and learning but are so
closely related to eaeh other that sometimes Oita.' can-
not 1w isolated. They are dependent one upon the
other; they, supplement and cornplnient each oilier;
each gives purpose and meaning to the other. More
than this they are the very foundation of all learn-
itit2, in our' culture. Without a means of conirnimicat-
ine other curriculum areas such as social studies and
science would have no *way of being developed. For
this reariii, the language arts skills often draw on
content from other curriculum areas for substance
and purpose as well as from its own content.

The content of language arts is found in the past
and present literature of the world.. Language arts
content also comes from the story of language and
the sounds, history, and meaning of words.

The following concepts about language have been
proriosed for elem 'tart' school children:'

1, Language I:, a system of sounds.
2 Ti'- f,., ids convey meaning only when put together in

patterns of w ords and sentences.
3. The patterns of sound convey meaning to the initiated--

those who know the language
4. Pitch stress, and juncture are a part of the sound system

of the language and help to convey meaning.
5. The sounds and their connection with the things they

represent are purely arbitrary.
6. The sounds are put together in characteristic designs.

these designs can be composed of a great variety of
appropriate fillers.

7. A language changes;, old words may be given new mean-
ings and new uses.

8. Likewise, old words are dropped and new words are
coined of old parts to represent new meanings or modifi-
cations of old ones.(1)

Teachers will find learning opportunities in many
curricular areas for children to develop these con-
cepts about language, It is believed by many that
linguistics has contributions to make to reading,
spelling, and the development of clear sentence struc-
ture..

in this Guide, specific language art skills have
not been allocated to particular grades.. It is believed
that all skills have their beginnings during the first
years of educational experience and that, because
children progress at different rates, there will be an
unevenness in their achievement levels of compe-
tency. Thus it becomes each teacher's responsibility.

s

the° progiess of individuals and to plan the
teae1met-leation4 experience so ns to capitalize on
each child's tempo Each child needs to be challngt
-.'nfreiently without ever feeling complete defeat.
11(.1001e, to eyee% classr oom throughout the ele-
inf.nea t -,chool, there will be children at %,arving
place,. in I be develuntnent of language arts skills

Via each pos,,cs,vs expanding potentials.
Although a child may have pnificiency in outlining
ea, v reading material, there is no guarantee that he
ran outline vela. difficult reading material. Each
teacher, then, has the responsibility and privilege of
helping children expand their abilities in the skills
ahead% learned at an easier reading level.

In addition to teaching skills and guiding the ex-
panding development of skrllz. teachers also must

oviilt' sufficient experiences* for children to practice
them in meaningful situations. There must be a
varltv of worthwhile activities so children can
maintain proficiency in skills once they are learned.

Scope

The language arts program should be built around
the general broad objectives of the language arts and
the obieetives of each area: listening. speaking. read-
ing., and writing. These obiectives constitute the
scope of the language arts and are

To communicate more effectively and creatively
To develop ability in the use, of all communication
s kills
To think more clearly
To appreciate and understand all aspects of com-
munication
The scope of the language arts areas may be stated

as:
Listening
To listen

to learn
to discriminate
to appreciate
to enjoy

Speaking
To express

clearly
effectively
accurately
creatively
aesthetically

Reading
To develop

a desire to read
a lifelong interest in read.ng

1' Ruth G Strickland. "The Contribution of Structural Linguistics to the Teaching of lleadmg. Writing, and Grammar in the
Elementary School," Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University. Vol 40. Ho. 1 (January 1964).; pp. 7-8
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To read
understandingly
purposefully
appreciatively
critically
accurately

Writing
To write

legibly
clearly
accurately
el feel ively
creatively
aesthetically

Sequence of Learning
Children have their first experiences in learning

the skills of communication in the home and usually
have acquired some degree of competency in listening
and speaking before coming to school. Some children
may also have developed initial skills in reading and
writing.

The teacher's task is to know where each child is.
remembering that the normal sequence. of learning
the communication skills is

listening
speaking
reading
writing.

Children acquire meanings for the abstract sym-
bols of reading after they understand words and use
them to communicate... Children must have ideas to
communicate before they have a need to write, Some
facility with the mechanics of handwriting and spell-
ing makes written communication easier.

Children are likely to reveal their innermost
thoughts and feelings through what they say and
write if there is an accepting environment. Teachers
would do well to create this type of learning environ-
ment.

Listening
Listening is the communication skill by which

the listener interprets all sounds, including word
symbols in relation to his personal experiences.
Listening is more than hearing sounds: a mental
process must occur. Thoughtful reaction following
the hearing of sounds is necessary for listening to be
complete, The task of the elementary school is to
guide children in the development of good habits and
attitudes so that they will learn the skill of listening

SKILLS
The skills of listening are

comprehension
retention
organization
crit teal evaluation.

These skills of listening are so nearly like those
of reading that for the development of each the
tcaeher should refer to the section on reading,
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ACTIVITIES

Chi ldien come to school with a wide range of
abilities in the listening skill. The teacher's responsi-
bility is to diagnose each child's listening ability and
to plan the kinds of experiences which will meet his
need.

There are various types of listening growing out
of one interest and motive for 11..tening. These have
been categorized by some writers as attentive ap-
preciative, creative, and passive.

Listening should not be a separate curricular r- ea
but should be included in all the learnings of the
child'. day Language arts experiences are rich in
opwrtimities for development of the listening skill.
Through purposeful, planned experiences, children
ean develop eompetency m Iktning skills as they
participate- in many language activities. The list
which follows is not meant to he complete but to be
illustrative of the range of listening activities.

TYPES OF LISTENING ACTIVITIES
Attentive

Announce-
ments
Directions
Information
Explanations
Conversa-
tions
Discussions
Introductions
Programs
Recordings

tapes..
records

Story telling

Appreciative
Poetry
Prose
Dramatiza-
tions
Music

rhythm,
melody,
harmony

Creative
Reconstructing

concepts.
generaliza-
tions
literary.
dance, music,
,and/or art
forms

from
spoken
language,
melody.
rti atm.
sounds, e
from birds.
street

Passive
Multiple

stimuli
Tuning in
and out of
sounds and
symbols
Selecting and
di.cruninnt-
ing, inter-
mittently

Speaking

Because children will have had various experi-
ences. their abilities to speak will have a wide range.
To discover each child's ability, the teacher needs to
create an environment in which the child perceives
that he is free to speak and that what he says will
be accepted. An informal arrangement of furniture
does much to create such a free, accepting environ-
ment. The teacher cannot discover children's speech
needs unless they talk.

Not only speaking competencies but the child's
concept of self: Ins adjustment to school, home, and
the world in general: and his attitudes and prejudices
can be diagnosed through his speaking.

OUTCOMES

A colorful, enriched vocabulary and correct use of
words in oral expression

Understanding of
structural analysis
history of words

.Joy in the use and appreciation of
right words
pure words
:strong verbs and 1101.1ilti
picturesque speech
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A feeling for complete sentences and ability to ex-
press one's self well when communicating orally

Understanding of sentence structure
Appreciation for sentence and style acceptable to
the situation

Ability to organize ideas for oral presentation
Outlining
Summarizing
Synthesizing

Ability to express one's self clearly and accurately in
all types of situations using oral expression

Understanding of the format suitable to the situ-
ation
Creativeness

Voice skills for oral expression
Pronunciation
Phrasing
intonation
Cadence
Stress
Varying voice to indicate change of meaning

ACTIVITIES

A great variety of activities around which teachers
and children can plan experiences are available for
developing speaking skills. Special classes for speak-
ing are not necessary. Speaking activities should
permeate all curricular areas Children have the
rioht to k,row in their competency to express them-
selves orally every year through rich, varied. and
increasingly more complex and mature situations..

The list of activities which follows illustrates
types of speaking activities as well as the breadth
of such activities suitable for elementary school
children.

TYPES OF SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

One-to-One
Conversation
Telephoning
Greeting
caller
Introduction
Interview

Reporting
to a Group

Reports
Information
Book
Trip

Reviews
Book
Movie
Television

Story Telling
Stories
Jokes
Anecdotes
Fables

Reading
Prose
Poetry

Speaking
Prepared
Extemporane-
()tic
Eplanatory
Descriptive
Announce-
ment
Fit oadeast
Directive

Interaction
in Groups

Discussions
Panels
Debates
Symposiums
Club-type
meetings
Committees

Creative
Choral
readings
Dramatiza-
tions
Creative
dramatiza-
tions
Role playing
Broadeaqts

real or
nnzrginary

The language arts program should offer children
many opportunities each year to increase their com-
petencies in each type of speaking activity,

TEACHING LANGUAGE

One of the purposes of the elementary :who'd 1,
to help children acquire an acceptable pattern of
speech. The functional approach has been an effec-
tpv one to use with this age child. In the functional
approach the focus is on the learning of acceptable
patterns of speech through imitation and obset vation
as the need arises in the daily work of the hild.

Children conic to school At ith tear tied panel ns
speech which the linguist calls a chaleet. Teacheis
need to accept the child's dialect and to help him
develop patterns which are acceptable' in other saial
and orking situations

There are cultural levels of speech, and the- child
needs to know and practice patterns suitable for a
vat icty of life's experiences. The linguist

between a standaid speech pattern which is
socially acceptable and the nonstunuard patio a
which includes the substandard, both of which ate
not socially acceptable.. In addition, there' are func-
tional speech patterns, based on the degiee of ex-
presse(1 tanl111arlty, ranging from formal and semi-
formal to the informal. According to the linguist
there is no "corrects' way of speaking but ather'
socially acceptable patterns. Thus, social accepta-
bility of .speech and the ability to express oneself
meaningfully should be the criteila for evaluating
speech patterns.

There is no evidence that formal grammar, the
approach based on the rules and logical order of the
Latin grammar, "coirectness.- and authority helps
the elementary school child to improve his speech
style. Grammar is abstract and has little meaning
for young children. When the seventh- or eighth-
grade child evidences an interest in the formalism of
grammar, he should be introduced to it. The child's
interest should be considered, however, and the
teacher should introduce formal grammar with full
recognition that it may not improve either the child's
speaking or wiiting.

A functional approach to the teaching of grammar
is recommended for elementary school children.

Reading
Reading is not just a skill but rather a resource for fuller

living That concept changes the emphasis in the teaching of
reading from mechanics to meaning, from the acquisition of
mechanical skill to the development of ability to gain mean-
ing from symbols and to think with it, interpret it and use
it for personal and social ends. The quality of an indi-
vidual's reading is not determined by the degree of mechani-
cal skill he has attained but by the quality of personal
satisfaction and enrichment that he finds in the experience
of reoding.

Since this is true,, learning to read is not a task for the
printary graues. tier even for the elementaiy school, atone
It is re.illy a lifetime task , . All individuals who are
real readers continue to learn to read as long as they live
and continue to read. They expand and deepen their v o-
cabulary of words and meanings and poli ',h and refine their
ski:I through continuous experience with reading ei)

With this understanding of reading.. the develop-
ment of at desire to read, an inquiring wholesome
attitude towaid reading, and an appreciation (if
literature' is equally.. not more impoi tant than the
;11quisition of readily!, skills, Thus tlnc task of learn-

f! Ruth G Striekland, The Langetatie Arts in the Elementary School.. 2nd Edition. P Ile,ith sand Co-, Ilo-.ton 1957, p 213
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ing to read becomes much broader and more complex
than the recognition and pronunciation of symbols.
All that the teacher does in teaching-learning ex-
periences should encompass these comprehensive
goals. Appreciation of literature should not be con=
fused with the teaching of skills. Elementary school
children should develop competency in reading skills
but not at the expense of other goals for reading.

SKILLS

Many aspects of the eight reading skits have their
beginnmgs in the first year of reading instructions
All aspects of the eight reading skills, as categorized
in this Guide, need to be emphasized each year.
These skills are

word attack skills
comprehension skills
retention skills
evaluating skills
organizing skills
information location skills
silent reading rates
oral reading skills:

Every child should show yearly progress in the de-
velopment of these skills, He should be more accur-
ate, more rapid, more discriminating in their use,
and able to apply them in a wider range of situations
with increasingly more difficult reading material,

Children in any classroom will naturally evidence
an ever widening range of competency in these skills..
Each child will also display differences in compe-
tency for the various aspects of the reading skills.
The teacher should encourage rather than strive to
eliminate these differences. A reading program of
high quality will be recognized by its wide variations
in achievement.

Word Attack Skills

Independence is the goal in the development of
word attack skills. All children may not achieve
complete independence, but each year should find
them nearer this goal There is considerable evidence
to support the practice of beginning instruction in
this skill with sight words and moving into phonics
by beginning with the sounds of the consonants,
followed by the vowel sounds, and then into struc-
tural analysis and the dictionary skills.

ASPECTS OF WORD ATTACK SKILLS

Sight Words
Pieiures
Configurations
Context clues
Rhyming words

Context Clues (an aspect of sight words)
Experiences
Synonyms
Multiple meanings of familiar words
Antonyms
Analogies
Definitions
Summaries
Punctuation marks
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Reflections of a mood or situation
Multiple meanings of unfaniilar words

In the teaching of phonies the sequence should be
from auditory to verbal to visual.,

Phonics

CONSONANTS
Initial consonant sounds
Ending consonants
Rhyming words
Ending consonant substitutions
Consonants that have more than one sound
Consonant blends
Beginning consonant digraphs
Double consonants
Silent consonants
Three-letter consonant blends
Inflectional changes: d to t. adding n.. changing f to

r to add ex

VOWELS

Vowel perception
Short vowels
Vowels have more than one sound
Long vowels with final e
Double vowels
Vowel plus r
Vowel digraphs
Vowel diphthongs
Vowels have many sounds
Rules for vowel sounds

Structural Analysis

Add s, ed, ing
Root words, prefixes, suffixes, and compound words
1.,..fihenated words
Contractions
Inflected forms by douWing final consonant
Changing y to i and adding es
Perception of syllables
Prefixes
Suffixes
Understanding homonyms
Understanding heteronyms and homographs
Understanding syllabication

Dictionary Skills

Know the alphabet
Recognize letters of alphabet
Follow alphabetical sequence
Understand relationship of letters of alphabet
Arrange words alphabetically by first, second, third

and fourth letters
Use of alphabetical arrangement
Know dictionary format
Understand guide words
Locate words in dictionary by using guide words
Understanding schwa symbol
Use base word to locate given word
Understand syllabication
Use phonetic pronunciation
Use accent marks
Recognize slant line and hyphen as pronunciation

aids
Interpret diacritical markings
f 'sod appropriate meanings



Use all information in dictionary
Use dictionary independently for learning about new

words

Comprehension Skills

Answer simple, factual questions
Find details
Follow directions
Anticipate action
Find sequence of story
Classify
Recognize main idea of story
Anticipate plot
Visualize events
Draw conclusions
Locate specific information
Follow complex directions
Utilize punctuation clues
Recognize main idea of paragraph
Develop insights into behavior, attitudes, and feelings

of characters
Compare and contrast
Interpret figures of speech
Find details to support main ideas
Solve problems
Form generalizations
Understand idiomatic expressions
Understand relationships:: time, space, cause and

effect
Interpret maps, charts, graphs, diagrams, and sched-

ules
Predict outcomes
Identify elements of style

Retention Skills
Comprehension must precede retention; the child

must comprehend what he has read if he is to have
something to retain, The number of times children
will need to reread a selection to have something to
retain will depend on previous knowledge of the
content, their interest, and the purpose and the dif-
ficulty of the materials. The following steps might
help children develop retention skills. Frequent op-
portunities for recall are also necessary if retention
of information is to have any degree of permanency.

STEPS IN DEVELOPING RETENTION SKILLS

Decide which ideas to remember.
Formulate questions to help in remembering ideas.
Restate ideas in own words.
Make notes on materials read.
Make outlines on materials read.
Make a summary of materials read.

Evaluating Skills

Evaluating as a reading skill implies reading
critically and may be thought of as an extention or
refinement of the comprehension skill, Evaluating is
a skill which must have its beginning, like all other
reading skills, early in the child's reading experience,
but one which requires maturity along with rich and
varied personal experiences to achieve competency.
Further, evaluating implies that the reader is reading
"beyond the material," To do this the reader uses
his previous experiences and knowledge.

ASPECTS OF EVALUATING SKILLS

Distinguish between fact and fancy,
Select pertinent ideas.
Distinguit,h between fact and opinion.
Determine relevancy to concepts.
Wl'i gh evidence.
Determine adequacy of presentation.
Determine accuracy.
Discover insights into author's purpose.
Determine degree of freedom from prejudice.
Determine reasons for varying conclusions on contro-

versial issues.

Organizing Skills

The organizing skills include outlining, summariz-
ing, and synthesizing. Outlining and summarizing
will probably develop concurrently; but synthesizing,
because it is dependent on both outline and sum-
marizing, had best be delayed until the child has
attained sonic skill in the first two.

Outlining

Sequence of events
Main idea of story
Main idea of paragraph
Supporting details
Topic sentences
One-step outlines
Two-step outlines
Three-step outlines
Using several sources of materials
Selecting and relating material to main

Line

Utilizing outlines in sharing ideas
Making outlines for oral reports and

points of out-

written work

Summarizing

Classifying ideas
Restating a sentence
Recognizing a summary
Restating a paragraph
Recognizing summary sections of chapter
Restating an entire article or story

Synthesizing

Synthesizing makes use of either outlining or
summarizing. In teaching children to synthesize it
would seem best to begin with two sources and to
progress to three, four. and an indefinite number of
sources as children develop competency.

Locating Information Skills

During the elementary school years a child should
develop an understanding of the resources to use for
obtaining needed information and skill in using each
of the various resources. There is no particular
sequence for development of skills in using resources
for locating information, but the book is usually the
first resource with which children will become
familiar..

The following list represents the resources which
elementary children should be able to use.,
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Woks
Titles
Table of Contents
List of Maps
Illustrations
Tables
Graphs
Side heads
Running heads
Chapter, sectional. and topical headings

Rcferenee Materials and Library Aids
Dictionaries, abridged and unabridged
Encyclopedia, all types and their indexes
Card catalogaes
Biographical dictionaries
Current periodicals
Back issues of periodicals
Abridged Reader's Guide
Newspapers
Indexes: e.g., plays, short stories, fairy tales
Quotation hooks
Thesaurus

Silent Reading Rates
Every child needs to develop a variety of silent

reading rates and to know the appropriate situations
in which to use them. The silent reading rates might
be categorized as follows:

Intensive reading
Rapid reading
Skimming
Varied reading rate depending on purpose for

reading and type of material
Intensive reading is a slow, deliberate, almost

word by word or phrase by phrase. type of reading.
This type of reading is generally used by the young
learner but is not replaced, nor should it be, when
the child develops a rapid reading rate. It is a read-
ing rate likely to be used by more mature readers
when reading unfamiliar or highly technical ma-
terial. All children will not attain the, same facility
in rapid reading because of individual differences..

The reading prograia should provide opportunities
for e..ildren to develop competency in the four types
of s:lent reading using increasingly more difficult
and varied styles of written materials and should
especially emphasize the adiustment of the reading
rate to the purpose and difficulty of the reading
mate' ial,

Oral Reading
Oial reacting is primarily an audience situation

in which the reader's purpose is to interpret the
material so that the listener will think with the.
author and reader. In oral reading two or more
people are involved, all of whom are listening, in-
cluding the reader, Oral reading requires reader
preparation:, therefore, silent reading should precede
ALL oral reading for an audience situation.

Occasionally, oral reacting may be used for diag-
nostic purposes. In such instances the teacher alone,
not other children, becomes the listener, When oral
reading is used for this purpose, sight reading may
take place:: that is, oral reading without silent reading
prepart.tion.
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Often oral reading IS a reel-eat \ pc ialivity
which offers children opportunities t.) pas;...14(-.
of beauty,. humor, and description, Poetry lends itself
to reading akt1(1.

There may also be times when children read
hi telly to prove a point by quoting, vet batint. to
clarify a concept, to analy.e a passage. or to
a c glitch report or announcement. In all itie.e ac-
twat oral reading Atinitions.. 1i:4( 11111g a neces-
sary requirement.

()rat leading ;nay he (IIVI(ItMl into three tpes:
rec.' cational, piactical. and diagnostic' Recteational
mat 1 e,ating is the SharlIV.; 4)I prose an11 p()(try that
children do vitli 111(11VIIIWIIS :1114 Val IOUS Slike groups
Prari!cal mai i,icling occurs when children I earl
passages orally for a pat tieular pin pose: to find

nioe a point: to show supporting evidence. to
ib( 1)nignostie of al reading is a method a

teacher uses to determine a child's wood attack dif-
ficultie', The teacher hstens and recordk iepe:.f of
-nor:: as the individual child sight leads a specific
p.c..1..1 ox to her.

The important ingredients in any oral reading
situation is the reader and an //whence of one or
nu)i e. Oral reading IS MM.(' diff1(111 than silent read-
ing because the eye and the mind must be ahead of
the voice if the material is to 1w read accurately and
it it is to be well interpreted for' the listener. Oral
reading is /lot word calling,

The oral reading rate will depend upon the ma-
trial and purpose, It will vary even within a given
selection since variation in the reading rate is
means for developing mood, meaning, and emphasis.

There are two types of skills found m oral read-
ing. The skills of the first type correspond to some
general reading skills wh:le those of the second type
have to do with voice factors for effective oral
read ing.

Oral Reading Skills
Word recognition
Punctuation to develop meaning
Coinprehension
Rate of reading

Voice Skills in Oral Reading
Pronunciation
Phrasing
Intonation
Cadence
Stress
Voice variation to indicate changes cif meaning

LITERATURE

Through literature, children broziden their inter-
ests, develop an appreciation tor and taste' in litera-
ture, deepen their perceptions aial understandings of
self, and develop insights into the social milieu of
their cultures, Every child has the right to be 'ac-
quainted with this heritage of htratioe.

A balanced program in literature a requisite.
Jacobs suggests the following kinds of Morainic to
attain balance:.

1, contemporary literature and great stories or classes
2 realistic tend fanciful litt.rature
3. fictional and informational literature
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4. pertodseals and books
5 popular materials and distinctively literary reading matter
6. expensive ;.nd inexpensive books
7. prose and poetry t,

Children develop a taste for reading before they
are lezid to develop a taste in titerature.. Taste de-
velops slowly. It involves critical thinking as well
as appreciation. If child) en are to acquire a taste
in reading. as well its an interest, they must have
access to literature. of quality as well as a broad and
rich sampling.

A possible pattern of sequential development of
taste in reading might be:

Learns to like reading
Reads independently and indiscriminately
Wants to own books
Acquires wide reading interests
Discovers what reading can do for him
Becomes a discriminating, critical, challenging

reader.

It is during the first phase that the interest in
poetry may best be developed as a base for future
growth, "The sixth phase is attained only by highly
mature readers."'

A possible pattern in the development of taste in
poetry is:

Strong rhythm and rhyme
Limericks and other fun poems
Narrative poems and ballads
Lyric poetry
Modern, experimental formT

Good literature, both prose and poetry, is for
sharing by reading aloudby adults for the young
child, later by the children themselves. This sharing
of literature makes use of both listening and oral
reading skills..

Too many children have had their joy in reading
"nipped in the bud" at an early age by required book
reports, imposed memorization of selections, too de-
tailed analyses of literature, and literature beyond
their levels of readiness. Self-selection, many oppor-
tunities to read and share, coupled with varied cre-
ative experiences in sharing will help each child find
literature a source of enjoyment which will lead to
a lasting interest in reading at more mature levels.

A well-balanced reading program will give chil-
dren wide and deep opportunities to grow in the
accomplishment of all the reading skills as well as
to enjoy and appreciate the world's heritage of
literature,

Organizing for Reading Instruction
For years teueliers have recognized individual

differences in children's abilities to learn to read,
The approach to the differences in learning has
customarily been made by dividing children into

1' Virgil E Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs. Children and the 1,otontafit, tiri,;. Prentice Hall. lie, Englevionci Cliffs, 1955. p 195

t Adapted from Mildred Letton wittiek, "'Sequential Development ni Reading Inlciests And Tastes, ". Srtilo.nttai Drioomnt of
Readtro 1-k1en M Robinson., ed ,; Supplementary Educational Monographs. No 911., University of Chicago Press. 1960. pp 151-155

I Intel p. 155
0 pp 155-156.

three or more groups on the basis of achievement
and 'assigning a basic reading text to each group.
'fire* groups then proceed through text after text N. ith
a 1111)111111.1111 of differences in method and expecta-
tions for varying abilities. There are- a number of
problem.: inherent in this 'approach, A tew common
One:, are:,

Insufficient knowledge of the differences among
groups of children.

Uae of same techniques of instruction iegai (Hess
of ability of the group.

SLM' pacing for all groups and each individual
WIL11111 the group.

Failure to match reading difficulty of text with
ability of the particular group.

In variety of choices m texts.
Little emphasis upon the interrelatedness of the

total language arts 'earnings.

For a number of years some teachers have been
successfully using an individualized approach to
reading instruction. This plan permits each child to
develop his ability to read in accord with his own
developmental pattern and interest. A wide variety
of texts and trade books are used. Through teacher'
observation and diagnosis of children's successes and
weaktiessea, small groups are formed from time to
time to give specific instruction in a particular skill
as the needs 'arise. The groups are flexible and of
short duration in this reading approach.

Another approach to reading instruction recog-
nizes the interrelatedness of the language arts skills
and attempts to bring them together in the instruc-
tional program, The four language arts skillshsten-
ing, speaking, reading, and writingare closely
interwoven. The languages arts approach begins with
the child's ideas which he expresses verbally, 111

pictures, and in writing. Once the idea is in written
symbols. he can read it. The language arts approach
to reading also emphasizes the individual. It calls
for the same kind of teacher observation and diag-
nostic techniques to guide the child to full deveiop-
merit of his reading potential as does the individual-
ized program.

These two approaches are somewhat alike. The
individualized approach may use basic and supple-
mentary texts, while the language arts approach
begins with the child's ideas. Within both the indi-
vidualized and the language arts approach.. skills are
taught but not within a preconceived sequential
structure as in the basic reader approach. Rather,
they are developed as a part of the total language,
experience and are emphasized as an integral part
of communication.,

Both the individualized and the language arts
approach are consistent with the developmental
approach to learning; but teachers should have a
good understanding Of the techniques necessary for
their use, administrative policies conducive to their
development, and sufficient materials to assure suc-
cess before changing from the basic textbook ap-
proach.
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Written Expression
Few children come to school with the ability to

express ideas in writing. Hence, this particular skill
is fundamentally the. school's responsibility. Written
communication is a very complex ability.. It demands
not only mechanical skills but highly complicated
thought processes. To communicate with symbols
calls for ideas: the organization of these ideas: and a
clear, logical development of the ideas, A good gen-
eral rule to remember' is that if a child is to .c% 1 :tit
well, he must first have something to ninnnori-
cate in writing and should feel that thew is a valid
reason for writing it.

Factual, informative' vriting and creative. imagi-
native writing should not he confriz-ed. The''- e 0.1.0
types have different purposes and styles They also
call for different instructional techniques. The' ele-
mentary school child should have experiences v..ith
both types.

OUTCOMES
A colorful, enriched vocabulary which is used cor-
rectly in written expression

Understanding of
structural analysis
history of words

Pride in using and appreciation of
right words
specific words

(Continued -- Column 2 alio% el

ACTIVITIES

Friendly
Letters

Thank you notes
Invitations
Post cards
Cheer up notes
Congratulations
Acceptances
Regrets
Bread and butter
letters
General
correspondence

Business
Letters

Cards and forms
Order letters
Applications
Inquiries
Complaints

Imaginative
Writing

Poetry
Rh:t riles

Riddles
Limericks
Plats
Jokes
Short stories
Suspenie stories
Narrotivt.:,
Scripts
Stones

ptc till (' A.M.&
! Lt VI'1ll, iitui

pirtui specril

A feeling for complete sentences and abdit v to reen!,...
nue and use all t.iies or ,Anri.ris craiocily

Kiam%-ledge 01 .ntent strut ',tire.
Appli.cuition fin .secriene stl. :.I.Pptatiro to the
Sit 'Jai 1011

Itt,coLolit mil of 'anti iini11%.

paragraph str ricture
iinking pat agraphs

Apin ciation Of and il-iry
lzraphs

Ability to 11:-(0 capnalizai. ion and pinictui.ition correctly
Knowledge ithir(1 fOr

Ca pn.l l lla t 1011

Ability to expre.,s ones sc if in all of wilting

to wi Ile well-organii.ed

to

tow1(40 of ,,tylc avoptable to the hitlial ion
Skills of

handwriting
spelling

Appreciation of good I.Vrtillit.; and desire to write
lldI
Children need to have opportunities to develop

the :skill of written expression through a variety of
activities. Many of these activities can be related
meaningfully to the other curricular

Factual
Writing

Book reports
Book re% ietvg

Descriptions
Informative articles
Directions
Reports
(s:t nthesi/ing)
Movie' t(' iews
Radio reviews
TV re% iews

Interview reports
Themes
Anecdotes
Explanauons
Evaluations
Scripts

ILLUSTRATIONS OF DEVELOPMENTAL QUALITY
OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION SKILLS

Three types of written work were evaluated and
placed on a scale to show the expanding, develop-
mental quality of samples of written expression of
elementary school children, Fifteen criteria were
used for evaluative purposes and a sequence of five
for each of the three types is given here for illustra-
tion.. The criteria used were:

1. Purpose in writing the entire paper is evident.
2. Ideas are organized to suit the purpose.
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Information
Gathering

Notes
Outhneg
Summaries

Record
Keeping

Bil)tiographies
:11in tits

C.ird files
Diaries

Nett ti
Vl DOM:

A dt ert eq./milts
Nekt s

A rt tele-
tinaganne )
Editorials
Features

3. Progression of ideas is clear and logical.
4. Thought is adequately developed,
5. Topic or purpose of a paragraph is clear.
6. Sentences contribute to the development of the

paragraph.
Sentences are interesting and varied.
Sentences are complete (neither fiagments nor
run-ons),

9. Sentences have appropriate strengths: concise-
ness, emphasis, mood.. grammatic corieetness
Words arc' exact, appropriate, and vivid.



11. Capitalization follows standard procedure.
12. Punctuation follows standard piocedure
13. Spdling is correct.:
14 handwriting is legible,
15. Appearanee of the: paper is satisfactory,

EVALUATION OF IMAGINATIVE WRITING

CrIlerm

1

vample 1 Example 2* Example Example 40
Nu% Mara, Pill.Mts. Mau. nu. Map.

4

5 x x
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 x

X

X

X X

X X
x

X .

X

X

x-

,x

x

x

X

Example 5*
Plu. Mina.

Key: Plug indicates a high quality of imaginative
writing. Wang: a low quality of imaginative writing.

refers to corresponding example in the following
selections appearing under "Scale for Imaginative
Writing,"

'Does not apply.
'Omits commas in compound sentences.

SCALE FOR IMAGINATIVE WRITING

Example I it
rid

cnroi
L ± kr Sr)

Or; e si Liv n ed
nd e ultie
cnowl-' (Y) e

w ) n viv n ,

e
Came NH Tri

bump!
G rn e (0 n

ir-f7 e try o

They made, a
.3 nov\v (nor/ and

got In
the 5how mon,

(-e. melted.,
Re e,voporcitcite

he little vv1.- j,Q.

vvil I be back
when cep

Lome5 ago;
Example 2

</tEt.yi. ,e/Le.

-6:42`.e.c pe.oicL-. Ager..4-

.jr- at cum, "Ltlt22,,t- tier jezEe
_ecrzve, Jae&

-ecr- 0-ceolgu,eigre-

:13



Example 3

/
.. ./ C. e,

_/

-,.

Example 4

e-4

cL,iv du)
a.,

azefrv.e../ --443.4(

JCL,/

_4,47.c

Tt7.4.24x2.40e-kr.)

ehr..4 -e,Aev.41, -1,e4.4/

c Is 1<, c 1< Tocl,, -,te_4)7u4(

_azte..)

41/4.. .1,,,241110 4w

Ade.0.4) ,e44, ..ti 9. ,d1.44,24,

4eve, Atur.4.4.y aeue _./u/te,

7./a/
-4e 44, .--2.v.47 -144 tr
C)-6 ceedee: ati -2e.a.4.11/ Adceo-sti

-titc;i) .v4/ -1,Ao7re4), -7-4eLe

./1),,ze)
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Example 5

. ,/./ % .."e 7

Z.-',-41.ete42 -

7 :2 .C2- c2,/

haze PZ,de.-1 NA...2") .er'f. "-eV
_42 mot! ?fee

t

/". "(--"--/ e

t

e

f7.2" ., 4 ( 0". <at . tl

6 .P

e. .

'1»cam

e

, ,
/t.:, trcc

V

. .'. /. A "1/ 2.4 ...?

,r 7 cre.t

c' a et 4.,

, , . / - a e

- I a , r e ,

. r ./ 7. .*

r_ . r? C, -r ''
- -, , ,/ I'.

d

__/// ,

, 2 ,.,. ".V. ,2

0 4.9 L X /A.
,

' ..; .' - -0.«.,r. - e. ,. ,,.. ,....p ,... _..."-cii y ..
. _

'' ' 4 '-' s . -e<nZe 7 :), , ".: '-' 4. r . c. _Z./
'*4-; ,..-%. Ar', r..,-' z . y ... e /- .-c- v.. .,.,, - e: 1, .! p., ,,,,,,,:, , ,,;.,

,::/ ., .A , ./ n/:(. (,<,..e/
,;",... . el",

Not Sample 5 is an imaginary chary written 1w a Yount',
when cro.--mg the plant. to Oregon The page is -rnuf1gttl be-
cause it wa: in an imaginary fire
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EVALUATION OF EXPLANATIONS Example 2
Example I Eicample 2* Eacample 3* Example 40 Example 5*

Criteria Plus Menus Plus Minus Plus Minus Plus Minus Plus 31inus

1 x X X X x

2 x x x x x

1 x x x x x

4 1 x x x x x

5
1

x: x x ,x x'
6

1

x x x x x

7 !

1

x x. x xl x
8 ! x x

x

x

x
x

x
,x

x

X X
x

x x
x

x

'x
,x
i 4

X
'x

N x

x

.
-.,"? ..1:.. - - . I- ..-P ...:-;_ - . . . . - ! . ' :-..?....1-'-.1.,..>":.ee 0.'el.:.{

..,Z.,
, 4

, ,

Nk
,6.4.- , ... -2- --c-1:4, ,.4(',--%' ,

r

X'

x

x
x

x

x

.....,-..- -d

,7,1,/ -

- 4 ,./..!,:

1.!..1. ",.-
.

,)
f......-- -4

, .",,,..r.' _.t -<",.

.1
.: ...4,4

2 .- " 2, - .C.Z.,. .7...--.-4. '..../' -- 4'--,

.

, e- ,._.0
/

7.7-.< 4 /40/

i

s-

Key: Pius indicates a high quality of explanation.
Minus, a low quality of explanation, * refers to cor-
responding example in the following selections under
"Scale for Explanations."

Weakness in first and last two paragraphs.
= Last sentence not on subject

Last sentence needs transition.
' Repetition of "we" weakness, Shortness causes

sentences to be uninteresting.
Difficult to measure.

"Symbol (degrees) omitted,
SCALE FOR EXPLANATIONS

Example 1

On ;e. I it,) a 4)(1. He ,115 :Thes.-,

Or guy ran NO.y wAid

kieJ hevcr a ij c o Me b4c 1/(

)0H/1i-he, storni

my f--&--F her- \do, vu-1- ±o

()-11 'a+ -1 hei o rc \iv/1(9_

he uenl out> 'al hd cod:
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Example 3 Example 5

-e ilika\AAAAL,

C Xpialraf ,L14 kaa ;XL Tactui- 0

A_ CtriMitt LattCLA Vb2.1. ilk &AL _AC-CU Ytt
cints.A, Alpatnt o

Anoin,y lamp& .i.hAvitt. Arki)
...0-4 clird
Jill, 1JIiJt, soktail,

f/ar.t.tv4ieze71

r conturd is
Air-

irt A Akt .24.10.vitt

.41.4-11 rat 44-1).- A. l, 151-'3

Example 4

?_ _e __-41..0.4.e... ,
trAwild_.....471.z....11freconie-Cd-- ;ire, d.

_-0..e./AiLta, _

ieJ _ 4,42-414,, ire 44z2111...-1-ekt..t. ,,7 ...0.0.,e

'34-0-444-444-e,- itla4.40 -4.77,---eitt,__,..ict-A-th__ -6 .4t
4441.4,., .../....k...._4411-4,--,...Azte.P.-1--

4-4.a.itA...v:-/A_ 4.44-d_. rmovt4-___ arput_ 444.444,4, a
A:du-4v "At. 1441 c-C-Li..4.4._rt .../4)-c-4-..

(",/,, ,9imit , ..?11 ...tie. -AX0114, -1;01.1 4.4 id .....ezt_,.._

....i. foeitid ._..4. 1, .44-4:4,-4.-#2.2-huiltt
-down,44.--(12e ___*?4...4/autt,-0-1-,_-__

s0 _go- ./ 4)..._4/1.44.4., _fru. Jowl, , 7.4.4m... _.cfr.A1.4152y:.
...;,/i.4_,a4..-' le-et.d:. /2/-azi;VV...anu-K .._

.1 eep- .44 -Weled.L.-4 1.44./.40 , kit..1.31.0_ cli_ 40 0 _
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A-2-9 (_a.)-ite_. L co Ti4u.R.Itri, ctStz;z, LjAli.a it )1 L.

t9ta.tif Mi. 71/A , Kt.j. Aftralt.c )
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t4,64 A
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4 CUft01151-- Jisat Yrtnal&m..,1.

..r(yo,tk ,zakovIS , _46-Ltui..
f
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EVALUATION OF BUSINESS LETTERS

'Example I* Example 20 Example 3 :Example P. Example 5'
Criteria /Plus Minus I Pius Minus Pius Minus Pius Minus Pius Minus

Example 2

X X I' X x

2 X i X X x x
3 X 1 x

4 X ,x X
xl

Ativc e e.>

5 X x '

6 x X X x 1:. kb-kiv +AI+.
I 1 L

8 X

lx

Ix
X

,x %IAN, SS .04.i.

9 X X X IX X

10 X I I X x x
.1teLk izt !NA

11 X X X x x Peeve& 4e11., .41*.Pry-1 i:ri
12 X I x,x x x?'

64CASL, AVN-a
13 X x" x

ck. ...kisyr, (717r1rie

14 X X ! X Ix x

15 X x! x X
41..0.k_

*kr, .1 21.1u.kfit

Key: Plus indicates a high quality of business
letter. Minns, a low ..ivality of business letter. " refers
to corresponding example in the following selections
under "Scale for Business Letters."

'Certificate not mentioned.
Does not apply.
Signature incomplete.
One comma omitted.

'One comma added,
'Letter omitted in first word.
'Spacing is not good.

SCALE FOR BUSINESS LETTERS

Example 1

C_wdAscm,

09 .4

a .3k.es.UStici4i ..)LscsN

-Aarb -Ci.e4:14,.,%.taziAL"4 .:N1S-A4*Q-ci i-,"s41

>srtrki3-4 .N.Alsta -kn J/%64.12._ errit eri.v5,744:5sv4k1
ait:03 ,

Example 3

amtA4:c.a,,s,
if()

yo-Lie,
27_ rib

ItA,J,
a-t.,)44 /-ert.

c, ova-- 4,1.4.d
arntALC-Ci..11.,

49--,71--

ci-o-UetiL.44.1.701) stizz_ -44,2,4-c4/44,0,t4

1% C.. ktut.4 J IAA 2_1

.r.. . 4.s. ksA e

AIWA: 40,..\,

ctrl

As..11/22s4

Arc AN .5.71,1

.;-v

YO0 17 t-r71.4.4 aot.

-2-2/ 0..4,4- 9
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Example 4

1 ^:
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,

trt, AC'

I4.'14 ,7- (41-,./'

a or'

Example 5
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r/(F 2491 zi,e7Z
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HANDWRITING AND SPELLING

Handwriting and spelling are tools used to com-
municate effectively in writing. Since our culture
prizes writtell commumeation. 0111(11(4i need to gain
proficiency in the use of the tools. Handwi iting
and spelling should 'iv/Tr be considered as ends in
themselves but rather as means to written com-
munication.

Handwriting and spelling instruction should be
considered Ili relation to the child's total readiness
for the language al ts and language development. In
the sequence of development, writing as a means of
expiession comes only when a person has not only
something to express but also the desire to do so
with written symbols. This is as true for children
as it is for adults. Usually writing is the last one
of the language arts skills that children develop.
Currently, with the use of the language arts approach
to the' teaching of reacting. writing and reading de-
velop simultaneously. Readiness for learning hand-
writing and spelling will vary greatly within any
group of children. The culture from which the child
comes also influences the child's readiness,

When the child has a purpose for expressing his
ideas, he will perceive the need for acquiring the
tools that he needs: namely. handwriting and spell-
ing. The functional approach for the initial instruc-
tion in handwriting and spelling is advocated,

Handwriting
If communicating ideas is accepted as the purpose

of handwriting. then the. factors which should receive
emphasis in planning the program for the teaching
of handwriting will be legibility and ease of produc-
ing the written symbols. Guiding children in self-
evaluative techniques will aid than to improve

Each person establishes his own style as
an artistic expression of self. The examples of hand-
writing given to children by the teacher influence
children's styles of writing more than anything else..

The manuscript form is now generally accepted
as the initial type of writing for the young child.
There are varying opinions as to when children
should transfer from the manuscript to the cursive
form, These two forms are unrelated and each must
be taught as a new skill; there is little, if any. carry-
over from the manuscript to the cursive style. The
best time to change is when each child is ready,
The readiness time will range usually from the latter
part of the second year through the fourth year of
schooling. The teacher who makes use of the indi-
vidual's readiness and who helps children reach the
readiness stage will find that the child will learn
the cursive style with greater ease. There is some
evidence that when a child is urged to make the
change before he is ready he has problems of reading
the written symbols as well as of writing them.
When children are forced into change too early, the
quality of both forms of writing is likely to be poor.
The change to cursive writing should not be used
as a state.:. symbol,

Teachers -need to provide opportunities and ac-
tiritieg which will help the child maintain the skills
of both styles of writing. Roth ma-renscript and cur-
sire writing are important and should be 'used
throughout the educational program, The manuscript
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form Of writing can by used with posters, field note-
book:, forms. chemistry problems, algebraic equa-
tions. chin iind graphs,

At present, little, is known about the kind or the
thickness of the, handwriting instrument best suited
to the beginning writer.. Research findings tend to
minimize the emphasis on the large beginner's pencil
and the steel pen nib and wooden holder. An instru-
ment that can be easily grasped and is long enough
to extend beyond the first knuckle is probably pre-
ferable, for use as a handwriting tool by the child.
Adult-size pencils and fountain pens (nib or ball
point) arc now generally considered acceptable.

Left-handed children need special consideration
and help in adapting writing techniques and direc-
tions.

The teacher should study these techniques and
apply them as rigorously to instruction of the left-
handed child as he applies established techniques to
the instruction of right-handed children. The teacher
should never attempt to change the handedness of
a child .shout specific approval of competent
psychologists and medical specialists,

Spelling

Success in spelling, the other tool needed for
written expression, is most likely to be achieved by
children when taught in coordination with instruc-
tion in the different curriculum areas. Children's
readiness for spelling varies widely. The wise teacher
will wait for individual spelling readiness which is
both a physical and mental state of development and
maturity. No child should ever be expected to spell
a word he cannot read,. The cultural environment
from which the child comes also influences his readi-
ness.

Research indicates that there is a close relation-
ship between the abilitie., of reading and spelling.
Research findings seem to show that success in

ispelling s closely related to visual discrimination,
phonetic ability, and mental age. Although most
authorities recognize the advantages of the func-
tional, meaningful approach to spelling, there is also
some evidence that there needs to be some type of
foundation word list, at least during the later years
of the elementary school.

Recognition of the word and imagery, or mental
reproduction, also appear to be requisites for learn-
ing to spell, Any good program in spelling should
therefore place emphasis on these two factors.
Equally important for success in spelling, but less
tangible, is the need for the child to develop both a
spelling "conscience" and spelling "consciousness,"

Since children vary in their readiness, need for
spelling, and learning abilities, each child must learn
a method for learning to spell that will assure him
success, No one method can serve all children; for
some learning will be visual, for some aural, for
some tactile, while others will use a combination of
all three,

At present, the evidence on spelling approaches
to use is inconclusive, The study-test approach seems
favored for the young child while the test-
study is more successful with the older child, How-
ever, there is considerable evidence that, for initial
instruction in spelling, the functional approach is

superior and that formal spelling in,..tructions should
not begin too early. At all ages, childr en will profit
hum keep:ng an individualized word list of words
they find they need. These lists will come from all
their activities and all Curriculum areas,

Whatever method is found to be most productive
for a given child in learning to spell. some concen-
trated, periodic- drill in that method will be nvces,ary
to fix and make permanent the correct spelling habit
desired.

One more competency should be added to the
spelling "conscience": spelling "consciousness" and
how to learn a new word, This is the skill of how to
use the dictionary to find a word which thy child
suspects he does not know how to spell, This last
;JUR% will give him a sense of security as he uses
the. tool.

A proper perspective of spelling and writing will
make the learning of these skills meunngful, pur-
poseful. and easier. More important. children will
LIM' them as they communicate through writing.

PROOFREADING

One of the most effective methods of helping
children improve their skills of written expression
and competency in the mechanics of handwriting and
spelling is to help children learn to appraise their
own writing.. This, too.. is a skill that can begin
with the child's first writing. If written materials
are to be read by someone else, a high degree of
accuracy is needed. Appraisal of one's own written
work for both content and mechanics, or proofread-
ing. begins with a set of standards which are used
as criteria for appraisal. Where there is a consistent
program. children will develop a high degree of
pride in accuracy and good writing.

In beginning with younger children, small-group
appraisal of a piece of written work is the first step
Keen observation and a desire to meet predetermined
standards are requisites for proofreading. The num-
ber of standards used will depend on the children's
abilities and progress along the continua. The cri-
teria for children will of necessity vary within a
classroom. If children have had a part in the pre-
planning of the criteria, the quality will be higher.:

There is now sufficient evidence to indicate that
self-appraisal is far superior to teacher-correction
of children's work in promoting competency in writ-
ten expression. Purposeful written work also pro-
duces a better quality than does written work which
is given to merely keep children "busy." Anything
written is meant to be read by someone.

Emphases in the Language Arts Program
The primary purpose of the language arts pro-

gram in the elementary school is to establish a
fundamental literacy in the communicative skills on
the part of all Oregon citizens. The survival of our
democracy and of the American way of life is clearly
dependent upon such universal literacy. Therefore.
it is imperative that nothing in the organization and
Operation of the school program should obstruct the
attainment of this goal,
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READING

Reading with reasonable comprehension of ma-
terials of minimum difficulty at each level should be
pursued as a goal for all pupils who are not handi
capped by mental limitations,

SPELLING

For competency in spelling, the major portion of
appropriate graded word lists should be pursued
through intensive application of all applicable spell-
ing methods, with sufficient drill employed to es-
tablish mastery through whatever learning method
or methods are utilized,

HANDWRITING

Neglect of handwriting is a temptation for teach-
ers beyond the primary grades, The extensive use
of an adopted system of handwriting instruction is
sometimes dropped and schools can be found in
which there is no organized instruction in handwrit-
ing in the upper elementary grades. Whatever the
attitude of the school administration toward hand-
writing systems and handwriting practice may be,
individual teacher attention to the establishment of
an acceptable degree of uniformity and legibility in
handwriting by pupils should be required, for both
the establishment and the maintenance of such quali-
ties and abilities. Except for the physically and
mentally handicapped, no child should be allowed
to progress through the elementary schools without
achieving standards of minimum acceptability in
handwriting.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The ability to produce an acceptable quality of
written composition is generally found to be one
of the weaker areas of most school language arts
programs today, whether elementary or secondary.
The deficiency in composition usually becomes mani-
fest at the later secondary level or in early college
years, and may carry over to handicap the citizen in
his active adult life, It is often felt that much of
this derives from lack of appropriate, instruction in
the elementary school. Whether this is true or not,
certainly it is the duty of the elementary school to
provide as vigorous and adequate instruction in
composition as is possible under the circumstances.
Generally this means providing many more oppor-
tunities to write with the best available motivation.
The sheer lack of a sufficient required volume of
writing in the elementary schools may be a factor
in failure to condition the child toward ready use
of writing as a successful means of communication.
Teachers should encourage and demand increased
quantities of composition, gear,-...d to the production
level of the child.

LITERATURE

Literature is one of the most effective vehicles
for the introduction and inculcation of many of the
values of American life indicated in an earlier section
of this Guide, Elementary teachers should seek to
provide ever widening exposures to representative
literature and sincere teaching of its content, so
children may have opportunities to absorb the basic
values and ideals of their culture,
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SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

An ample program of speech instruction is out-
lined in this language arts section of the Guide for
the pupil without speech deficiencies, No efforts,
however, have been made to Outline a program of
speech correction for those children who have handi-
caps or deficiencies: which limit their speech to a
subnormal level of quality While the classroom
teacher will usually not be trained in speech correc-
tion or competent to carry on a program of correction
for severe cases, she can cope with minor matters
of immature speech development, inaccurate enun-
ciation, and colloquial speech or dialect. Where
severe speech cases exist within a school, the ad-
ministration should seek to provide the proper speech
correction services, either from within the district
or through other arrangements.

Evaluation
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS

L Is the child listening
to learn?
more discriminately?
more appreciatively?
with more enjoyment?
to get ideas?

2. Is the child expressing his ideas
more clearly?
more effectively?
more accurately?
more creatively?
more aesthetically?

3, Is the child reading with
more understanding?
more purpose?
greater appreciation?
more critical analysis?
greater accuracy?

4. Does the child appear to be developing
a real desire to read?
an interest in reading?

5., Does the child's written material display
more clarity?
higher accuracy?
more effective choice of expression?
a more creative style?
a more aesthetic manner?

6. Is the child showing growth in each of the skillsof
listening?
speaking?
reading?
writing?

7. What are the child's special strengths?
8.. What are the child's apparent weaknesses?

PROGRAM

Evaluation is a continuous process for teacher
and children. Questions like these might well be
asked by the teacher in evaluating the language arts
program;
I, What evidences do I have that the children are

developing positive attitudes toward the varied
language arts activities?



2. What evidences are there that children use the
language arts skills as tools for learning?

3, Is the language arts program well balanced?
What are its special strengths? Its weaknesses?
What can be done to strengthen it?

4. Is each child being helped to improve his lan-
guage arts skills in relation to his ability and
maturity'

5. Are there opportunities to set goals, plan, and
evaluate?

6, What evidences are there that children are mak-
ing progress in the development of each skill?

7. Are children concerned enough about accurate
spelling and legible handwriting to improve their
abilities?

8. Does the program provide. sufficient maintenance
activities?

9, How are individual differences being met?
10. How effective is the reading approach in use?
11. Doc iildren seem to be developing genuine pride

in the learning of the language arts skills?
12. Is sufficient time being devoted to the language

arts?
13. What evidence is there that children are de-

veloping an appreciation for literature, for
words, and for the history of words?

14. What opportunities are there for children to per-
ceive the interrelationships among the facets of
the language arts program?

MATERIALS

1, Are there sufficient reading materials to meet
the needs of each individual?

2. Are the reading materials sufficiently diversified
to provide a balance in reading?

3. Is effective use being made of the tape recorder
and other audio-visual devices and equipment
for the development of speaking, writing, and
reading skills?

4. Do the language arts materials challenge the
children and stimulate interest and growth?
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5 Is the instructional materials center properly
serving the language arts program?

Glossary
Blend--In general, blends are of two types: vowel-

consonant and double-consonant. When double
consonant sounds are blended together rapidly
without loss of identity of any of the sounds, the
result is called a consonant blend, Examples:
(st)op, (qu)ack, (tr)aek, (bl)ack, (sm)ooth,
(st)one, mi(st), long(er), long(est), and bat(ted).

ConfigurationThe general outline or pattern of a
word.

DigraphA digraph consists of two letters represent-
ing one speech sound, A vowel digraph consists
of two vowel letters representing one speech
sound. as in s(ea)t. h(ea)d, b(oa)t, and (ea)t
A consonant digraph consists of two consonant
letters representing one speech sound, as in
si(ng), ba(th), and pi(ck).

DiphthongA diphthong consists of two vowels pro-
nounced in a sound sequence that gives the im-
prc.,sion of one sound. The two sounds are
blended so closely together that they form a
compound sound, as in b(oy), c(ow), (001, (ou)t,
and f(ew),

Heteronym A word with the same spelling as an-
other but having a different pronunciation and
meaning, such as lead, the name of a metal, and
lead, the verb "to conduct."

HomographA word that is the same in spelling as
another word but different in origin, in meanim.,
and sometimes in sound; for example, tear (dif-
fering in sound) or bear (the same in sound).

HomonymA word having the same pronunciation
as another but a different origin, meaning, and
often, spelling, for example, there and their, ate
and eight, and here and hear.

Inflected FormA form of a word made up of a root
word plus an inflectional ending or suffix: for
example, cars is an inflected form of car.

,,
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Mathematics

Mathematics, like other subject areas in the ele-
mentary school curriculum, is undergoing much
change. The changes in this field have been described
by some autho "s as a ..revolution in mathematics
The revolution is making itself felt in mathematics
curriculum reform, teacher preparation, and in-
srvice education as well as in the classroom. New
mathematics texts reflect these major curricular
changes. It is hoped that this Guide will help teach-
ers to better provide the instruction by which chil-
dren will obtain the concepts necessary for an
adequate understanding of the mathematical prob-
lems with winch they may be required to cope.

Important as the revolution in mathematics con-
tent is. it may prove to be of less significance than the
changes which are being brought about in the de-
velopment of theories which explain the manner in
which children learn, The causes of this revolution
in the mathematics curriculum can be identified as
follows:

Recent research in mathematics has vastly in-
creased mathematical knowledge,
The development or automation, digital computing
machines. and other Applications of mathematical
processes have created a need for change.
Mathematics has traditionally been thought of as
a skill subject. Today the emphasis of mathe-
maticians upon understanding as well as upon
skill of computation.'

Contemporary Mathematics
In order to meet the children's needs, an up-

dated mathematics edacatioa is required. Today's
mathematics programs emphasize teaching the struc
ture of mathematics by the guided discovery method
because research has revealed that this is the way
children learn. Much mathematics as pi ,'seated iii
a modern or' contemporary program is discovered by
the pupil in an atmosphere of actin(' inquiry. Various
experimental programs have demonstrated that an
atmosphere of inquiry and discovery leads to en-
thusiastic participation by the learner.;

Another aspect of contempnrary mathematics
which contributes to its teachability is its content
coupled with the discovery method of learning Few
new or startling developments in mathematics are
introduced at the elementary level, but many of the
basic operations and concepts are developed by
guided discovery techniques,

Americans are committed to intensive scieninic
and technological progress For this reason it is

I Adapted front 13:11e Prie PrOgre,, Mal le, .1
)/1(MN N.11:031.11 Council of Tearher, of 111othent,00-, We..Itingtt

hid, pp 1-1$
Sther liwdett Corttp.th, "Why the Need for 111odern ArilholeIttm* Tho Re.mirt (qui req, her, .1;///0), r S M..ii 1,1.0..1 Nov, it

I Adapted from SI,tte Department of Edue,itinn. State etnneulton Arne-A-N. Connothee nn M.)thett. dies 'Stood
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vuulty imp )! tant that many students pursue, mathe-
matical studies to the limits of their' abilities
it is at the grade-school level that children must
acquire a likina for, an aiterest in, and an inclination
for mathematics if we are to guarantee that they
N ill study mathematics further. , . A modern
arithmetic program does not mean a complicated or
chtfieult arithmetic program,' Many of the diffi-
culties experienced with new mathematics programs
have to do with changes in the teaching process.
Teachers rust reahze aaew that too much of teach-
ing has bet n tellilig

Learning mathematics involves usim, maths, matt-
Cal ideas ahead" accepted or proved to discover new
patterns of thinking or formulate new mathematical
ideas An up-dated mathematics program helps
pupils to add, subtract, multiply: and divide through
the study of numbers, and the relationships that

hetwecn numbers. Chihlren learn through
discovery as they explore various relationships of
numbers. and they practice what nas been learned
as they continue to explore.

Some elements of today's elementary mathe-
matles program are using the language precisely,
discovering and using patterns, and treating numbers
as ah,tract entities. Such a program lays a founda-
tion of understanding and creates a spirit Of inquiry
which will permit success with a much broader and
deeper mathematics program in future years.

In contemporary mathematics, there a. strum:
emphasis (Jr) understanding the decimal numeration
sva.em. In teaching the decimal numeration system.
it is essential that the distinction between a number
whgh a; an idea and a numeral which is the name
or symbol for that idea I a stressed. Mathemaiaeal
sentences are useful in clarifyina ideas about rela-
tionships. (A mathematical sentence is simply a state-
ment concerning numbers in which a numbt.sr, set,
or point may be used with a veil) such as inlet
cuoninctions such as , - . and . The. wain-
verb-noun sentence form is common.)

Most elementary mathcrnalics programs include
elementary concepts of algebra and vettNietry kNinch
help build a background for mulerstaading many
Other concepts. Pupils can learn these concepts at
an ear lv age; they can discover that the paint,
a number. is an idea and can lists the number line
as a graphic tool for stimulating thinkina. deepening
understanding, and adding variet to teal ning

A ontemporai y mathematics proaram (tea %cull
mathematical ideas zinc] coma pls. some af which
may be unfamiliar to elementary teachei, 'PA'
inciwie sets: (11V1,01-(11toth.1'l ielationships. a-aa

ntl itopite.thon for the Schools,' TM. Revftut,,,r, 1)1 Si boot 111frie-
M. I) (4,,. 19411. I) 1
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live, distributive, at., autative principles: iden-
tity elements: inverses, :11VerM.' OpiN at IOUs. Ali
up -to -date mathematics program helps pupils de-
velop the' skills, concepts, and language necessary for
masteo of more difficult mathematics m the second-
ary st'hool

It should be further emphasized that mathemati-
cal UITICUla and studies are Upts11-ended. Nev
discoveries and new ideas are essential if we arc' to
grow and expand our knowledge. Continued study
and continual development should be the goal of
every mathematics teacher.

Goals
Goals for developing a mathematics curriculum

fur elementary pupils are suggested by the criteria
used in the selection of mathematics textbooks for
the schools of Oregon from Sep!ember 1, 1965 to
1971. Pertinent cuteria are restated here

The elementary mathematics curriculum
school should--

1. Reflect the findings of nationally recognized
authorities and writing groups in mathematics
and learning theory.

2. Have mathematical integrity which involves
internal consistency, accuracy, and precise vo-
cabulaiT.

3. Utilize the concepts and vocabulary developed
4. Lead the student to understanding the concepts,

structure, and techniques' of the subject,
5, Provide for applications of the subject and for

sufficient practice to fix concepts and maintain
skills.

6. Have continuity, present material sequentially,
and amplify ideas by building on the students'
previous knowledge.

7. Provide for individual differences so that stu-
dents of all levels of ability can achieve maxi-
mum growth

8. Develop in the student a sensitivity to patterns
in mathematics.

9, Provide opportunities for imagination and crea-
tivity.

10. Employ, where possible, an inductive approach
providing for student discovery, The text should
develop many concepts through activities from
which a student may independently recognize
the desired knowledge as opposed to listing con-
cepts and attempting to rationalize them through
example.

11. Employ a deductive process for the testing of
hypotheses and the analysis of structure.

12. Employ a level or rigor aporopitat(, for the level
of the mathematical maturity of the Audent.

13. Employ a problem-solving thesis.
14. Include pi oblem sets

a. Which are random as to type so that students
ale not ponted directly to the -,olution
kiThei e noire rrithIpm, 1111:101 or tut)
little information L3V111

r Which contain problem% t>f vai von.! diff,cultv
(5 ',whale arti dies ).t di pi oN

for any

b

:Auclents a chance to experiment, observe, and
generalize.

16 13e flexible in providing for adaptation and
transition to contemporary mathematics cur-
ricula.

Scope

The school Matilernat ius curriculum should he'
built around the following mathematical concepts.
ideas, and processes FSperlenCPs with these should
be introduced in the pi unary grade-, and expanded
in the intermediate and upper Jzradcs

Nature of number
Numeration and numeration systems
Order and relations
Measurement

ftorin. position, space)
(iiaptis and scale (hawing,:
1.);ierations On numbers 011(1 niilnelalls (eIddlt1011,
NlIbtrart.t(tilv rilltillphCatiOth and division)
1111.01 mill proof

'A hernill (al ,.4.ritt.'neeS

Mathematical learning Is based upon 'a continuum.
Each new idea di.eovered and built upon already
acquired undeisfandings., Re ilts t 113 e practice Is
used- -

When a need is indicated.
When understanding has been develi
When the social utility of arithmetic is i cvognued
When loss of concepts will not result from the

drill
When the inductive approach to all rules has been

used.
When the processes upon which the drill is based

have been discovered by the pupils.
Th scope of elementary mathematics includes a

number of concepts. 11., is important that children
understand these concepts which 'ate named in the
following chart, hilt there is NO Well to require
children to learn the names of the concepts. awl 11
is adfsabte to delay the formal defutitzon of each
unit' the wiper grades and high school Teachers
should use the correct mathematical name for a
concept when it is natural and easy to do so. This
practice leads to growth of the child's vocabularr
without tension or effort The child's effort should
be channeled to understanding concepts.

The following- chart which indicates a partial
humework places the respon -.0)111R for timing in
the hands of the teacher The teal decision Iii

this matter is of grcate,t itl portance. au should he
ha d upon the rtqldiness 161 the child tin thit cenc pt
or* mathematical idea It i the task of the tearher

list' Iti(LirrNAs tent ',cur es. irn<1 ;ICetirTirdate-i
ee:11, 11> (11 tel 111:111. !tt et ;111.1 !Hifi^
1(111411/441 Mir t1'1111!li

uuM, 1/1 el r ,,t ;he' ttl(1!( <lied if in-
stinction 111001,131,0 IC 1( ettn
0I,h1 fii:111:rtrni!le.11 id1(6( .1:r]trli; ty...1t
JJ!,1t1 :1,( ;) t 11 Pi 43 ii Of*, "igh 10tr 7,1
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Ideas or Concepts
The sequence of mathematics in the elementary

Fehool is indicated here by continua. The single line
indicates the first introduction of a concept to the
children. The line of 0's indicates the major in .true-
non in the concept or mathematical idea; and the
broken line. the maintenance aspect in the cur-
riculum Teachers are expected to introduce new
ideas when the maturity and readiness of pnyiN is
compatible with the difficult?! of the concept Text-
book series' vary a great deal in this regard.

MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS OR IDEAS CHART

Key: ------- Readiness for concept
000(10000000000000000000000 major instruction

CONCEPT OR IDEA

Number

The voinmutative principle
The associative principle
The distributive principle
Identities

properties of zero
properties of one

The sequence of integers
Place value
Odd and even numbers
Number understanding
Number line (Including
and sections)
Cardinal number
Ordinal number
Zero
Understanding numbers 1 to
10

Unikrstanding zero through

Factors. multiples. primes
Number' bases other than 10
Inequalities. negative num-
bers
Exponents

Numerals and Numeration
System..

Understanding number-num-
era) dr,tinction
Numerals as names for num-
be rs

blition combinations 0001)(01000000
Sums through 9
Sums through 19 000000
Additional equations 000000

Commutative property --0004}110000

Associative property 0(10000

Addition with aril me. --- 1011000
Two digit. ---(000100
Three' digits 01100011

E,Lpandti notation --000000
k'rtical notation 01111000

column addition 000000

Problem olxing 0000000900000110

SU/di-action

Set aparation
Comp: e,ori

Non-comnintative'

01)01100

011011001100

Maintenance of undertancl)ng J Siibtraction comliinatiorp,
i:itett to unit. through 9
Related to L.um through 19

Subs ra:tion quation"
notation
rt lationhip betv.i.en

000INSTRUCTION CONTINUA
K ------0(111000

00010000119

0000000 (100000000
----000000

000000(t00 000(0110110 teltlirion and -Ai Int acttors
000000 000000 Su !inaction with borrowing

decimal fractions )n
--(ilMOON)

000 subtraction
000000

000000000000

000000000000000000Problem solving
000000000000000

00000000000000000(1000 Multtpltentron
000000000 A repeated addition 000000

000000000000000000 Multiplication combinations
Through 5 5 000000

.0000000000001100000 Through 9 '1 9
000000000 Multiplication equations _0110000000
000000000 Finding the product 0000000011

000000000 Propertie of multiplication -- 001000
Commutative property 000000000

_0010100000
000000

000000 AL.soiative property
Distributive property

---000000000000 Two-three d git mutt iphca-
000000000000000

tion with cart x nig ---00110401000

000000000
Problem solving 000000000000000

000000000

000000000000

Recognition of numerals 1-10 000900
Reading and writing numer-
als 0-100 000
Reading and writing numer-
als 0-999
Counting ones

000000000

000000

Counting by twos, fives, tens 000000000
Connting by threes, fours.
sixes 1100000000000

Ilre.e 10 numeration system 0001)00
Piacivalue numerals 10
through 100

Oper Minns on Number% and
Numerals

Additmn

b,
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0000(19000

- 000999.

000000000000000

000000000

A '7

1,12"s UM

A repeated subtraction
Finotne ming factor
Partition of sets

Silt! of -AileAtb. known
Number of sets known

Ineers.e resat 101141 in between
multiplication and division
Dix aon combinations

Through 25 5

Through 99 9

Dix ision equations
Vertical notation
Dr, Num b /t,(1

41i! H. 0. duet; t Ion

'I . otl (1111.

NA "11 t.::i no.ier
fit r.
1,ong .1%1 in

cipi

'11

11...ositoincilt

I t r
11, I .. f1

00003 00010000006

--000
---00000110101

000000
oulltII

00(1110(1

"---.----00010141000
000000
01)(10? 100110000l

--ogh0000000000

090000ono

_nt.01100 14 410111111

11111.11i101

1111111111111

111.111.0t,01/11000

0.1/f10011111111(1011

- 11 . :000) 1160:1101itlil

1111100110iii'

000111'1111(1101p1,140

-----01.111.1 I. 0'e1:1 1 1101.



CONCEPT OK IDEA

(Measurement continued)
Height

Area
Volume

Time
Money
Weight

Heavier-lighter
Congruence
Symmetry
Capacity (liquid) (dry)
Systems of measurement

Fnghsh
Met»c

Calendar
Problem solving

Relations
One--more or less
Natural order of numbers
Number sequences
Ordinal numbers
Comparison of numbers
Equalities and inequalities
Related symbols >, <.: and

Algebraic Representation
Mathematical sentences
Equality and inequality
Letters in open sentences
Problem solving

Fractions
As set of ordered pairs
Understanding fractions
Addition of fractions
Subtraction of fractions
Multiplication of fractions
Division of fractions
Decimal fractions
Ratio
Proportion
Percentage
Highest common fIctor
Lowest common multiple
"Proper" and 'Improper"
fractions
Problem solving

Sets
Elements of rcts
One to one correspondence
Subsets
Equivalent and nonequiva-
lent
Union of sets
Set separation to interpret
subtract ion
Set partitioning to interpret
division
Problem solving

Geomet ry
Petal
Set, .'

ht

INSTRUCTION CONTINUA

000000000
----000000004100om0000

000000000000000000

000000

000000000000

000900000
m- om

000000000000

000000000000

000000000
000000000000000

000000000000
000000

000000000000000000000000000

000600000
--000000000

000000000

000000000

0000001100
000000000

000000000 000000000

000000000000000000000000000000
000000300000000000000000000

--000000000000000
000000000000

000000000000

..--*--.-000000000000000

---000000000000
----000000000000

000000000
000000000

..--000000000
000000000000
-- 000000000000

--.---000000000

--000000000
.- 000000000000

00060000000O

000000000

- m00006600
00600000000

400000000

000000000

06)11101

000000

000060000060

000000000

00000(1000

- 00(,900000

- -- - Readiness for concept
,.,film,00000000o0000000000 major instruct ion

Maintenance of understanding
"What s New About the 'New' M.ithematies1-. Sl'horil in A. Pen. Vol VII No 5 r..1.rnu irs it0i51 pp: 3-'0

(Geometry continued)
Line'

Linear properties
Straight
Cured
Ftrolo n
Lim sego» III
Lincs., directional

% ert leal. oblique
Plane

Plane properties
Closed f r es,

P4,icept ion of sh
Cirt
Putt gull'.

dan rals
Triangles
Perimter
Alva

--000000P0Outi000ti
00000000000000poop

00ticuet10n
60001111000

--0000110001
00000000i
-- - 111101 01.011111)101tme(1110010)

--0000110

- 01:111 61416116

000000000 01'0

006060060660666606660(1610 011000

--04)000onimilion
tiOtini1011110

-- 0000°60011t:1-- iiimononiiiirot Uitll

110u0orition

Solid 11110011101101 0111100

Solid properties MOO)
Voluitle 1111111100

11{111{111{11011{1

0000(012{}{1(101.1,

Meastipment of angles 1101.0011

Side ,ind angle relotionship 0011000

Pi obit in ,01N i»g 11101114110101111101

Graphical representation
Bar graphs fititiOntiocOu0i.epo

Two variables and graph -- t10'Orou11u1uq
Sets of ordered pa IN -ric(oiloo

Graph repres:ent at iv e of
minify fuel tions 'mono

Proof
eNpfq 14>nre -001(.110011001.001),)0610

Rt (u+i1,11.0.1011 - el)0(11111110{111(111

By reduction twisiou

Development of a Classroom
Mathematics Program

Elementary teachers who are accustomed to more
specific statements of scope for their grade levek,
as found in more formal courses of study. may have
difficulty in organising a classroom mathematic:,
program based upon the preceding chart.

The following summary of the Pasadena Cit.,'
Schools' Curriculum in ''new' mathematics may be
helpful in indicating the things that will go into a
typical grade-by-grade program embodying these
mathematical concepts and ideas

KINDERGARTEN. Informal number readiness piogram based
upon actual experiences with numbers and number relation-
ships Development of quantitative vocabularz, and corrept.
of size.: shape and space. Familiarity with and use of number
symbols

GRADE 1. First use of arithmetic textbook Operations of
addition and subtraction learned through use of vonerete st,,s
of obieCts Concepts of measurement del:elope° :lathrinati-
cal notntior used to solve 4iinple quantitative prople ni-
Poi. of mathematical sentences stressed Ft act tonal number,
introduced

GRADE 2. Continued development of number operations with
struetur properties Nfultip1 ;.,.11,1n ,411trt

pinet,,e of pl.iet -satire »,e1 -
atron sz.stem Further practice in profit( in, sol%in4 thruzig)t
use of mathimatieal sentences Measurement ort,bit to-. in-
eluding moiivl, and time

(at.11I)1: 3. Mastery of fundamental operations Kite sir all
numbers Operation with simple fractions Matherliz,
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notation refined through iflCTt sfl USt Of snibotirn
Thought problems inolvuig ni themaucal reaon1ng (on-
hnued mphasic upon nuinher-nunieral distinction and Struc-
tural properties of operations on whole numbers
(KAI)E 4. Skill in ftiidin iruduet' of two- and ll)r'e-(ui it
numerals by a one-digit numeral Division hy a one- atid
two-digit Jivisor Extension of quantitative voeabulary. ap-
plied to matheniatleal sentences L'se of number hnt' in
demonstrahog different names for rat ion at nunther In tri-
duction of familiar geometrical objects as sets of oiiit'

GRADE 5. Ability to solve increasingly diffIcult mani;nila-
tive problems involving fract ions. decimal nurner.iI and
mi'.ed numerals Discovery and prosing of niatlieniatiral
rel.itionchps Continued use of nnmber line to il!totrate' ciJ-
dillon and subtraction of fractions and mixod nunitrak
Factors and Jeat conjinon multiple Preeisnn of me.;'irc-
ment and measure of area Non-decimal numerals

GRADE 6. Perfection of fundamental processes with po.itive
rat tonol iumbers. including whole numbers, fractions, and
decimal numerals increased undersi and ing of rneaurvmt'nt
with applications to tvo and three Wmensions Continued
use of mathematics in problem-solving tuat:ons Aual% is
of data through ue of graph'., applications of ratiu .oid per
cent Use of epoiwt1tS at txpanded notation introduction
of the neg.itivc 3nteger

(Ol,LEG}
PIlEPAKT(>ltV

(son-
Grade aled) AcrieraIed)

7 7th and 7th Gi" .\ritb-
8th Or inc'ic
irIlh-
IfletiC

8 AiEehra 8th Or Arith-
IA-lB

Evaluation

- fl.Vt '.silt Iii t?;tiIt'i' Y. ih ind ..t,i.ttni. .O't'iT .i'\

.1101 ('tIm'J' I'\

tht ilpili(\ to 't't' .1 .t iie.tl i.rtdb'll1-' 015 ilig tech-
U Ii It'

euioi i".I.iii the io_'ie.ul 'imi''mii I of niiit. omm1ir' ,itot tit.'
ll.0111'( t)t pititif,

--u'.t mn.itlien'.itic.d xnit' ml oi(l, i10 (','0. di' Cief ift'\V

't'iit i ili.',utiun-. Led p'h' -'

tt'0aI11/t mu .L'l(' t.. lim' lilt' ttF o.itht im,atic',. In
,)t it 5

mIt .clO; studs h.uiti'. m nti,ii fir ittm'm. 0th nt t'.'.
10

,m lot, im'.imlint 'lufl ,.'t't s ot..m ''U I t tt.il fi,r
II) mtlh. :im, 'i

- Lht'i'icI'i.i dc '.tim'li int'l t.ti ti .Ut .i cit .itiVLts .

(ii !ut'.il. ,inm! '. I'lI.,JL

- stdnp .L1i1tih'', lit t It ,,iml it' tnt,: m'r'i.tliofl. ciick'nct,
I i''ict't. iflilnttivt'. ,.iII1 ifltjt'Ilt'fl(it'fltt

i thrt'p qut"tiUli- .vliieh tti.(l to 1){"

a;i's rt'd lii ilI(l'\ltltl,itimit1 ,)tei(&"." 1! tune' i', lii Ii&"a

"ih (u1iJitv Jit'inati&',. i'&It ('z!(:fl
1' i:u'h ('lilimi jm,';tt ip,_' tut link ci nlii,rI tveh nI a

l('\ i'l tiifl'-I"ltlit '\ ith il'' .hiltts

N4)'-('m I Inl:
'. j1 -. Of (I

Iii 1lititctdtv \\'h1vl l, ti)li"i'.teflt with hs inuur itv'

7'h Cir Arith-
I1i1'tLV'

8:li Or A'z:h-

The evaluation of instruction is the quality control
aspect of the educational proee'. Many factors are
involved in evaluation such as the indivlrlual differ-
ences of PUP1h' the varied rates of pupil develop-
ment and progress, the influences of the toacht'r the
homc and the community the subjeet matter to he
taught: the teaching technology: the pupils' attitudes,
and the goals which have been accepted for the
subject. The magnitude of the problem requires that
many factors be ideutif led and evaluated. Some of
these fwtors can be measured by objective instru-
ments, but most aspects require value iudgtnetits
based upon insight and discrimination, it is loic;il
to start the evaluation process by the ithntification
of the goals (if mathematical education in the cle-
nwntary school and then deterinint' if the n-ialhe-
matcs curriculum of the school jrins abc'L the'
realii.ation of the goals by the chi!dren.

A sample list of objectives or goals gtesied by
Max A. Sobt'J ind Donovan A. Johnson ale quoted
belom.v'

The student 'bouId'

- h.ive a kn',lt cigs" .iil minch'r'.t.inclppig r l0.,IP' r",lti, al

pttk't".' f.ic'l" .s,id 'oflLt

:3 ("an each child cnnmunii'nle hs niathernatica]
Ufl((('t"t'dfldlflf.l,s and idtt"1

7/ic fe(1('her needs 1 ticternnsic eact rIti(i1. afnht,,

(i/Id (Zr/ti i'('?fl('lit hfl inothentaiie,v t)eh,tre it IS pos.vi'hh'

O (ldcqtuIfcl!/ ('/'f!IU1f 11101 /lt'11l!lt'O/ J)1'o(/i'('5'' Sona'
p1 jflJ iiihii'fl"iatioti fl)i\'. be '('('UI t'd by tht" use of

st1Iitlhtl'd1?c(l te"is, pupil i'eoi'd'. airl the uh''iva-
tioft'. 01 othei" teat'het.'. Who have )j kuxi s.m'th the

('1111(1, but the eiajur ('sliflldtli'fl t'tf a pupiL inatho-
mlitical il)llity and mattii ity iipm'in the l)t'it!e'.-
siunat lUdt.tifl('flt of' the (ItIi'1ttI('LI 'tt'it'her' Tla' os'

0 dtflqliostic ftOe/Wtt; teclluilq'it'.s iv tt\,veuflal if an
ac('ui'at' Ufl(lti'St3fldilii (if j)UpIl pl"ltlre".'. Is to lesUlt

T'e ('olltt'flt (if nithematics 1 elucation '.tuiuld be
evaluated on the basis (it its rnathematic'al '.l)1,lfldfl('s,

the pl'e('1.t'nes. 01 th lanLuJwte mv lv('(l thi' rnathe-
iriat,'al Pl"nlCiPI('S d('Vt'lI)('t'l the .kill (t('V('lOpfl'iYflt

f'eaturi". tif the program, the rnath'm1it teal s

',J,',('(l u1 the l'm('thO(/t,/OOIi '11it)I(i1I('(l :0 u'4ieh it
('01l('(71,'i' Tt' h('l'. .hiiiutd tii' utth'ul (lis("JVI,'i
t('('h:llqucs o that pupil aI lead tO d'.rtisi't' in-

tu!tr't'!y niany mathematical ('Ofl('epN wh;ch ai e th
("ontPflt of the mathernatcal ui'l'i('iltirn. A 104 of
th('.(' ('tifl('('pt',.. vliirh lifis h''cii '.titLh(St('(L I)"

mnattcizin-, IS ilI('hI(lt'd in jhi (uidc

Conclusion

Elenl('ntar t' t('a('he'r,'. ii'( l'(.t'l't' ! i,

(it' ht' hattdhniik t'IltiI leil '/'('(iI'h till, ()r'qm ii 'z "Ii '1(11 f'p

I1UU1!h(,ti!," for tuflJt.t!titr1, T(a('!tv,-,v

'rhe meaning' which art .'u " .mrt Oi ;i t'ii,ld" iin'k'r-

't inding of .irithn;ctit' .ire h''. 12(1.it thu II il(( lit,', LPfl ii p',-'.m".-

1u.!) lie (',hjiflh,t :ml t''i4 ,'lUfl .ipi.ls ,t,''tOnr 'm'r -in", un-h','-

'.'.tiu,lt,ig II) Iii" 0%fl "itiitttiiji lit' i"it' O1IIPIII'h f''. )$ It fl( I",

tii'%('IIiI) his ott ii '.eI ,f tt','.Iiillins .iflO, t!'u Iii' thu 0'" ,

for ,ir,thril('tn' C',:iiifl't slr.Ipi. be Ij,'it ,ull?'t' I f, 014 'ii r

A:t.il'ttui Fritn f).nuus a' A "ihn'ein, 'lflIri.cltii'It(,!i," F"i'*rit:t"i i, '.l-'Zni":' ,t,, ', lith Yi',,ri'acpk, 'Fht' N,ilit :i,i! ("inn of h',,ntU

(if Mihe'm',ttu". %t,i-,htngt.in, fl ( i",Il,i, p 1

i\ fr'nI,m'i ,incl !)cifltI%un '\ ,Jt.hit'.t.ii '',.'\fl,il% '1'. Iii llIii'it itt,t' i'i' 'I 0101'. Ii iItl'tt,'Pll ,t, l'zrh' ,''cl'. l'li "'.'k 'Fit''

N.'tit'n,i! ('i,uneil of 'i'c.ut her'S of ?t'I.ithi,'ii ,:t'.m ' 'Vt' i'hitn,t'pn I) C it
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to an(pihrr TIir t tehr cr et th '.t.tgc, provide the m.i-
ter.d. gunit', hut the IJu ctit itw, (xe nt,

ir(1 tic1 for ?umsr?J the flit! inulg of .iuthueue.d r'L't:uri-
'kI!p. ittui I''-'

Glossary
In tii( ('ltfl)eflt)) .('h('f)l. t'hihlr&'n shn'ikj Po1 bu

tautJit ( ftiiitron. a;id fl:Ufles of iztthenittical (0fl-
tp1. until lhcy II1IUI1IVP1 ck'rslund the nwthe-
fl1ttiNd I tlOIlshiI)S ()PtF'athlns. or' i(leas which are
(l("('i !i)('(I by the tt'im. aiici })ave nee.l for a })(110r
tt'i ni in iliniunital ing the idea, ioi inahied tut'hing
of t(i'flh1nUIO.ty 1R1i pl'OVi. deadly to the tmckrstanci-
int. iI ih t'onecpt Tire (;1osory ineluth' wnrds

!tiI, tire ?s.'e(! in iiinii of the c (';ororlJ niallu'-
s (((hiok. zUl'! l dOfltd fur tt'at'hei' WhO

dt'ire to upgrade their mathematics undei'stanchng,
A1gehra---Thiit pzirl of n thiatte' whith ox'ti'nds

ithuiette by tnetuding diditional ymbolism
\V'('l'i (" ttitt-. (Xttfld('(1 lMobl('m 5OlVit'ii., tcII

eraiiíat itnS, atici ii)StI tit'l tirithn'ittiC i'tiat IOIL'hlps

1%s4)ciatie PrincipIe--\Vhen three Or niore nuthers
ale' oflerated Ofl. the vtiv in vhicii tile flhlfllht'l'S

are' grouped will not alfect 'the result E\arnples
(2 3) 4"2 (3- 4),nr(a' h)e a(b" ').

Base numeration svsteni)Nuniber which mdi-
rates the groupinQ patterii in a place value titimt'r'
ation svteni. It aIo indicates the number (If
duals i tesszit'v in the tlum'rflti(in system, Ex-
ample: base ten requires the duats 0. L 2. 3 4. 5.

7,., & 9. and groups by tens.
Binary OperationA binary operaflvn cols (if

aiatuit two numbers with a nutnher vhic'h
for th baSic' (i)trati{it1 I ('atIt'd a Ufll, fl tIffci -
tice 3 PIodllitt. ui' a quotient.

CiinJitial Number--A number whirh left.. h'ie niuiiy

thiflLS iF ifl t troitp 01' set Of tings.
Ch,siirc----An operation is ((O.ed in a S(t if tht ie..ult

of the operation OII CV('I'\ oi'detcd )3IE ('if cfvnwnt's
in tIit 5t?t 1:' 311 t'lernt'rit in the set. The slim of
iflv tv natural numbers is a natural number.
'fhrtn i'. that acldIiliin i.' 'l'i1 Pu' JuitUl al nUit)-
i)ers !f in'v tVu natural flu:'nb(rS ore' suiti'tet'd.
the difference i 001 1l('C( .si'ilv a nalural Uliflhi'i..
Subtraction not cliusc'd fer atu'al numbers.

Conunniative Prineiple--When siunihei' art operated

OIi the 0! (let' of npelatioi'i ill not ci inge the

i't':'idt. Exatni'iles 2 . - : s '2,,or2 5'. 2
Co,niitalion---The structui at inzini'iulatiun of numer-

aI or othti' svnibois Lu e-ure a resu1t such as a

SUUL rrnduet., ctifferenre, 01" (4UOtieI'It

COitgriJ(,fld'C--Th(' '.tzilt of a t i iatiuuchip h tWe'n
geoineIrl( 1it.tii't".. retitin iIi that the:t .tíe and
.ha;)e t)(' tlii' szinie.

Coordinate --Une (if a t of ntttthir'. hch l('aiis

il t)°Ittl In .pii'(" E;o i ..p tltti1' i)%('p("%ti", Ilt'

tlitatic' frin'i oi'ii ft ot itIt'teflte li?lt. u,,lmI(i'i

timeet Zn a eoipnn)Ii point.

I)igit (')nt- of the vi',ihul ti'.(l to wt ut' ,i

11; 0 iVefl titiTi)('I'llI(??i \ '.tP1i,

I)t"trht;ti'e Prtiiiple (\Vitli i'ekition to n''.ihttplica-

tin uVl'i uddition ) 'hit' 111 IPdIt('( of a nm'nb('r 3fldI
the iiiii ui Iwo 'ii' null I' i'iuiflln'i' !' the same a
tue shill (if the pi'idticts ol the nuniln,'r and etch
(it hit' U(ldt'litIs Example: '2(4 - 3) - (2) (4) --
(2) 3).

Ekinent of a Set -A ent'rt1 name for any one of the
lhint.- II) ,U s('t

F:iitial Sc( -Two sets v ith thu.' '..atnt' elenients

IafUItIifl --.A 1Iit'fltUt'('Zi1 ('!P I ('flee vhich state'

'that two 1'.\Jutc :.ttpI15i'tw ('d1Lal.

Equivalent Sets TV() se1 Ote eqhliV'ald'ilt if their
elt'mt'rits can lw placed iii one to one cori't"..pond-

eiic.. or if they have 11w san,e cai'tiinaI iiuniber.

J!.qual M'ts ate' C(jU!vtl('Ilt but equivalent seN are'

lit'it (I't''Sai'1ly ('(1Ul!.

Expoiieimt---'.\ nuniei'ai htCh usually telL. tue num-
i)('i' of litOes the same factor is used.

I"ador'--- Nunibt't's which I)i'ocIUce a prudut ii ninth-
plied or numlu.ts by which a product is

'iihoiit ,i j'u.',uajnckr (If applied to vhek: numb' r
)

Geomnetry'The part of mathe;natic. that deals Wi

points. hnes. figures anilcs, planes'. and .p'.
Identity EkntentThe' tdentity element for i

t:ruiat uul)eration is that ekment which in 't"'
lion with any other element eucids that utl,':
t'lenient Examples: 0 is identity element 's"
addwmi., 0 5 5 and 5 0- -.5. 1 iS the iclenti:
1u'ment for muitipheation. 1 - 3 3 and 3 I

:3

Iuiet1uality-\Iath''niatical '.eflteflt'es winch deal v,Ui

telationships -such ,as "gtt'att'r than'" ( 'j). h's-
than'' ( ) or' not equal to' (')

IntegersThe osiltve and negative vhok' nmili'

Ond 'i.ero

Iamtersecti;n of Set'v--Intvrseetie ('if tV.'(I 't i.. I

set of all demeni'- vhicIi are n iiOth of the

origi:'al sctz

lnverseAnv elt'nment cupeIatt.cl Ofl with '". jiI\I'''t'
yields the identity r111. that (I1H'!'..tti( I) hi the
('il)ei'atlon called audit on., the it1\'I''s(' .f 3 . 3.
TilO )I)Vel'St' of 4 1 in the ()t)('id. i'. ,',,

imitiltipl ucat nun.

--'-3.3 0

4-'i -1 ii 4 1

lint 4'ndeftned teu flu frethi ntlydt'c. ''i' .i..'-

inetru- fiuit' having only one chnu

Lifle St'gmnent That pat t of a hint Ii i',t,'1'. 'v.
ally two 1)llliItS Ott the line.

Matlieuiatit'al Sentence-- \ st'i'iteu '.'. ': '

i;it.hi'iiilie,,tl ' rl"iois, There it'' '''.
tJle'(' sefltefl('{"'. intn'iaiic;il :,t't' -t'-

semili'nti''-) ti'itI 'IjJe!'I s('ttt('?içe.

%Iatli&'itiii Stat'Int'ilt (elu'- (1 ', . It,'

ni:it ti:al ...t,ttt'flif'1lI I . 1iuii '. ''''.'t'u (

1'. ('111101' tEUI' (ii I3l.tt i'.,'''n;. - t

(t"iie). 2 ' 8 (fal.e)

St itt' lh-,' ttut'ni p( F:'t' tt''fl ? ' Or. w'u". ('Ioit!r'n iIou,l1,o,I, t-.r Kb r'. ,J'r'; r. u ?i''T' '' ' '

i'i:; p ''i
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Natural Number- Usually tefer: to the pnsittive
v.holt, numbers Some inath(rnaticians include
ero.

Number An 'abstraction i:-.soiated with numerous-
ness (cardinal number) or' outer (ordinal num-
ber)

Plane An undefined term usually described as a
geometric element with two dimensions

Point - -An undefined term usually described as a
geometric element which has position but no
dimension.

Prime Number--A number which is evenly divisible
(no remainder) only by itself and one.

Proportion - -A proportion is a statement of equality
()f ranos. A pi ()pillion can be interpreted as a
statement of equality of rational numbers (frac-
tions),

Ratio- -Ratio is an ordered pair of numbers often
used to compar two things Commonly ex-
pressd as a fraction

a
Rational Number --A number in the form -- when

b
a and b are integers and b is not "Zero, In other
words, rational numbers include all positive and
negative fractions which have integral numerators*
and denominators.

RayThe set of all points extending in one direction
from a given point.

Real NnmbersReal numbers consist of rational and
irrational numbers

ReciprocalsAny two numbers who,e product is one
arc reciprocals of each other.

SetAny collection or group of thilws is a set. An
implied property of set is the distm2uishability of
Clements within the set fiom etenients not in the
set.

Number LineA line usually marked at unit dis-
tances denoting the natural numbers in their
usual order. Example

. . . 3 2 I 0 1 2 3 4 . . .

NumeralA symbol used to name a number,
Nutneration SystemA system of symbols to repre-

sent numbers which make It easier to work with
number ideas.

48

Open Sentence --A sentence' whose, truth value can-
not be determined until open space. Hank,
or an unknown,. is replaced b a numeial Ex-
ample. 4 IO This. is MR. if "X" v. ienluced
by II, but It is false if "X- is replaced by any
other number

Operation An assoetatIon of ordered pairs if ele-
ments from a se; m.ith elements of that set The
four fundamental operations are addition, sub-
traction. multiplication, and division.

Ordered Pair - -A pair of things in which the order of
oecurrence is impoi taut. Example (3 2) 7d- (2.3).

Ordinal Number -A number indicating a place or
positum in a series

Place Value ---A term which refers to the different
values understood to be assigned to digits in a
Illtrneratt011 System according, to their positinns
relative to other digits, Example: In the base ten
numeral 333 reading from left to mght, the first
digit repiesents :i00. the, seeond 30, and the last 3.

Solution SetThe set of all numbers which when
used to replace the open space or variable in an
open sentence makes a nue statement.

Subset--A sot whose elements are members of an-
other set is called subset of that other set. 1 e

if all elements of one set B are contained in an-
other it A.. set B 15 a subset of set A.

Symbol--A symbol is a mark, numeral, or letter
which is understood to name an object or idea.
or to hold the place for the name of an object or
idea in a mathematical expression.

System--A pattern. design, or scheme. concemed with
a central objective.

Union of Sets--The union of two sets- is the, sct which
contains all of the elements in either set

UniverseThe set of all the elements under consider-
ation. Domain and universal set are used synony-
mously with universe,

Variable --A vas ahle is a place holder in an open
sentence. For exan-iple, the letter "X'' in the open
sentence "X - 3> 7" is a variable.

Zero- --Zero is the cardinal num5er of the empty it
(the set containing no elements).



The study of a few selected art fields, particu-
larly music and art, has long prevailed within the
public schools of our nation and state. The degree
to which all the arts seen in relation to the be-
havior of man within a cultures, however, may be
open for considerable speculation Each art form is
but one aspect of a larger field conceined with re-
lationships. This larger field of study'. aesthetics,
is closely related to the social sciences, especially
philosophy, cultural history, and psychology. One
approach to its study may be through the relation-
ship of the arts within a culture.

As in other fields of inquiry, appropriate concepts
and generalizations are formed through systematic
and methodical study with inquiry proceeding
through the use of a schematic structure At the
elementary level, it is suggested that the seven DI 1S
be' categorized as guides to form a comprehensive
and cohesive structure for inquiry, Seven selected
arts useful for inquirmg are:

Musa. Dance
Art (painting. drawing, crafts) Architecture
Drama Sculpture
Literature

Aesthetics has a unique vocabulary which should
be used when formulating verbal quections or stating
concepts A sample vocabulary for teacher use, com-
posed of terms from several art areas. IS

harmony
rhythm
form
balance
mood
intensity
design
pattern
power
proportion

modulation
movement
fundamental
unity
depth
color
style
duration
texture
tone

The particulars of an aesthetic phenomenon such
as beauty wi!1 vary with the unique aspects of each
art area. While the details of a phenomenon will
vary, each contributing field. whether studied sepa-
rately or from a culturally related point of view, is
concerned with creatzon.. appreciation. and evaluation.
These three common concerns are based upon highly
complex theoretical positions and related aspects
such as standards. perceptions, and the processes
people use in making such judgments At advanced
levels of study, the aesthetic phenomenon is ex-
amined from precise theoretical positions such as
psychology and semantics.

In the past, aesthetics has been concerned chiefly
with iszaies as they relate to "beauty" Various
asenoola" of aeWietics preriounded laws which tended
to restrict the process of inquiry and the identifica-
tion of relationships between the arts and the pur-

ft.lm Tiplt: .1, :%Iiir.re% 'Ilveent Det elopment,
Seer !Mies Feel N. 2 (Feehrzi.tr:. l'1610. pp 1.13

suits of man. The }mode/ling point of view
lv in the United States is to place loss emphasis

upon aesthetic. km s and to sties:, the relationships of
the al is to eat ams cultures The aesthetic approach
to the studs of tlae arts mays therefore,. be through
their 'elation to man and how he deals with his art
pi ()ducts and artistic processes.,

Aestheticians could undoubtedly argue for other
\ea\ s of oigamiation although it should be 'einem-

ed that elementary instruction in this area is
peeisely elementary While various theories regard-
me aesthetics prevail, and while it is desa able for
teacheis to be aware of theories regarding aesthetics
the concern of the elementary school in this area e

nnard for an approach to the study of the ai
as related to a culture rather than One of fragment, d
sins ei :tliat Ion

For too long, no systematic treatment of the .o
as they relate to a total culture has preva ilc.!
despite the well intentioned efforts of those e
advocate a "correlated activities- approach, It is Oa
position of this Guide that planned instruction e -
ward an understanding of relationships within a e.
titre should constitute the keystone of all and
whether it he social studies or the related aeoheti
concerns from the arts.

Since the field of aesthetics is so closely reeiail
to a culture. it is suggested that its study be '0' e:ra
ized as a part of the second stage of the teaclont
learning sequence as outlined in the social stair
module. This is the stage where content as ie e..1
by the teacher and the ultimate direction of -tee\
the scope of the problem is stated If at this stir
the problem is "How does Mexico's Past Affect
Present," the teacher' should dehberatel plan a.
strutional confrontations which include all in
arts. The teacher then helps children inquire 111
the viewpoints of music, art, drama, liter-atm I d ,ec .
architecture, and sculpture. As may be .00d l 'be
social studies module, the next steps are i;.1-
tion of aesthetic concepts and generali ye- ;.
application, and teacher directed transfer to Lee. -

ations. The module presented for the -let ii steer
therefore, may be used as a teaching -l' ,e-no
in this area too.

The suggested arts when used foi
supplant but are used in conjunction, eith tee
studies categories to supply additier.11
cultural relationships. As noted n: aei.
of the module in the social studies Natoli.
must be deliberate, planned. and inthialued
ever,: the content: organization of Ilia centei.f.
categories: and the children's concentn.daaoeee
eralizationsi applications, and tranfc
The importance of teaching belie, a o:ne
sequential process in this anew, a tee': it
emphasized.:

Assthet,e:s in An,4:rte:I. Newsletter, An

1';



The music section of this Guide represents an
attempt to VIt.it* On of OW art:, from a cultural per-
spctive. The tipatment of music' as an area of
:specialization is not presented het t° sinee detailed
suggestions for all age, are to be found in :1111:.te

Ed/tritium ill Oregon liNhlic Schools

Scope

The scope of mu. 1 (ducat ion
is the development of

111.-usical pleasure
Musical skills

Creative capacities
Knowledge (if musical literatine
An tinder... Wilding of the symbols and vocabulni \-
of music

An understanding of the, structure of mu. i
An understanding of musical expression

In addition to the above, music' horn a cultinally
related point of %new is also concerned with the de-
velopment of

An understandinv, of music as it relates to the
culture from which it is derived
An understanding of the artistic procts-e, of
music and the other arts.

in the' public -ehool,

Organizing for instruction
Music, as other specialized fields.. possesses -true-

tural and technical peculiarities.. Mu:ic teachinn Iti

generally better left to the specialist who tarries re-
sponsibility for the teaching of the musical struc-
turerhythm melody. and harmony However. it is
the responsibility o; the classroom teacher who is
assigned the teaching of the social studies at the
elementary level to carry the major responsibility
for music. art, drama. literatui e, dance, architecture,
and sculpture as a cohesive area of study related to
the social studies field. While every classroom teacher
with responsibilities in the social studies is expected
to teach music and the other arts as related to a
eultine, the classroom teacher 1-1U1 !Jeco,..arily ex-
pected to teach the structural and technical details
of music..

I ;tceptions to personnel responsibilities alwa\
prevail, but exeeptions to the teaching obligation
seldom if ever vary. One exception in teaching re-
sponsibilities Is to be found in small school, where
no specialist in music is available In such cases,
local eircumstances call for full teaching responsi-
bi;:tv for the cultural as well soh octual aspects
of mime insofar a., technical piofielemaes allow.
ilowevers leg:lidless of' one's U1.111)11..11 and/or artistic

mien coltorally related as a colieave
area of And with the other arts mir,1 prevail.
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Teaching Responsibilities
A chart indicating suggested teaching iesponsi-

bilities for the tWO facets of music follows. One facet
is structurally orient the other culturally oriented.
It should be noted that a major difference in the
responsibilities is t the classroom teaher's special-
i/eil (.011(4,40 ). It i:11 ilt With Skin:, pleasure ere-
atixe capacities,. musical Mei:mire. voabulai , struc-
Ill] awl expieion its Owl' relate' to other vn!ti4res.
ho rntisie lioxkvcr i, voil('vniod thesV
41.1)1,1.1, 1)1 musw as 111,// are //ered from told relate
to 0,s r vulture.

While the classroom shares some responsi-
lal.iy tor teaching music as. it /Hate, to our culture:
sueli teaching IN InCRIOntal I alliekV1M.:, 101. the Innsl('*
'1)4 an ()VVI lapping ill teahing .once a;',PeCtS
of Inlisl( I1' they i late. to n(ht'r cultures may occur.
got h teaching heie 1, also incidental since the pin-
minx responsibility I i the music specialist is teach-
mg music W111110 0E0 t'llittite thiough a \k'ell-planned,
s\ temat lc, methodical; and structiual approach.

l'h I espnsibilitie indicated by the char t are in
exhaustive anti ale intended as a possible

direction tor the classi (aim teaeher 1n identit mg
additional respon.abilitio,

The. teaching obligations of the clan -room teneher
and the music specialist ale quite distinct. Both
ohlinations are so distinct that the musical a'-prri

Wed therefrotn may make a unique contiabul
1') the total edueational ()onto aunties offers d chil-
dren This means that two distinct and unique facet,
of music must be clearly disem Bible' the t'lemen-
tat school, One facet is nom a cultural point of

r. the other horn the :11.11(1,i1 ()1'

Zr.q.(VI of MLIN1C

In CO_Ineet' with this thscos.non ot the toles of
fIi music specialist and the e'dlieatio specialist 10
tl:e elementary school. it is important to realize that
in It 0:egon school's these are one and the same

on. This places the whole iesponsibility for music
ethic:1nm) on the classroom teacher and also simpli-
fies the process of integration.

Much emphasis in the past has liven placed upon
cooperation between a "generalist" and a "specialist"
as n earis of facilitating correlation act ivitie Mere
con elation or "generalist" versus "specialist' organi-
/alional patterns are neither advocated nor an ac-
ceptable substitute for' a cohesive music program
from a cultural point of view The' classroom teacher
Is not merely a "generalist" but a true specialist who
carries primary responsibility fm. the teaching of
music from the cultural point of view, This is a
responsibility imposed by the very nature of a unique
teaching ass:gnment at the elementary level which
deals. %,vith the specialized concerns of the unifKation
of many alias of knowledge This is a highly special-
iz,11 aspect of teaching and :s generally distinct from

n4 which is done m a single subleet area such
as music. This person n: therefore referred to as the
education specialist IA hat shall he taught;
now -hall it be taught, and when shall it he taught

e persistent questions concerned with the Iota/ edu-
cational pi ()gram which ate best answered by a
specialist in the process of education who scos this
tolal ralst.;ratil

N(1..p1141 fro:), Dep.itiment 1.:(1ticotion poq" sopg,(),., the Dp.illment Salcmil, NCO. p 4



SUGGESTED TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES

EDUCATION SPECIALIST MUSIC SPECIALIST

Development of Musical Pleasure
Concept that details of musical
pleasur vary from one culture
to another is developed
Contemporary music which in-
creases the child's pleasure and
satisfaction for living in to-
day's world is provided.

Per,onal performance oppor-
tunities are provided.

Opportunities for hearing
others perform are provided.

lievelopment of Musical Skills
Mweeal skills may be com-
pared with the development of
other art skills Appreciation
skills are t.%ident...

Development of C
Music representative of other
cultures may elicit response
hist:mm.1ns of other cultures
may be studied

Pitch, tone. rhthm. apprecia-
tion. scale, and chordal pat-
terns form part of the skill
uppoti unit le s

reative Capacities
thmtti response to musical

selections prevails
Compoing and improvising
opportunities ate provided

Development of a Knowledge of Musical Literature
Studying, singing, and playing
musical selections representa-
tive of other cultures ate
undertaken.

Opportunity for examination
of musical forms such as folk
stings, cliants, art songs and
patriotic' music is pros ided

Development of an Understanding of the Symbols
and Vocabulary of Music

The history and development
of musical symbols may be
studied

Simple and more complex
musical scales are presented
for identification and use.

Development of an Understanding of the
Structure of Music

Predominate musical aspects
within cultures., such as
rhythm, are identified.

The use of rhythin,, tone, and
harmony as baste viewpoints
of musical structure are pro-
vided

Development of an Understanding of Musical
Expression

Subtle musical expressions are
noted.

Opportunity for assessing one's
attitude toward personal musi-
cal efforts as wen as the ef-
forts of others is provided.

Development of an Understanding of Music as it
Relates to the Culture from Which it is Derived

A systematized treatment of the
function of music within a cul-
ture, such as music in religion
Or rites of passage is provided

Criteria appropriate for musi-
cal appreciation are estab-
lished.

Development of an Understanding of Artistic
Processes of Music and the Other Arts

The concept that the arts re-
sult from man's intent to ex-
press ideas is presented. The
degree of intellectual involve-
ment between cultures is ex-
amined

The intellectual aspects of
artistic endeavor in our cul-
ture' is emphasized,
Care is taken to avoid imput-
ing extraneous meanings sash
as the emotions to the art
product While music is highly
expressive, it does not portray
emotions:, however. each
listener may bring his emo-
tions to the art

Evaluation
Two distinct facets of music are advocated for the

elementary school. Each h.< unique and has distinct
contributions to make. One is concerned with the
study. of cultures and their' aesthetic viewpoints, the
other with the more specialized study of the struc-
tural elements of music. While each is distinct, a
unity is discernable through the thiee concerns of
the specialized art areas which are also common to
the' held of aesthetic:4,. As noted, these three con-
cerns are creation, appreciation, and the evaluation
process. These three concerns form a basis for the
evaluation of both programs., Growth !s measured by
the child's involvement which in tun) is dependent
upon the teacher't., assumption of the teaching obliga-
tion to present opportunities within the three corn-
Moll concerns

The evaluation of the music program and the
degree' of pupil attainment may be through the
objectives as follows:

EVALUATION TIIHOUGII THE

OBJECTIVE

Creation
The etc%elopirtent of
musical skills

The development of
creative capacities

Appreriat ion

The development of
musical pleasure

The. development of
a knowledge of
musical literature

The development of
an understanding
of musical expres-
sion

The development of
an understanding
of music as it re-
lates to the culture
from which tt is
derived

The E%aliiation
Process

The* development of
an understanding
of the syntbo;s and
vocabulary of music

The development of
an under stand ing
of the structure of
music

Creation
:to what Ntynt has
the learner devel-
oped musical ittlls,

What 4,oec,fie crea-
tive capaities of
children arc being
developed'

Appreciation

Is musical pica,aire*
a part Of the learn-
er's evi_srday life

To what extent
does the learner
utilize musical lit-
erature?

Are desirable atti-
tudes toward one's
aoliity in playing
and singing appar-
ent?
Are relationships
seen between the
total art areas?

The Evaluation
Process

Does the learner
use the vocabulary
of music in appro-
priate situations^

Does the learner
utilize structural
concepts of music
appropriate to his
age and total musi-
cal experiences?

Pltotat.Am

Creation
is opportunif% mo-
vided for the de-
veiopme Ili Of musi-
cal skills,
What opportunities
ai provided for
the development of
creative capaLities1

Appreciation

Is opportunity pro-
vide d for in u ea I
pie.`a 'tire through
many sources.>

\V h a t opportunity,
does the mus pro-
ie-tm provide for
gaining a knowl-
edge of muzwal lit-
erature,
Are opportunities
prOVICIed for musi-
cal c pre t-11» .n
pia ing and tong-
ing?

Is the music .1
heritage of our (141-
titre present in the
total per,
gram')

'she EA aluaf ion
Process

A ic t,tr,Ing
tunittes pro V P 4-
so children gain an
uncle raanding of
the stmbe,l
vocabulary of rnt
sic'
Does the pro,
gram reflect
structure of muse'
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(Evaluation Process continued)

OBJECTIVE
The developriwill of
an understanding
of the tirti-ne proc-
ss, of music and

the other arts

LEARNER
How doe's the
learner indicate
prowth in under-
it,inding t he arts
and t he procesws
of the artist'

PROGRANT

Does the total pro-
gram lead to the
development of
evaluative erttenal

Added information concerning music education
and curriculum may he found in the following State
Depa: tment of Education publications:.

State Department of Education, Tcaehing Ore-
gon's Children :1 Handbook for Etemetir a ru
Teachers, the Department. Salem, Oregon, 19,17,
pp. 131-135
State Departmt nt of Education. Music Ethlea:lou
In Oregon l'ablic Schools. the Department,. Salem,
Oregon, 1960, 169 p

Another tIspect of evaluation is the evaluation of
teaching. As noted in the social studies section, thy`
may in part be the degree of conscious acceptance Of
one's teaching ()bile:mon. In music, the obligations
are different for thy music specialist and the educa-
tion specialist. The former will provide opportunity
for specialized study through the internal structure
of the art. the latter opi rtunity for inquiry as it re-
lates, to a culture It is the relationship, which form
the keystone of all educational programs. whether Ihe
relationships be' drawn from a speialized area's in-
ternal structure or the relationships betwili moo,
his environment, and his urtistie pursuit-.

Art (Painting. Drawing, Crafts)

Erbication of the child, rather than a tangible
product( IS the int imeartaet a -it 0, art experi-
ene, S'ance the arm, art onc, n ith the erowth
of the child. his creative expresswo should b eon-
,..taer(.1 in faai in to his total development Each
child is UniCilie in the degiee of developgent al
um:atonal stability, motor eoordination, social ma-

ty, and ere -five abilities and attitudes. For this
reason, appoitunities in the use elf appropriate ma-
tefizils for' a continued growth of expression, eon-
t-nient with each calla', own capacities and "iterests,
are essential.

tai ornphasizing social development through croup
activity, the impiatance of expression through
unique. nab alual, or solitary experience must not
1. ni mietcd. Both :..re essential to our educational
;ignophy. It is important t iemembt r that in the

art ia 4 'len, children need both :,coup experiences
and individual peri

rialdi en seem to develop gradually in their
expiession through a series of rceognizable stages
giowth certain basic characteristic.- typical

of ent h with vaiiahle limits. A teache should
bentoe familiar with the reasons for these pro-
gressive char "s in the qualitie. of children's expres-
sion at 'each stage in order to provide wise guidance,
appropriate materials, and sound evaluations.

The teacher should be aware of and sensitive to
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creativity in each ehild in whatever form it emerees
Ile should ncouratt and guide the child's, develop-
ment without dominating the child's treatment of
hi-. own idea..., or Without imposing adult standards
ell fareien concepts

Thn art environment should be conducive to the
creative' spirit and designed to meet the develop-
mental needs of each child.

Art is an integral part of a socialized program of
education and is, therviore, not usually taught rnt an
isolated subject Instead. most skills and techniques
..nnald be. developed as the need for them arises. A
vac itay of experiences with different ai t media is
necessary to a well-balaneed art program. Such a
piagram calls for good planningthe complete proc-
ens from the pupil-teaeher planning to the cleanup
and evaluation must lx' organized in the teacher's
mind At the same time it must be recognized that

t education is largely a ereatie process and, from
this point of view is individual.

Scope

An experiences in the elementary school should
help each child to:

Increase his sensitivity toward beauty in the (91-
N lionmeht, relating his work in art to everyday
Inane experiences.
Gain some knoycledge of the history of art and

Express and communicate feelings, ideas, and con-
eent, through various art media.
Pa n!.. Increasing pteasin e and satisfaeiion Ira
bath creative and appreciative experience:4,
Del clop imaeination, anti inventive-
ness, commensurate with his ability.. in art activi-
ties.

Find an emotional release thiaugh art experiences.

Content

Art education as an outcome in human under-
standing and behavior is a feeling, a spirit, and an
&loamy to set imaginatively.- It is the ability to respond
to beauty that is heard, seen, and felt. It is the
ability to understand and appreciate the beauty of
nattue, areintectuie, music, art, drama. It is gaining
a meaning for one's self as well as some understand-
int of the artist's purpose. It 1 a way of communica-
tion It is learning what one may do with a media

-I the skills and patience needed to develop it. It
zi way of thinking and of self-discipline. It is the

use' of technique and skill.
Appreciation develops as one gains some skill and

undetanding. In a very deep sense, it is a part of
a:1 creativity for it encompasses apprectation for the
material. the artist, and the skill of the artist in por-
traying his story.

Art education has a unique role in elementary
education in raising the level of a child's sensitivity
to Ow world around him.



Much of the world around us. both past and
pre.ent, can be better understood with some under-
tanding of art and the artist.

ART HAS BEEN AN INTEGRAL PART OF MAN'S
EXPERIENCE SINCE THE BEGINNING OF TIME

.

In caves in Laseaux, France, there are paintings
which were made over 20 thousand years ago , . .

Much can be learned of the early civilization of
Eygpt--China--Greccebecause of the la which has
come down to us .

Thus, through art man gains some understandings:
he communicates with the past in social studies.

ART HAS SERVED MAN FOR MANY GENERA-
TIONS FOR MANY PURPOSES AND , . .

WILL UNDOUBTEDLY CONTINUE TO DO SO UN-
TIL THE END OF TIME.

ART IS EVERYWHERE , . ,

IT IS IN WHAT IS SEEN , WHAT IS HEARD
. WHAT IS TOUCHED . .

It is a way of making life more pleasing.

IT IS AN ATTITUDE, A PHILOSOPHY, A STATE
OF MIND .

It is a way of life. If creative thinking permeates
man's every activity, little seems impossible. Life.
with creativity at its core. can become a never-ending
challenge, an adventure, and an uplifting influence.,

IT IS A UNIVERSAL WAY OF COMMUNICATING
N

No language barriers keep one from understanding
a painting by Van Gogh. El Greco, Rembrandt. As
one stands in a well-planned park in Copenhagen or
uses a chair designed in Sweden, he needs no verbal
explanation.

IT IS INVENTIVENESS , .: IMAGINATION
FREEDOM , .

It is finding new uses for old material and common
uses for new materials . . It is contemplation,
ideas, dreams, wonder.

IT IS RECEPTIVENESS TO BEAUTY . IT IS
BEING ALERT . .

It is enjong a design. It is walking down a city
street and seeing the myriad of colors, the shadows
cast by the son, or the gossamer beauty of light
through the mist, It is remembering beauty.. It is
feelingthe pulse of the world, the shape of a
spoon. the texture of fabric, the motion of wheels,
the sound of machinery, the laughter of a child.

CHILDREN NEED HELP TO MORE FULLY AP-
PRECIATE THE WORLD OF NATURE. IN'ORE-
GON THERE IS MUCH OF NATURE TO SEE--TO

HEAR--TO FEELTO APPRECIATE WITH ALL
THE SENSES .

The eon.t---
shapes of shellq
textures of rocks
('logs of stql
roar of the ocean

The mountains
dramatic trees
mountain flowers
f t1:41 g streams
ft -zieyance of pines
eluspering winds

The valley--
9)ring blossoms
odor Of stlristtS.
'IASI' fields of gram
ram at night on city streets

EVERYWHERE. THERE IS MUCH TO BE EN-
JOYED. APPRECIATED , .

Patterns
Shadows
Textures
Reflections

THE LIVES OF CHILDREN ARE ENRICHED
THROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HEIGHT-
EN El) SECURITY TOWARD THE WORLD OF
IMAGINATION AND FANTASY , . . THIS
"OTHER- WORLD THAT HAS LONG BEEN A
MOTIVATION FOR

Art ists
Klee
Van Gogh
Reynolds
Grant Wood

Poets
Fylman
Stevenson
Browning
Wordsworth

Music . , . the dance
Foster
Copeland
Stravinsky
Martha Graham

IMPORTANT, TOO. IS THE GROWING INTEREST
IN AND A SYMPATHY TOWARD PEOPLE .

THINKING . MOVING . INVENTIVE
PEOPLE . . . AN AWARENESS OF

The feelings and emotions of people
The physical characteristics of people
Differences and similarities of people around the

world
The way people live, what they eat, what they think,

how they dress
The contributions of all peoples

513
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HELP THE CHILD TO BE MORE AWARE OF ALL
HIS SENSES, NOT ONLY THOSE OF SIGHT AND
TOUCH IWT
SW;

clyldren
rain on the itoaf tops
machinery
night insects
wInd 3n the- treetops
the delivery truck
ti ogs in the swm!.

Tastes
familiar foods
sour
:meet
bitter

Smells
flowers
good earth
bread baking
train
fisittng fleet

NEW FEELINGS, SOME APPRECIATIONS, AND
TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF SOME SKILLSCHIL-
DREN NEED ALL OF THESE ,

Children also need an opportunity to participate
in experimenting with color, form, material, and
design and some experiences in exploring a medium.
a color, or a form in some depth. Children should
have freedom to experiment, but education is more
than experimentation. It is also experiences in depth

Children of all ages should make use of many
media. Recognition should be made of the degree' of
skill and understanding a child way have when using
materials

The first time a medium is- introduced, its use
will be simple, perhaps even primitive.. When the
medium has been used several tunes and the artist
learns mole of the skills needed or the possibilities
of the material, the product will be more sophisti-
cated and perhaps more complicated. This process
is referred to al; maturity when relating to art edu-
cation.

It is desirable that each child should have an
opportunity at some time in his elementary school
experience to develop skill with some mechum to
some depth. In so doing, he gains emotional fs'atis-
faction, knowledge of a medium, and intellectual
sty ,

Evaluation
The results of children's art activitiag ran he

evaluated only in terms of the at t experience and its
importance to the child, The display of ezich child's
works sometime during the year is a measure of the
teacher's sincerity and understanding since in art
education no good or bad prevails.

The variety of media used is a measure of the
breadth of the art program. and the growth of the
children in terms of .zelf-competenec through success
is the measure of its depth. As the teacher stimulates
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children ti expel talent and to partitaptit 111 many
art experiences, the following question. Atotna 1,s-

lyt2 1)0:-ItiVt iiristicers
AM I :41111,11t mg is only %% hen nece-ssai y"
I)oe each child feel that his work is accepted
and zippreiatcd though the work of children
may differ gi ezttly?

3 1)o children hate opportunities to de%elop ap-
prciation of other's work'

4 Do Children have the chance to see and talk
about beauty?

5. Are' children gaining skill in the use of zi variety
of media"

6. Are children being helped to develop as disci arn-
!tiding taste regarding art education'

7. Are children developmg greater sen sitivity iii
tl ' use of color"

8 Have children discovered ways of learning to
work vth others as well as working; alone"

9. Have children gained greater appreciation Of the
beauty about them?

10. 1)o children express plcaure ;And :4tti,r.ttlun lu
their own creative expression"

In art education a child should have many op-
portunities to--

solvo' problems.
develop ideas.
experiment Vild explore.
cooperate and share.
enjoy the' work of other.
use suitable materials,
understand and appreciate ' :nth self at. -1 matrnil,
find success.

to ('Ope Wall failure and tliscourzi.a;,tent
set cot& fnr himself.
make choices and Jew n to live mall tnem
be more observant,
evaluate.
disc vet a medium with which to

well.
Additional information about :art educatton may

he found in the following State Department of
cat ion publications:

State Department of Education. Art FfIncat zn
()Teflon Elementary Se hnnlx, t he Department,
Salem, Oregon, 1958 95 pp.
State Department of :ducation. Teachiny Ore-
flon's Children: A Ham/book fnr Elerneatara
Teachers'. the Department, Salem, Oregon. 1957,
pp. 135-138

ex press o inset f

Dramatics (mulches the elementary school pro-
gram and the child who participates. rn drama ;here
are °mai-tunnies for participants to make choices,
to slam initiative., to search for it better way, zind
to leari appreeiation of other peoples. Opp( lunities
fnr participants to 4,evelop more insight into others
and to know other.; who arc, different from thorn-
:AC ( s he in the process of dram:Atm-lg. To play the



part of a beggar, a king, a Chinese scholar, a slave,
or licriia!K eulltle ',Hid to experience the
1»nei most thoughts and feelings Of the oppressor as
well as the oppressed, the humble as well as the
great, the loved zis well as the rejected. may be a
beginning toward developing sensitivity which needs
to be nourished in many pupils. This is a form of
appreciat ion.

The study of drama hc:ps children to develop a
respect for others as well as to increase a sense of
respect fur themselves. Participation in drama helps
the child to learn to see himself in relation to other
people through a role he is playing, It gives him
epportunins to cooperate with others. He gains ap-
preeiation of the story and the power of the drama,
Drama may help the shy child find a vehicle for
communication: participation and cooperation may
be entered into without having attention thrown
upon himself. It helps the too aggressive child to see
the results of oppression through play, This is a
dramatic opportunity for teachers to draw out what-
ever gift a child may bring to a group and to develop
appreciations and respect for other people,

Creative Dramatics
Creative dramatics takes many forms. Pantomime,

rhythms, puppetry, shadow plays, skits, and dialogues
are but a few, Creative. dramatics moves its partici-
pants into spontaneous, enjoyable experiences, and
into the sharing of stories, viewpoints. and ideas, It
is an educational type of drama which invites and
brings every member into a group. It is concerned
with understanding, feeling, reacting, and human
beings, Its values are aimed at the actor not the
audience.

Children's Theater
Children's theater is a form of drama particularly

suited to the child talented in the art of actin., It
has as its goal a finished product for an audienc( In
order to achieve this goal, the actor perfects a role
in a predesignated setting and in a predesignated
manner. It is a technical area of study in depth of
drama which may come out of the experiences of
some children in creative dramatics. It has limited
use in an elementary school but it does provide an
outlet for children with particular talents in this
field,

Great Drama
The study of great plays and playwrights has only

an occasional place in the elementary school pro-
gram. When opportunities arise to see a dramatic
production of a suitable classical or modern great play
through civic productions, television, or repertory
company, children's understanding and appreciation
of an art may be furthered by seeing the production,

ti\James C MacCampbell. Reachngs in the Language Arts in
0 Ibid p 332.

Appreciation
Appreciation in ziny creative endeavor is in the

point of view of the pa: tictpant. On appreciates the
process, the material or the skill of the creator.
Appreciation of the product is an entirely diffetent
aspect of appreciation. Both aspects are important
and neither should be neglected.

An interest in stories seems t) be an inherent
characteristic of mankind. Peoples of ever culture
have told and retold their tales. Long before writing
of symbols was known, there was an "accumulation
of tales and imaginings and philosophies, many or
them handed down orally throiwh thv generations

Almost a thousand years before the beginning of the
Chrytran era a man celebrated to this day for his
obcet red that 'of the making of many hooks there is no
and ' flow anyone could have remarked on such a condition
of things when still every hookeach single onehad to be
Laboriously copied out by hand or perhaps even ineiced of
clay or stone tablets or ornamental scrolls, seems to us a bit
droll 2)

Literature specifically written for children is of
recent innovation but even before this occurred there
were stories and tales enjoyed by children, stories
which seemed to have been created just for their
pleasure.

Introducing children to literature and sharing this
heritage with children is a responsibility shared by
the home and school. The child should be intro-
duced to literature early in life. Joy and interest in
literature is learned by children from the adults in
their world, adults who likewise have this sense of
delight in literature.

Literature is a }ICI stage each child has a right to
know and share. Through the literature of the ages
as well as the literature of contemporary cultures.
the child can learn to know and appreciate others
their joys, sorrows, difficulties, values, and beliefs.

Literature, because of its very nature, is a unify-
ing force for the total language arts program.
Further, it can enrich all curriculum areas. Because
literature is so closely related to people, a study of
any culture is enriched by relating the study of
some of a culture's literature with more formal in-
quiry into a particular culture.

Although literature can bring meaning to the
content areas and can serve as an integrating force,
literature should be a part of the educational pro-
gram because of its own intrinsic value. Prose or
poetry, imaginative story, historical tale, legend or
adventure story all have an intrinsic joy-giving
quality that ch d, en have a right to discover and
hold throughout

the Einientaro School, D C. Beath and Co.. Boston: 1964, p 3:13
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Dance

Creative infrvernent and dan,.e is an artistic ex-
pression. It cuts acr oss many areas and pros ides a
mean, for each child to express personal meanings
Involvement and .('ii-ulentification essential to learn-
ing in an art area are provided through the dance
medium Dance is a way the child symbolizes an
artistic thought The child's ideas are exptessed by
nit N (merit in time and space

'I he child's al listac ideas may he revealed through
dallet. eXpryssion Till, rtl'atit' oXpression provide,
an ()ppm tunity for the child to become meaningfully
involved with lithe i areas of the curriculum. The
in.,puation vehicle may be a literary classic; an event
ill the child's life, real or imagined; an historic oc-
casion: a story from children's contemporary litera-
ture; Or an interpretation of sound and music.

The child's involvement in creative dance and
movement assists the teacher in becoming more
aware of the way the child sees himself. Creative
expression may reveal the child's understanding,
feeling. and possible interest in the storehouse of
knowledge, The teacher often discovers the child's
sensitivity to past and present experiences through
reactions in movement,

Creative Dance and
Movement Opportunities
Symbolization of thought
Sharing ideas
Learning to know one's self better
Involvement in creative problems
Expression of artistic meanings of one's life
Expression of an array of moods from pleasant to

angry
Making decisions concerning essentials for expression
Communication of the language of movement
Release of inhibitions.

The student's growth through dance experience is
greatly affected by the teacher's knowledge of the
elements of dance and movement. Dance encourages
individuality through symbolization. responses, and
interpretations.. All expressions are accepted by the
teacher who involves the student by beginning dance
experiences simply, by letting the student choose to
become involved, and by expecting no explanation
concerning the meaning of the student's movement
unless the child volunteers an explanation, The
teacher includes dance in the daily life of the student
by encouraging the child to take advantage of all
possible dance experiences such as viewing many
dance forms through all media and through partici-
pation in school-community programs.

Interpretative or creative movement may reveal
how the child thinks of himself and how he perceives
relationships. The child identifies with an idea and
may become highly involved in the expression or
symbolization of an artistic idea, For example, when
exploring life in the southern hemisphere, the child
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0 Wallace S. Baldinger, The Vettal Arts, Holt Rinehart, and

can bcti)itit' MIA(' fully aware of what happened to
the people, how physical barriers m:uh life more
hilittill. and lioW rhythm and music contributed to
lilt' in 11w development of emintries by expressing
Rica:, thoughts. and feeling through nioyement.
Thiough dance experience the child becomes more
awine or himself 'and his world.

A ITN tea 11 IV

Architecture is included as one of the arts in this
section 01 the Guide although it should he noted that
in till area emphasis is given to the utilitarian aspect
ot do; medium of expression.

Architecture is the art of organizing space for shelter
, , A building which is no more than -a shelter cannot
automatically qualify . a work of art Structure becomes
architecture only when created l'y those sensitive to its Pos-
sibilities of visual appeal, It becomes art only when created
by those responsive to the proportioning of a wall, the relat-
ing of one wall to another, the interaction of one mass or
spzIce with another, the coordination of parts within a
IN hole ',1)

The concern for architecture at the elementary
level is from the same point of view as whh the
other *art All the arts are interrelated as well as
related to the culture from which they are derived,
When the classroom specialist is planning learning
opportunities for children, it is this teacher's re-
sponsibility to provide as many viewing points as
pip,ilile Because architecture may he treated OS an
tul and a; a contributing area of aesthetics.. it is
'suggested that inquiry be directed toward the re-
lationship of the architecture of various cultures
through the social studies program.

It is not uncommon to see architecture included
in elementary school curriculums, Many teachers
have incorporated architecture in ,octal studies units
through such themes as "Hoti,ing around the World."
Such studies are quite successful at the elementary
level and provide children another way of examining.
relationship'. Architecture may also be included in
geographic studies. Whether the area is hot, humid,
rainy, or covered with snow is a consideration not
merely for shelter, but for achiteeture as an art as
well. Another relationship may' he found in anthro-
pology, Family groupings, the relationships Of people,
and the level of technology in terms of the materials
used are concerns not only from the utilitarian shelter
aspect, but for architecture as an art.: Teachers and
students will undoubtedly identify numerous re-
lationships.

As a category or guide for seeking further knowl-
edge through relationships, architecture may make a
contribution to an understanding of the culture as
well as the other arts.. The place to begin an under-
standing of these relationships is with the child..

Winston, Inc., 1960. p 77.
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.Vczilpure

Sea 'ohm, as an interrelated part of the fine arts
aal as ,:o arnsta' phenomenon ielated to a enItine
hlimild r( con,v conadyration when planning the in-
structional arts progiam for elementary ,,ehool v1111-
(11%11.. An examination of a sculptm's art AN Wen as
tiN artist re pi oce...,sv", N not too adValle(11 to be treated
at this level. It is possible, within a balanced pro-
gram of the arts, to develop a sensitivity to seulpture
Os well a' to the other arts. Likewise., through the
study of other cultures, sensually to varying art
products and processes may be developed.

Thy devoopment of appreciation often begins at
the level of enjoyment. The learner's readiness for
enjoyment of the fin., arts may he identified by the
teacher in the same manner as in thoNe areas gen-
erally referred to as the academie arEqN The early
fine arts enjoN ment level is chin acterized by a lack
of criteria for appreciation. The leacher's obligation
is to provide children an opportunity to view many
examples of sculpture not only from their' own cul-
ture but from those representative of many other
cultures. Children should be encouraged to discuss
their reaction to the art and to experience the cre-
ative aspect of sculpturing. It is through the creative
aspect that the child may develop criteria which lead
to the development er appreciation.

How an artist conceptualizes the entire mass of
materials should be a part of the art opportunities
the teacher provides. In the study of sculpture, the
artist's conceptualization may be realized through the
intellectual process of abstracting the mass into a
piece of art before beginning the actual sculpturing.
For example, a specific artistic process of sculpture
is to view the mass as if the art product were already
within the material, waiting to be revealed by the
sculptor. Such an approach may be through con-
templation. This requires considerable understanding
and patience as well as insight into the processes
used by sculptors.

The manner in which an artist approaches ma-
terial reveals cultural variations which are the result
of the sum total of all aspects of the culture. The
education specialist at the elementary level has a
responsibility to provide children with an opportunity
to develop an awareness of the artistic processes
within cultures by creation with the cultures' ma-
terials. Also, this specialist has a responsibility to
consciously direct opportunities to the appreciative
level and to attain evaluation of the art product by
the criteria appropriate to the culture. If sculpture be
a process of abstracting the mass to reveal and unfold
the artistic idea, the criteria for evaluation would be
quite different from that used where the processes
of the sculptor are conceived as an attack upon the,
material,

0 find., p. 124

To kaow '' . . the' feel of (turn eintlt;ttoc. tint
ot tn.e.,, because the' very process reeurs at his hands
. . "' Is to know the sculptor and his art

Evaluation

TEACHING

'flit. :II (,., ,,rvtion of Ow, Casale ha.. ore,etned :tvt.n
at t area. for von,alciattim at the oletneot:o le\ el
although it is realued that 'additional arts -.itch as
photogiaphy and motion pietuie,, inzo. he alvocated
NI t (.1.11B1 11,i, beet} made that all ii14'il,4 of It',:lriltil'-f.
or all al ea"; of the arts ale pi esented herein rut !her-
rnow, it ont,t ht, under,lood that cla,,e,.. in :vein-
teettli t' anti sculpture are not nth i pealed Per Si' ThE"..1`
tit co- vs well a all the arts ale intended to he -.ern
in z elation to thel behavior Of Mall within li rOltOrto
The evaluation of the teaChtlit; ot thr, ata 1, in
pal t by the unity of the :1t t' and the opportuintio.:
svtematically planned for children to IntitHrt rtom
thew* art viewpoints. Man is creative,. appreciative,
and evaluative and all the arts are concerned with
these three areas. However, how one creak, ap-
preciates, and evaloates are maim' a("-thetir (pies-
how,. The key to these questions may he found
within the culture from which the arts are delivered.

LEARNING

The evaluation of aesthetic learnings include, the
same major coasiderations noted throughout this sec-
tion. These are the creative, appreciative. and
evaluative aspects found not only within each con-
ti ibuting area but within the total art area. It is
desirable for each child to become interested in at
least one art area so that he may experience the
process of artistic creation. Some factors within our
culture are not the most conducive to the develop-
ment of artistic processes. and encouragement toward
artistic sensitivity needs to be nurtured through ap-
propriate activities. Evaluation of the child's creative
ability should not be through negative judgments,
grades. or other formal procedures. How and why
the child creates his art are aesthetic questions which
defy verbal evaluation, for if all art could be verbal-,
ized no need would exist for the art.

In the appreciative realm, it is possible to observe
the development of sensitivity to the arts. This may
be noted through the child's attitudes toward his own
work as well as the works of others regardless of the
culture.

The evaluative aspect of the arts is based upon
numerous cultural factors which lead to the develop
ment of evaluative criteria, When children are able
to substantiate positions regarding an art product or
Process. teachers lei/I know that considerable insifibi
has been gained into the total aesthetic realm.
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The presentation of elementary social studies in
this section of the Guide is a departure front the tra-
ditional social studies point of view which has tended
to emphasize historical and geographical aspects. It
indicates a possible direction designed to acihtate a
more comprehensive approach than has commonly
been followed..

Scope

The scope of the social studies is realized through
content and in this Guide is:

Participation in cultural, social, and civic activities
and opportunities for the development of appro-
priate attitudes and appreciations.
Development of J kills needed in social studies.
Acquisition of social studies facts,
Mastery of inquiry skills appropriate to the social
studies.
Development. application, and transfer of care-
fully defined concepts and generalizations.

Suggested Mode of Inquiry
The social studies, unlike some areas of study

such as mathematics, is an aggregate of eight sepa-
rate contributories generally referred to as disci-
plines. These are geography, history, psychology,
philosophy, economics, political science, anthropology,
and sociology. Within each of these contributing
areas. a mode of inquiry or method of examination
prevails from which concepts and generalizations are
drawn. While the social studies involves all eight
contributing disciplines, for teaching purposes they
are considered as a single cohesive area (For pur-
poses of advanced specialization or enrichment in
depth, one will work in a single discipline and use
a more limited mode of inquiry than that which is
advocated for the social studies field.)

The mode or method of inquiry used in teaching
the social studies is interdisciptinary, inquiry in the
social studies uses all of the eight contributing disci-
plines, not separately, but as a combined and co-
hesive field for inquiring,. Therefore, no single con-
tributing discipline operates in isolation of the others,
but rather, each makes a vital contribution to the
development of generalizations which would other-
wise be incomplete. The key factors of inquiry as
advocated in this section are the relationships of all
the disciplines within the social studies to phenomena
such as events or situations, and the types of ques-
tion which are asked. Without the questions and the
relationships of all the contributing disciplines
brought to bear upon a phenomenon, erroneous or

incomplete concepts and generalizations may be
totalled by the learners When one maps' tactor
sti resod to the L'Xitlid that generalizations iirc loaned
without the use oi other viewpoints, deterministic
conclusions may be revelled. For example, nutoy
teachers still use the theory of geocraphic determin-
ism which has been discarded by geographical
scholars That is, when problems and the study of
man are undertaken in the social studies, geographic
factors are stressed so strongly that the generaliza-
tions reached arc formulated f i ono the point of view
that geography is Iv:Ton:able for the way in which
man lives and works, for what he pioduces, or what
he does not produce. Social studies teaching has often
overstressed the geographical or historical factors
which represent only two viewpoints of a possible
eig.ht. A comprehensive moth, of inquiry within
social studies is not deterministic from any Fingle or
dual point of view, but is characterized by its use
of all eight contributing disciplines.

When inquiring into social studies phenomena, a
full description of observations is made in terms of
the vocabulary appropriate to each contributing
discipline and is consistent with the level of the
maturity of the learner,. The description may be fol-
lowed by questions. problems, or statements. Social
studies inquiry is therefore, inquiry from all points
of view: i.e., geographical. political, anthropological,
The importance of using the appropriate vocabulary
cannot be overemphasized. It is from the combined
points of view that one seeks to discern relationships
which contribute to the full understanding of
phenomena within the social studies. It ;s from this
total dimension that insights regarding the phe-
nomena are gained or formed which m turn lead to
conceptualizations and broad generalizations, Thus,
the eight contributing fields of the social studies,
when viewed and used as an interrelated whole. can
be applied methodically and systematically to phe-
nomena for the purpose, of generating new ideas and
further knowledge just as a single contributing
discipline or other field of inquiry.. Inquiry can he
taught and facilitated at most levels, It is the re-
sponsibility of the teacher who stands at the crucial
decision - making point of the teaching act to deter-
mine the appropriateness of the phenomena for in-
quiry. the relevance of materials. and the conformity
of the questions and their vocabulary to the readiness
of the learner.

Selective Vocabulary
To illustrate the unique vocabulary of each

contributing discipline o; the social studies, the fol-
lowing examples are presented.''' This vocabulary is
not intended to be taught directly or in isolation to

Some of the examples are adapted from V. Horatio Henry., New
apoli'.. Minnesota, 1958, pp. 4o-47.
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(' iddle!) ft is an illustration assist teaehrs
constiuctin:), questions to direct inquiry from the
point of view of the contributing discipline, While
the questions should be expressed in a vocabulary to
convey the focus of the discipline, questions and
voabulary should also be consistent with the
learner's coniprehension.

It should be clearly unclerstood that the following
vocabularies are composed of typical or sample words
only and in no sense are thr lists intended to be
complete Many more appropriate words could be
added to each list and would he nee- y for ef-
fective discussion in the social studies.

alluvial deposits

climatic nines
continents
(14...rts
equator
erosion
flood, (inundation)
geography
harbors

irrigation
islands

A D (Anno
Domini)

ancient history
arrested

civili7bons
century
chronology
civtitiation
colonies

abnormal
acceptance
adjustment
w..cociation
attitude
behavior
capacities
Motion
habits
human nature
human per.dinality
image

a posteriori
a 'mom
asceticism
being
belief
commitment
dctsm
divinities
essence
ethics
faith
fatalism

analysis
automation
banks
capitol
commerce
competition
consumption
demand
depression

GEOGRAPHY
tau'

lakes
latitude
longitude
map protections
noddle latitude
mountain ranges
mouth of rwers
natural resourceS
OeallS
peninsulas
plains
plateaus

HISTORY
decade
democracy

namie societies
empire
epoch
era
governors
history
mankind

PSYCHOLOGY
impulse
insane
insight
instinct
intelligence
maturity
motivation
normal
perception
person
predict ion
psj:chology

PHILOSOPHY
fate
Cod
honesty
human conduct
ideal
integrity
law
life

logic
mediator
morality
paradise

ECONOMICS
distribution
division of labor
economic growth
economies
GNP
income
individualism
industrialism
industry

ponds
prairies
rain gauge
rain (precipitation)
seasons
temperature
tides
time
torrid zone
tributaries
volcanoes
water sheds
winds

medieval history
millenium
modern history
non-western
pyramids
schisms
B. C (before

Christi
sources

reflexes
reinforcement
rejection
self - centered
sensation
social psychology
stimulus
suppression
tendency
tension
thought
value pattern

philosophy
realism
reality
spirit
superstition
theology
thought
time
truth
unity
universe
will

insurance
interest
investment
Labor
loans
manufacture
nuirket
money
natural resources

utt ner,hip
po,,e,sion
pt we
prosperity

alliance
anwiidment
appropriations
authority
ballot
bill
bureaucracy
cabinet
committees
communism
Congress
Constitii son
(Zenio.ray
cleet 10T1 polztical)
emancipation

acculturation
ancestral worship
anthropology
archeology
artifacts
breed
'teremonialism
clan
Noma! capacity
cultural
etlittll'al innovation
culture
Darwinism
cliftu,ion
enctilturation

agencies
et 11115
change

class systems
communication
conformity
cooperation
culture lag
death rate
(1(_nsi0 of

population
discrimination
elite

rece,,ion bnology
ti.toe
11,11 portation
%% tutu,

POLITICAL SCIENCE
esprit de corps
toceon
foreign policy

ernment
inali»ablc rights
inclo.idual freedom
influence
laws
legi,latie
literty
miion
municipality
nationalt,in
pan zotzion

ANTHROPOLOGY
ethnology
fa. ty
folklore
fosses
implements
initiation group
integration
isolation
language
mammals
nature worship
prestige
primitive law
primitive societies

SOCIOLOGY
family
folklore
follower
group thinking
hierarchy
human relations
individual
in,litutions
inventions
leader
marriage
mass

communication
participation

,ience
noon Ito ions
lower
prt clings
pre sidciit
referendum
republic
ates
Supreme Courtto,
tic atics
veto
vote
weopons

proeei.s.es
rites
ritual
sacrifices
sanction
social heritage
social patterns
social structure
social si.stcms
socialization
status
sj.mholie systems
taboos
um% ersals

prejudice
pressure groups
public opinion
race
role
rural
aortal
sacra change
social role
society
status
suhurban
urhan
zone (city)

Structure for Inquiry
As indicated by the vocabulary chart, each disci-

pline generally has a unique vocabulary. Likewise,
each discipline has a structure for inquiring, An out-
line of the structure commonly used for inquiry in
anthropology is as follows:0

Environment Population
Technology Energy
Social Organization Unanticipated Events
Symbolic Systems

This scheme provides the anthropologist with a
set of categories for inquiring and examining data.
From these he seeks the relationships and the inter-
dependencies which bear upon the phenomena being
examined. In anthropology, these categories help

idefine, delimit, and direct the questions. it s the
questions of a specific focus which lead to the es-
tablishment of concepts regarding each category and

(I) As interpreted from the lectures of Dr. S. T.. Kimball. Columbia University, 1963.
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the Nailer que,ttutis which give rise to later gen-
et 4, izat ions r ga rd ri g Intel relationships- between
can goi n and their relationships to phenomena.

The structure for social studies inquiry is pat-
terned closely to that used by anthropol.vists. A
schematic outline for social studies as follows:

Geography Economics
History Poi it teal Science
Psychology Anthropology
Philosophy Sociology

These are the catei..ories which provide the frame-
work and cohesive an systematic field for inquiry.
These categories provide the framework for the ques-
tions asked. In social studies as in anthropology,
concepts related to each category arc also established
when focused toward phenomena. It is from these
concepts that later generalizations relative to social
studies- phenomena are formed. This scheme provides
a methodical and systematic way of observing, think-
ing, inquiring, and confirming. It is self-correcting
and generative of further ideas and knowledge..

Because of burgeoning research and the accom-
panying explosion of knowledge, it has become
humanly impossible for an individual to acquire a
body of facts which will remain factual throughout
one's lifetime.. For this reason learning to inquire, to
think, to draw conclusions, and to make inferences
has become increasingly important. To learn a
systematic way of thinking and inquiring. in the
final analysis will be of greater benefit to the learner
than the acquisition of encyclopedic information
which all too soon becomes the documented account
of man's ignorance,

It is clear that a social studies program is far
more comprehensive than the usual geography or
history approach. It is far more than recitation and
repetition of factual material. In short, social studies
inquiry is a way of knowing relationships based upon
the inductive processes of thinking through specific
categories which leads to formation of concepts and
generalizations and their application and transfer to
situations to be met by the learner.

Disciplines

DEFINITIONS AND SELECTED CONCEPTS

The State of California invited scholars from each
contributing discipline of the social studies to com-
pile the concepts which could contribute 'to the social
education of all citizens." From that study, the fol-
lowing examples have been extracted for teacher
consideration in planning for inclusion of all points
of view in a social studies program, They are not
intended to be presented or taught to children per se,
for concepts and generalizations are not taught, It
is important for the teacher to recall that in social
studies as well as other areas, it is the learner who
conceptualizes, has the insights, and makes the gen-
eralizations, Examples for teacher use are as follows:

GEOGRAPHY

Geography deals with areal arrangement. Its principal
orientation is toward terrestrial space, the earth's surface.
where it studies the varying distributional patterns created

by ria!ure .4)1l1 M:1!) It ks vi 4h fine phl..14,11 and (littoral
fi atur found on earth to .how their didributio. to make
them timiertandalite ti ',whittling the iewe forces. or fato-.
mob rking the toe:denial patterns of their esi14 nee, and to
present the more fundatio ntal of their interrelationships
OWtne to its dual nature, ge ography a. both a natural and
sae ial scat nee and a. serves 11,, an integrating link As
part of its ethos:denial rsponcibilitY, geoglo011Y :eke to
kph) students become eaeth-minded (even universe-minded)
and spatially oriented, to build a more useful mental image
of the world and it parts. and to develop the it sense of
space*

Life on the earth is influenced by the earth's (global)
shape, its site. and set of motions
Weather. climate, and earth crustal movements z,ffeet the
orfaee of the <aril) and cause regional differences in
1.1iiit forms. minerals. drainage, soils. and natural vegeta-
tion

Climate is determined by sunlight, temperature, liumid,ty
oreenn:alion. atmopherie pres.iir wands, unequal rates
of healing and cooling of land and Hater Nurfacec. irregu-
lar shape and distribution of land and sea, ocean eurrt nts,
and mountain *stems .

Soil, water. solar energy. and air are the natural re-
sources most iodi.m.n.able to man The great source of
all activity and life- on earth is heat from the sun .

Major climatic regions coincide approximately with major
.4.getation zones because vegetation ter related to climatic
conditions Natural tegetation is a great resource utilized
by man
Man constantly seeks to sat:sfy his needs for food. cloth-
ing. and shelter nd his wants, in so doing he tries to
adapt, shape utilize, and exploit the ect`h to his own
ends Some aspects. of the natural environment, however.
are not significantly altered or utilized by man. . .

Tr exist, man must utilize natural resources. Groups
develop ways of adiusting to and controlling the environ-
m nt an which they exist Human change and even the
whole structure of civilization may deprnd upon the
nature and extent of man's available supply of energy
and his ability to control it
Man's utilization of natural resources is related to his
desires and his level of technology.

HISTORY

History is the record of what has happened to man It is
the effort to grasp the whole of human experience within a
chronological framework History is interpretive, imagina-
tive. and normative It is the script of human drama and
also the drama. .

Space anti time form a framework within which all events
can he placed All of man's experience has occurred
within a space and time framework. however. the same
relationship does not neeessai ply apply to events as they
have occurred M various parts of the world. . ,

The historical past influences the present The present
cannot be adequately understood without knowledge of
the past Life goes on against the intricate tapestry of
the past History does not repeat itself.. but events tend
to occur in some sort of sequence Events in nature usu-
ally occur uniformly Human events are predictable but
to a lesser extent . .

Brotherhood, in the social sense of peaceful co-operation,
is one of man's worthiest and earliest historical experi-
ences Conflict and hostility are also within man's ex-
perience Men of all races have many basic physical
similarities. Geographical variations and time variations
in man's environments help explain his past behavior and
continue to do so.
In the contemporary world historical events have a sig-
nificance which reaches far beyond the limits of a state
or province or the place of their origin In such circum-
stances the world-wide relationship of events must be
understood.

(i)Excerpts quoted from State Central Committee on Social Studies, Report of the State Central Comootte on Social Studies to
the CoLifornta State CUTTIMIUM Commission, Callforn:a State Department of Education, Sacramento, California. 196I pp. 17-19
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Past and present civilizations represe nt our cultural herd-
age The races. vultures, and twilit:dams in Trios! areas
of the world and of most historical periods, hvgiarung
with the dawn of reorde d history, have made some
eoranbutions to the growth of our present civilizations

Interdependency has been a constant and important factor
in human relationships everywhere. . .

The efforts of people, great material achievoments, and
important ideas arc delineated.. assessed, interpreted and
given a relative place by historians

History demonstrates that mankind has been motivated
hy morals and ideals and by material wants and needs
The demand for moral standards has persisted throughout
man's experienc The ideals of men in all parts of the
world and in all ages have been rooted in the value
systems of large and small groups (7)

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology is the science of human behavior, It has as
its aim the understanding and prediction of behavior Broadly
speaking psychology is concerned with the scientific study of
all forms of behavior; e g, learning, growth and develop-
ment, thinking, feeling. perceiving._ social behavior, per-
sonal, v development, atypical behavior, as well as the
physiological processes underlying behavior . . .

Behavior is caused and is not its own cause Each form
of behavior exhibited hy the individual has a pattern or
causes which are multiple, complex.; and interrelated
Behavior is not capricious or random The discovery of
causes leads to an understanding of behavior,

Human behavior is purposive and goal-directed The
individual may not always be aware of basic port-teases
and underlying needs that are influencing his behavior
The study of psychology attempts to bring about a better
awareness of the underlying causes of behavior.

Behavior results from the interaction of genetic and en-
vironmental factors. Through genetic influences, all indi-
viduals have a potentiality for development and learning.
yet these genetic factors produce differences among indi-
viduals The character of the physical and social environ-
ment promotes or limits the degree of realization of the
Individual's potentialities, . ,

Individuals differ from one another in personal values,
attitudes, personalities, and roles( yet at the same time
the memhers of a group must possess certain common
values and characteristics ,

Each individual is a member of several social groups, each
of which helps to satisfy his needs. The chile) starts life
as a member of a family but soon establishes membership
in a school, a neighborhood play group, a church and
other groups As he matures, he extends his membership
into a greater variety of groups. . ,

Socialization processes (for example, child-rearing prac-
tices) differ markedly in different social classes, groups,
and societies. Personality structure and behavior are
largely influenced by these practices, Value standards
developed by individuals reflect their experiences with
such practices as they seek to relate themselves to the
group and to satisfy their personal needs. , .

The behavior of individuals is related to the structure
and organization of the group in which they are placed.
A range of roles such as leadership, followership, aggres-
sion, submission may be exhibited by the same individual
in different groups The "need-satisfying" quality of a
group and the member-to-inember relationship influence
behavior,
For preservation of group identity, a social group resists
change through the phenomena of cultural lag and con-
servatism of members. A social graup also changes in
various degrees in the light of new conditions to preserve
group identity. , ,C)

0) And., pp. 20-22.
(4. Ibid. pp. 33-35,

lbtd , Pp. 39-40,

11.0sOPII V

Philosophy may be regarded as those fundamental belief.;
with which an individual ..ttmpts to order the tamers'.
around himself

!philosophy LA concerned with ntieNtIOns, concepts,
and valuations germane to the studs of man and appraisals
of his conduct. .

philosophy has an esserdiail% critical role to play
in ,analysis and valuation of eon: cots rind genralitations
contributed by the social sciences

It is the responsibility of philosophy to explore the
nwthodoloey employed in myestwationk. the foundation.,
of theorizing, and the criteria of judgments asserted about
human affairs and the values which they craho

'philosophy) has contributions to make 10 social
studies which are being pursued in the spirit of inquirl
Such pursuit. if it is to enlist the students ,es effective
participants. requires the acquirement and emplomcnt of
intellectual skills requisite for following arguments. mak-
ing ideas clear, and submitting claims to tests Social
studies conducted to develop the spirit of motor% and the'
powers to participate in inquiry must bring these skills
into play.

Philosophy contributes to social studies in the tools it
makes availablelogic. scientific method, and ethical
analysis

. . iphilesophyl contributes also in the areas of social
philosophy,, political philosophy, and philosophy of history

-0

ECONOMICS

Economics is the social science that analyzes the data.
issues. and public policies connected with the production.
distribution and consumption of wealth and income It is
a seamless web of reasoning that begins with the facts of
scarcity and unlimited wants and proceeds through special-
ized production, interdependence, exchange, markets, price..
costs. and public policy . .

Economic welfare is a goal in most, if not all. modern
economic societies It is believed to be It neficial for
people to have more economic goods rather than less. that
poverty per se is not a desirable state of affairs. . .

The essence of 'economy' lies in making wise choices in
economic matters. such as between saving and spending,
the object of expenditure, the kind of investment, and the
choice of job. . .

High per capita income is due to high productivity of
labor The otal income of a society is its total output
of goods. It follows that if American labor is ten times
as productive as foreign labor,. American wages can be
ten times as high as abroad without interfering with the
ability of American industry to sell its products in world
markets. High wages thus rest on high productivity, not
a tariff, , .

Basic in economic organization is the task of devising a
means of securing effective co-operation among the spe-
cialized producers in the system. The economic system
must determine how much of each commodity and service
to produce and how each unit of each resource is to be
allocated to its most important use. . . ,

A market price system works best when both buyers
and sellers are highly competitive,, well informed, and
able and disposed to act on their information (competi-
tionknowledgemobility). It follows that the free enter-
prise system is supported and strengthened by government
action designed to keep markets free (antitrust policy It
buyers and sellers informed (prohibition of false adver-
tising and laws against misrepresentation) and mobile.
At the very minimum, government mrst maintain order
and justice, protect property, enforce contracts,; and pro-
vide a money system in order for free enterprise to
flourish, ,
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A free somety prvides opportunity and incentives for
the individual to hazard what he owns in an effort to
make a profit
In a competitive system., the prices paid for productive
services also serve to divide the total output of good,
among those responsible for their production Thus. the
wages of workers, the dividends of investors. and the
rents of landlords all rovide the moray incomes which
determine the size of each Individual's claim to actual
goods and services

In a competitive market, each product:Ye agent ;ends to
recene as income a sum equal to the value of his pro-
ductive contribution to society The greater the demand
of the public for the particular service or product and
the smaller the suppl. the larger the income Those pos-
sessing the greatest skills demanded by the public tend to
receive the highest income

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Political science is the study of governmentof the
theory and practtct, of man in organizing and controlling the
power needed to formulate public policy and administer the
public services

Government is but one of the institutions serving society
The state or government is essential to civilization and
yet it cannot do the whole job by itself Many human
needs can best be met by the home, the church, the
press. and private business

Two essential functions of government are to serve and to
regulate In the public interest The ultimate rcsponsi-
bilittes of government fall into five big fields (al external
security. internal order., lei justice, id) services es-
sential to the general welfare, and (el under democracy,
freedom

In a democracy, government is the servant of the people.
people are not the servants of government Government
is by right an institution made by man for man. The
source of authority resides in the people. . . .

Man develops his fullest potential in 3 climate of freedom
Much of civilization's advance can he traced to man's
search for a larger measure of freedom For the truly
civilized man, no amount of material wealth can ever
compensate for the lack of freedom Since freedom al-
lows individuals to develop their creative talents, a society
lx,riefits when its individual members are relatively free
. . .

Civil libertyfreedom of thought. Speech, press, worship.
petition. and associationconstitutes the central citadel of
human freedom With it all other kinds of freedom be-
come possible: without it, none of them can have any
reality, . . .

The well-being of the state is dependent upon educating
its citizens for participation in life's activities.
A citizen can do his part in making democracy work only
if he has the information essential to intelligent reflection
on the issues of the day Such information can be pro-
vided best by a free and responsible press.

The citizen has civic responsibilities as well as rights.
.

ANTHROPOLOGY

Anthropology is the comparative study of man concerned
both with his evolution and present characteristics as a
biological form and also with his various modes of organiz-
ing group life and of coping with ht.; natural environments
via cultural means. .

Although man is a member of the animal kingdom. he
differs profoundly from all other creatures by virtue of
his development of culture. Culture is a product of man's
exclusive capacity to comprehend and communicate sym-
bolically (e g via language). Culture is socially learned
and consists of the knowledge, beliefs, and values which
human groups have invented to establish rules of group
life and methods of adjusting to and exploiting the natural
environment. .

(0 Ibid., pp 26-29.
Ca Ibid..; pp. 23-26.
(1) Mid., pp, 30-33.
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No modern snelet. has invented more than a small frac-
tion of its pre ent cultural heritage ach trt nit n-
itro', debts to cultural 'mentors of other limes and other

Some nine or ten thousand ears ago men living around
the a ast end of the- Mediterranean Sea first eonct wed
the idea of domesticating food plants and aminals, Om,
beginning the Neolithic i'New Stone' Age This con-
trol of the fond stood% constituted one of the most
fats - reaching rev ()lotions in human histor.
No real break exists between tl cultures of the. anient
Neolithic farmers and the great en ihiations of toda.
Ilut the rate of cultural inventions has :ecelerated as
has the speed with which new knowledge spreads
around Ow world ,

The mature under which a person is reared exerts a
powerfol influence on him throughout his life

Since the ilture of an individual's own soett 1,,
e,t nt<.. thoroughly instilled in his innermost personaht.,
he feels, thinks and act,: according to its imperatives
int obi} in order to bee accepted by his fellows but in

able to maintain a good opinion of himself The
world into which every individual must fit is the world
as defined by his culture
tangoage is an essential, effective, and exclusively
humane tool for the in "ention and transmission of cul-
ture Art. music*. and other sAmbolic and aesthetic
expressions are also effective means of transmitting
culture
Anthropologists hae been unable to discover scien-
tifically obiective grounds for evaluating cultures as
absolutely inferior or superior to one another . .

Ali human beings. since long before the beginning of
written history, have been members of a single biological
species, Homo sapiens For convenience of description
and elassifiatico anthropologists tingle the species into
'races.' aggregates of men possessing more or less dis-
tinctive observable phusreal traits which distinguish them
from other aggregates of men These physical traits, how-
ever, merge imperceptibly into one another so that most
men ,are intermediate between two or more types . , .

Anthropologists distinguish three main stocks or ex-
treme limits of human biological variability. Mongo-
loids. Caucasoids. and Negroids The great bulk of
humanity is intermediate between the extremes. .

Hilmar beings.; regardless of their racial or ethnic back-
grounds. are neart all capable of participating in and
malung contributions to any culture

The environment in which a person lives and his op-
portunities- for personal growth have profound effects
upon the development of every man ideal. . . .

So-called 'race problems' are cultural problems arising
from conflicts between ethnic groups or an (Mime
group and the matority population If the positive
social value of cultural diversity is recognized. ethnic
differences can add to the general richness of life

SOCIOLOGY

Sociology is a scientific study of the social relations men
develop in their interaction with one another Sociologists
analyze the basic structures and functions of societies and of
associations and groups within societies to discover how they
became organaed, to identify the conditions under which
they become disorganized. and to predict the conditions for
reorganization. , ,

The work of society is done through organized groups
Group membership requires that individuals undertake
varied roles in society. and this, means that they must
assume varied responsibilities. rights. and opportunities
Groups differ because of their purposes, their institutions.
heritage., and location .

Communication is basic to culture and to groups. Indi-
vidual:, and groups communicate in many wayslanguage
is only one way. -



The esor....sion of man's laologleal drives IN III t'(`. agt news in ,oeiett 111.11 I tit-11Ce the
nei.d blenoliment

The realF,'alinri of self 1...modified by contacts with others

An established societ%. a,,,oeultion or weird group grado.
all. tit %elops patterns of l.ent ti behavior accepted iiy
and common to its rbeml r-hip These potterns. toether
%oh their ileenimilated in-town-1ns and artifacts. make' up

cultural 'way of lift.' of the societt and its associations
,and croups

%tang individual, social. and phsieal problems art, milli-
eneed 0,. ebanges in population These moblerns xrim.
involve consideration- of old age. 3oulti migration, war.
housing famine, inplot orient, goyt rnmenA transportation,
recreational atilt :ties, education. %ovation:el opportunities.
sanitation, soe1,11 controls lit mg habits, and medical fa.

National migration develops cultural diversity' within a
group and cultural diffusion ;union; groups

Human beings in interaction eontinuoush organize and
icon (assail:Ilion) groups and 'societies Grm,p, tend to
dissolve in time (disassociation), losing members to new
groups

Members of families and other more intimately related
social groups tend to work together (co-operation) in
earryme out the 11VeNNart functions of community living
and attaining common goals

Person, and groups who become rivals of other groups and
group members (competition) may compete as well as
eo. operate

. . [Assimilation 1St the process through which persons
and groups migrating to a new environment lose the
modes of behavior already acquired and giadually take on
those of the new society

Societies require a syst( m of social control An order to
survive Social controlalmost entirely in inimitive so-
cieties and partially at least in all societmeis secured by
uneodified rules of behavior (mores and values) . .

Generalizations: A Synthesis
Concentrated inquiry into each of the contributing

social studies disciplines has led to the concepts noted
in the preceding section. These are adult concepts
intended for use by the teacher.

When one uses all the contributing disciplines for
inquiry, a synthesis = of individual concepts results
in the formation of larger generalizations. Illustra-
tive of this synthesis are the following adult social
studies generalizations. Again it is stressed that these
concepts and generalizations are not to be, taught
directly since it is the individual who conceptualizes
and generalizes.

In the foregoing generalizations considerable similarity
can be noted among a number of the ideas presented, These
similarities are not neeessarily duplications within the social
sciences since each discipline offers its own emphasis and
setting for the ideas presented Rather these notations indi-
cate the totality of the social sciences They also suggest
the possibility of developing from the entire list of generali-
zations a synthesis of the main and recurring ideas Such
a synthesis has been undertaken and is presented in the 18
Points that follow

"1 Man's comprehension of the present and his wisdom
in planning for the future depend upon his under-
standing of the events of the past and of the various

I' NV:, I

"2 Charles, p: A condition of human .octet societies rise
.aid fall alti ststems improve or IltII1 lOrat. the.
UP/I.() of eb.inge varies with etinuros and pm pods Of
lei -tor ,'.

Through all time and in all regains of the world. man
has woikell to meet common bipic hurhan III ells and
to satisfy eormnini human desircs and a.poatiens

"4 hook. of all races, rein/ions and cultures !Lite eon-
lo ;the ulthral heritage Mom rn soch It owe,

.1 debt to cultural inventors of others places and lime.:
Interdependence is a constant factor in human r-
1.dionships The reab7ation of 4 If develops throreh
at'l.a.t with others Soma; grotipine of all kinds
Alt %elm): a.z- a means, of croon en-operation in meetine
individual and societal needs

6'6 The culture under which an individual is rtred and
the social groups to which lie 1111mtg. escrt ere,it
Mullee on his wins of pereivine, ihmkine feeling.
and acting
In the Untied State.: demovr.uxt is di pendent on the
proet,s of free 'mum , this proves. pros tos for
defining the problem seckme data wing the scientific
method in collecting et u.enee' pstatme the problem
in term' of its inn rrelaiumships, arriving a prowl.
plc that is applicable. and app) trig the principle in
the solation of the problem

"8 The 1asic substance of a society ez rooted in its values:
as.it-sing the nature of its values is the most persistent
and important problem fact d by human hemp.:
Man must make choices based on economic knowledge,
scientific emnpariszon, anal tie nidemeni. and his %%kill('
. stem concerning how he Will use the resources of
the world
The work of society is carried out through organized
groups; group membership involves opportunities, re-
S ponstfulities, and the development of leadership

"11 Oranized group life of all types must act in accord-
mice with established rules of social relationships and
a system of social controls

"12 All nations of the modern world are part of a global
Anterdepeodent system of economic, social, cultural,
and political life
Democracy is based on such beliefs as the integrity of
man, the dignity of the individual. equality of oppor-
tunity, man's rationality, man's morality, man's ability
to govern himself and to solve het problems co-
operatively.

'14. Many people believe that physically man is the prod-
uct of the same biological evolution as the rest of the
animal kingdom Man is in many ways similar to
other animals, but a most important difference exists
as a result of man's rationality and in the body of
knowledge, belief. and values that constitute man's
culture
All human beings are of one biological species within
which occur negligible variations

"16 EnVironment affects man's way of living., and man, in
turn, modifies his environment

"17. One of the factors affecting man's mode of life is his
natural environment Weather and climate and re-
gional differences in land form, soils, (11%111130, and

natural vegetation largely influence the' relative
density of population in the various regions of the
world
Because mail must use natural resources to survive,
the distribution and use of these resources affect
where he lives on the earth's surface and to some
extent how well he lives The level of his technology
affect: how he produces, exchanges, transport~. and
eonsumes his goods "(5)

17

11)

<110

"13.

"18

)bid pp. 36-39
0 State Central Committee on Social Studies. Report of the State Central Committee on Social Studies to the California State Cur-

riculum COMMIS:JO/14 California State Department of Education, 1961, pp. 40-42.
(I) Ifirti., pp.. 40.42.
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Social Studies as Related to Objectives
The eight contributing social studies disciplines

form the basis for the social studies program By
systematic and methodical inquiry, provided through
their arbitrary structure into categorie:, concepts and
generalizations may be formed.; In addition to con-
cepts and generalizations, the social studies program
also contributes to the development of understandings,
attitudes. and skills. These understandings, attitudes,
and skills may be closely related to the values of our
society, the function of the school. and the objectives
of an educational program. (For a review of values
held by our society. the teacher is referred to the

section on values.) The following chat t iti illustrative
of social studies understandings. attitudes. and skills
idid indicates how they may be related to the ob-
jectives of education as x'alued in our society The
skills indicated on thy chart are hut one type of
thnst related to participation in the demociatie
priicesses.

No claim is made that tlw understandings, atti-
tudes. and skills of social studies as indicated on the
chart are all inclusive. Situations will vary in local
communities and teachers a.e encouraged to sissies
the compreheiwion of these areas in 'dation to the
larger social context found within the United States.

RELATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES UNDERSTANDINGS, ATTITUDES, AND SKILLS TO EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
SKILLS OV nemociiATic

ATTITUDES PARTICIPATIONOBJECTIVES UNDERSTANDINGS

Citirenship Social responsibility is derived from
the cultural environment

Communication Communication is learned within a
Skills culture and in the American corpo-

rate society participation is neces-
sary by all.
The effect of an individual's health
holds consequences for the health
of a society..

Health

Family Life

Economic Life

Moral and Ethical
Values

Aesthetic Values

The family is a functioning unit re-
lated to the larger social structure.

Social and economic backgrounds
or any other single deterministic
theory need not limit the economic
expectancies of an individual within
the American way of life.
Some forms of transcendent values
prevail within most societies.

Beauty and its expressions are de-
termined within the cultural setting

Dignity and worth of the individual
are of paramount concern within
American society

American corporate society prizes
free communication

Responsible personal actions within
a eomplex society are nececsary to

so-
ciety.

re the health of the entire so-

Each member of the family is re-
spected for his contribution

Economic effort is a personal re-
sponsibility.

Respect for various forms of wor-
ship and dissenting opinions pre-
vails within our society.

Aesthetic experiences are recog-
nised as a necessary part of man's
pursuit.

RANGE OF SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS

Social studies skills are more definitive than
understandings and attitudes. The skills are generally
classified as follows:.

Developing a sense of time and chronological re-
lationships

Thinking in concrete, abstract, critical, or reflec-
tive and creative ways

Locating and gathering information
Organizing and evaluating information
Reading social studies materials with compre-

hension
Listening to social studies materials with compre-

hension
Speaking effectively in social studies terms
Writing effectively in social studies areas
Interpreting graphic material
Participating in a democratic manner
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In our Society the effective citii.en
mutt pri,sek.s ills for participation
in orderly one constitutional proc-
esses

Skill.: of critic; l and creative think-
mg arc nevfled to access propag.inda
and to contribute to clarification

Skills in analysis of personal and
social actions ;ire necer.sary to de-
termine health and safety precau-
tions
Each member of the family requires
complex social and economic gkills
in order to fulfill his obligations to
the family unit
Effective *ills of production and
consumption are necessary to the
welfare of our society

Ability to inquire into different
value. :4..teni.. and their sources and
to asses their implications im-
proves and facilitates SOCidi and
political harmony and well-being.
Each Person needs to acquire aes-
thetic ckills in order to riuge the
aesthetic and cultural level of so-
ciety by developing and contribut-
ing his artistic talents

Skills important to the social studies are:
Developing a sense of time and chronological re-

lationships
Interpreting graphic material
Participating in a democratic manner
Developing critical thinking

Emphasis on the skills unique to the social studies
is generally found within the appropriate contribut-
ing area. Time and chronological relationships are
basically derived from the historical category while
the interpretation of graphic material such as maps
and globes is derived from the geographical category
The skills of democratic participation are a result of
all the experiences and perceptions within the total
cultural context, and for the children of Oregon's
schools, reflect the ways of thinking, acting, and
doing known as the "American way of life."
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Developing Social Studies Skills'
(For Study of Geography, )history, Government, and
Cultures)

The development of skills is a part of all teaching.
Some skills ai e common to all subject matter and
some are general in nature but specialized in appli-
cation. Important skills acquired in one grade should
be maintained and developed as pupils progress. The
development of higher and higher levels of skills can
be achieved only when proficiency in the earlier
levels has been attained.

According to the Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the
National Council for Social Studies the following
guiding principles of learning apply to skill develop-
ment:.®
For the acquisition and improvement of skills, the

learning activity must focus on skill development.
Experience designed to promote growth in skills must

be meaningful to the learner.
Experiences used in skill development must be

geared to the maturation level of the learner,
For the successful learning and retention of skills,

repetitive practice is necessary.
Skills should be developed in connection with on-

going activities and not in isolation.
Development of different skills should go on simul-

taneously
Evidence of skill development must be sought in

changes in behavior.
Provision for the systematic development of skills

must be made throughout the school program.

The development of skills unique to social studies
should be part of all social studies teaching. Some
skills for which the social studies teacher is responsi-
ble are the development of a sense of time and
chronology and a sense of geographic location and
relationship.

Skills needed for success in social studies learning
have not always been recognized by teachers. At
times the emphasis has been on repetition of textbook
facts with little attention to the method of obtaining
information or, when the selection of skills has been
left to the discretion of individual teachers, important
skills have been neglected and others repeated from
class to class.

Although the following lists of skills are not in-
clusive, they are a guide to the more important ones
and the approximate grade level when they should
be introduced. The placement of these skills at
particular grade levels depends upon the maturity of
the pupils and their previous learnings.

PRIMARY

Critical thinking
Observe accurately..
Use materials with definite purpose in mind.
Plan and solve problems that are real and vital.
Discern between real and make-believe.
Make comparisons.

Locating and gathering information
Have direct exueriences: looking, listening.
Recognize kinds and uses of source books, excursions,

films, radio, and television,

Organizing and evaluating information
Plan orally the days activity and evaluate in terms

of essential parts.
Dictate in sequence an experience chart.
Recognize main idea in a story read by teacher,
Select a heading appropriate for a given list of items.
Alphabetize by first letter.
Reading skills
Develop new meanings for old words.
Recognize new words and develop new meanings.
Contribute supplementary materials..
Read for exact information.
Use multiple textbooks.,
Read for appreciation,

Listening skills
Listen for directions.
Listen for details and retention,
Listen appreciatively.
Speaking skills
Express thoughts with ease and fluency.
Ask questions.
Add new words to oral vocabulary,
Refer to tools by correct names.
Make simple reports,
Tell story in sequence.
Writing skill..
Organize thoughts for writing.
Keep simple records.
Copy words or write sentences with good letter

formation and spacing.
Write simple poems and stories.
Interpreting maps and globes
Construct and interpret pictorial floor maps.
Recognize relative positions.
Follow simple map of a route..
Locate home, school, etc., in community.
Recognize types of landscape..
Give directions in community.
Interpret meaning of block or mile.
Developing sense of time and chronology
Tell time by clock,
Recognize sequence of days, seasons.
Recognize comparative time.
Interpret expressions such as years, months, days.
Interpreting graphic material
Obtain information from pictures within limits of

child's ability.
Use symbols or pictures to represent a commodity.
Participating in group undertaking
Participate in dramatic play and games
Share pleasant experiences with others.
Work independently and with members of a group.
Be courteous and considerate of others.
Evaluate group activities,
Plan to share and assume responsibilities.
Plan how to use time wisely.

(u Approved by the State Board of Education, April 22. 1960,
cp National Council for the Social Studies. NEA, 1201 16th Street. N. W..; Washington. D. C., 1953. pp.

\GB
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INTERMEDIATE

Critical thinking
Draw inferences.
Share in decisions.
Evaluate outcome in terms of purpose.

Locating and gathering information
Use table of contents of textbooks and supplementary

books.
Use simple index.
UAC chapter. sectional. and topical heading..
Use encyclopedias and dictionary,
Use card index ( author. title. and subject),
Use physical and political atlases and gazeteers.
Use appendices.

Organizing and evaluating information
Select sub-topics appropriate for given heading.
Arrange tops in logical order.
Combine information from many sources.
Distinguish between materials that arc relevant and

irrelevant.

Reading skills
Find central thought in paragraph,
Collect data relating to specific topics.
Skim.
Apply ideas obtained from books,
Read for detail.
Read for information.

Listening skills
Listen for comprehension.
Listen critically.

Speaking skills
Cite facts when disagreeing rather than argue.
Develop techniques in self-directed group discussion,
Participate in formal and informal dramatizations,

Writing
Do creative writing,
Stick to the topic.,
Write descriptive paragraphs.
Write introductory sentences for articles and para-

graphs.
Write summarizing sentences for articles.

Interpreting maps and globes
Compute and express distances in terms of simple

linear measurements.
Use latitude and longitude lines to locate place
Interpret abstract symbols.
Compare maps which give different facts about same

area
Measure distances on maps using graphic scale.
Read directional lines on flat surface or globe,
Draw map to scale,
Orient a mapstreet map and road map.

Developing sense of time and chronology
Interpret sequence of events in immediate past re-

lated to own experiences,
Relate personal experiences to dates,
Use time expressions which correspond to ordinal

numbers.
Develop meaningful vocabulary of definite and in-

definite time expression,
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Interpreting graphic material
Use pictures and charts to illustrate reports.
Construct circle graphs.
Contruct pictorial graphs based on tables.

Participating in group undertaking
Divide responsibility within class.
Develop standards for effective group participation.
Offer useful ideas to the group.
Keep discussion on the track,

UPPER GRADES
Crit:cal thinking
Distinguish between fact and opinion.
Recognize statements which support a generalization.
Determine author's point of view..
Analyze cause and effect relationships.
Draw logical conclusions.
Evaluate problems according to importance.
Anticipate results of certain actions.
Recognize when there is insufficient information to

answer questions.

Locating and gathering information
Use Reader's Guide.
Use almanacs and yearbooks.
Use Who's Who.
Use Oregon Blue Book,
Use historical and economic atlases.
U>e card filecross reference,
Use vertical fileS.
Make public opinion poll.

Organizing and evaluating information
Take useful notes.
Distinguish between material which is relevant and

material which is irrelevant for any given topic or
question,

Organize historical events in sequence.
Draw conclusions from data.

Reading skills
Summarize.
Visualize places and conditions beyond immediate

environment,
Think in terms of location when reading.
Adapt rate and technique to varying purposes and

kinds of material,
Recognize and keep in mind series of related ideas.
Use social studies vocabulary.

Listening skills
Follow sequence of ideas.
Speaking skills
Express ideas without antagonizing others.
Give well organized report.
Use words developed in social studies,
Use formal panel discussion procedure,
U.,e formal dramatization.
Adhere to subject and follow pre-arranged plan.

Writing
Summarize.
Keep notes on lessons.
Prepare reports,
Assemble material for discussions.
Write informal dramatizations.
Write essays expressing own ideas,



Interpreting maps and globes
Consti net maps using fractional scale..
Use polar-centered world maps,
Recognize distortions on flat maps.
Use tots nslup-i ange line.; and atlas grid lines in map

instruction,
Developing sense of time and chronology
Develop toncept of calendar times (B.C.. A.D.)
Relate dates to own experiences.
Place related and unrelated events in chronological

order.
Separate time from personal experiences..
Substitute exact dates for descriptive terms.
Recognize that a cluster of events forms a historical

period.

Interpreting graphic materials
Construct bar and line graphs.
Set up criteria for judging gi aphic materials.
Participating in group undertakings
Organize sub-groups to deal with particular issues.
Follow parliamentary procedures.
Recognize qualities of good leadership.
Facilitate group activity through analysis of group

problems,

State-Adopted Content
Implementation of the social studies program in

Oregon is through the content provided in the scope
and sequence adopted by the State Board of Educa-
tion. To this content. inquiry is applied, appropriate
vocabulary is related and direction is provided for
speculative thinking and for the establishment of
concepts and generalizations. From this total process,
understandings, attitudes, and skills are gained, Be-
cause thinking is of paramount concern and insepara-
ble from inquiry, appropriate thinking processes
should be selectively applied to varying situations..
The basic framework provided for this instructional
process at the local level is the state-adopted social
studies content which follr,ws on pages 67 -6g.

This statement represents a general scope and
sequence for guidance of individual districts in social
studies instruction. The content is under constant
review by the Department of Education. Because of
the growth throes in social studies curriculum de-
velopment in this state. and nationwide., it is recog-
nized that it may soon bevome inadequate for modern
and forward looking programs, Consequently. as
always, the Department encourages those districts
with adequate curricultan resources, capable staff,
and available instructional materials to experiment
with an expanding content u'ntal to this state-
adopted content to meet the ever changing social
situat ion,

EARLY YEARS IN SCHOOL

5- AND 6-YEAR-OLDS KDGN. AND GRADE 1

Living in Homes and Schools*"

Living in Schools
Exploring Schools
Knowing the Helpers in Schools

Learning experiences should be drawn front the following

Cart:11.; fur Our Qt'lVtS in Schrrols
Having Fun Together Everywheie

Living in Homes
ing in Families

Working in Families.
Playing in Families

Enjoying the World About Us
Suggested topics around which learning expel 1-
enCeS might ht developed unlink /DO, farni, en cuss
pets, vild animals. eon:Ault:lion, trips. hobbies.

seasons, and holidays.

Concepts and Understandings
One makes friends by being a friend,
Succesu1 group living calls for enaperallve planning,

slim mg of responsibilities. and consideration for
ofhers.

Observation of courtesies make living happier.
Members of a group should help new members to

become acquainted with their new environment
A good citizen observes safety rules.
Everyone has a home.
The family is an important unit.
Each child is an important member of the family and,

as such. should contribute to its welfare,

7-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 2

Living in Neighborhoods

Exploring Neighborhoods
Getting Acquainted with Neighborhoods and

lu Helpers
Woil:111:2 and Playing in Neighborhoods
Learning to Live Safely in Neighborhoods

Concepts and UnderStilltdillgs
A neighborhood is a group of people who live in the

same arca.
Natural surroundings affect the life of the neighbor-

hood.
People live closer together in a city neighborhood

than in a rural neighborhood.
Each child should able to find his way in the

neigh bor hood,
People may go to different churches. speak different

languages. or belong to different racesbut all
may Ix Americans.

Each child should consider the rights, contributions,
and properties of others,

Good manners are important in living in a neighbor-
hood.

Some rules and regulations are necessary for health
and safety.

Safety helpers are friends and give protection.
Each child should think and at promptly to insure

safe living.
Each helper has a share in satisfying the needs of the

neighborhood,
Each child has a responsibility to all neighborhood

helpers,
areas whenever 'ilea:1,11011
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8-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 3

Living in a Wider Community (town, city or county)
Community Helpers
Communication in Communities
Transportation in Communities
Recreation in Communities
NOTE Early local community hictory, but not Oregon history as
such. may be studied in this grade

Concepts and Understandings
A wider community is a social unit made up of many

neighborhoods including business, industrial, and
residential districts.

Many helpers work to provide for the needs of the
community.

People share and work together in a wider com-
munity.

The ways of doing things in a community are chang-
ing constantly,

Every individual has need for communicating.
It takes the combined efforts of many people to de-

liver information to the community.
Many methods of transportation are used in our com-

munity.
Transportation of goods and people contribute to

better living in a community.
Natural and cultural surroundings play a part in the

way people live.
Clean communities are pleasant places in which to

live.

MIDDLE YEARS IN SCHOOL

9-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 4

Living in the Pacific Northwest (Oregon. Washington,
Idaho. and Montana) (Geography, History, and Re-
sources)
Natural Environment

Weather and Climate
Landforms
Natural Resources

Historical Background
Contributions of Pacific Northwest Indians
Contributions of Explorers, Traders, Missionaries,
and Settlers

Cultural Environment
Population
Industries and Trade
Transportation and Communication
Customs and Ways of Living
Conservation of Natural Resources

NOTE: Living in the Pacific Northwest may be supplemented.
where feasible, by the study of examples found in other parts of
the world where people of other cultures are meeting similar
environmental problems.

10-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 5

Living in the United States and Canada (Geography
and History)
Unit 1. Pacific Coastal Regions of United States and

Canada
Unit 2. Hawaii
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Unit 3. Intermontane Plateau and Rocky Mountain
Regions of United States, Canada and Alaska

Unit 4. Plains Regions of the United States and
Canada

Unit 5. Interior Lowland Regions of the United States
and Canada (St. Lawrence., Mississippi and
Ohio River Valleys and the Great Lakes
Region)

Unit 6. Appa laeluan Highland and Atlantic Coastal
Regions of the United States and Canada

NOTE, A bridge to an understanding of Europe may be created
by some study of the colonial origins of the United States and
Canada in Western European cultures. especially English,- French,
Dutch, and Spanish.

Topics To Be Considered In Each Unit
The Natural Environment

Weather and Climate
Landforms
Natural Resources

Historical Background
Cultural Environment

Population
Industries and Trade
Transportation and Communication
Customs and Ways of Living
Problems of Living in this Area

11-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 6

Living in Latin America (Geography, History, and
Cultures)
Unit 1. Mexico, Central America, and Islands of the

Caribbean
Unit 2. Andes Mountain Regions of South America

(Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, and
Venezuela)

Unit 3., Plains regions of South America (Brazil,
Argentina, Bolivia. and Paraguay)
Gran Chaco of Brazil
Orinoco Plains of Venezuela and Colombia
Pampas of Argentina
PatagoniaArgentina

Unit 4, Amazon Lowlands (Brazil, Eastern Peru,
Ecuador, Colombia)

Unit 5. Highland Regions of South America (The
Guiana and Brazilian Highlands)

NOTE; A bridge to an understanding of Europe may be created
by some study of the colonial origins of Latin America in
Western European cultures, especially Spanish and Portuguese,

Topics To Be Considered In Each Unit
The Natural Environment

Weather and Climate
Landforms
Natural Resources

Historical Background
Cultural Environment

Population
Industries and Trade
Transportation and Communication
Customs and Ways of Living
Problems of Living in this Area
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LATER YEARS IN SCHOOL

12-YEAROLDS GRADE 7

Living in the Easter', Hemisphere (Geography, His-
tory, and Cultures) (Sequence of Units Optional)
Unit 1. North Africa and Middle Eastern Countries

(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt,
Sudan, Ethiopia, Rio de Oro, Israel, Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, Iraq. Iran, Syria. Turkey. rind
French. Italian. and 13ritish Somaliland,
Pakistan)

Unit 2. Central and Southern Africa
Guinea Coast (Coastal French West Africa,
Ghana, Liberia, and Nigeria)
Western Sudan (Liberia, French West Africa,
Northern Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone,
Gambia, and Portuguese Guinea)
Central West Africa (French Equatorial
Africa. Belgian Congo, Angola, Cameroons,
Cabinda, and Rio Mundi)
East Africa (Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika and
Zanzibar)
Southern Africa (Nyasaland, Northern and
Southern Rhodesia, Bechuanaland, Basuto-
land, Swaziland, Mozambique, Madagascar,
Southwest Africa, and Union of South
Africa)

Unit 3, Asia (India, China, Japan, Southeast Asia)
Unit 4. Europe (Western Europe, Eastern Europe,

U. S. S. R.)
Unit 5. Australia and New Zealand

Topics To Be Considered In Each Unit
The Natural Environment

Weather and Climate
Landforms
Natural Resources

Historical Background
Cultural Environment

Population
Industries and Trade
Transportation and Communication
Customs and Ways of Living
Problems of Living in this Area

13-YEAR-OLDS GRADE 8

United States History (Narrative Approach)
Europeans Seek Freedom and Security in a New
World

The New World is rediscovered, then explored..
People from many lands start new lives in the

Americas.
Colonists struggle to uphold their beliefs.

Our Government is Established Under the Constitu-
tion

Ideas of freedom are stated in basic documents.
The Constitution receives its first tests.

Our Nation Expands Its Boundaries
Land policies are established in the Northwest

Territory.

The nation extends its boundaries as great issues
divide the people.

Oregon has in important place in the Union
to limited study of Oregon history. geography and go% em-
inent is indicated here )

The United States I3eeomes a Great Industrial Nation
Industrial changes. alter' 1 the condition Of the

worker and the owner.
Industrial changes alter the ways of living

The United States Becomes a World Power
The United States assumes influence in Latin

America, the Pacific, and Europe.
Our attitude towards international responsibility

changes through a second world-wide conflict.
The People of the United States Seek Increased Rights
and Face New Responsibilities

Our people are confr6nted by economic and social
problems.

A good citizen works to solve the problems of his
society.

A good citizen understands his local and state
governments and participates in their activi-
ties.®

Suggested Illustration
For Teaching and Learning

In organizing the social studies content for in-
struction, local teachers and districts are encouraged
to determine the appropriate opportunities for chil-
dren it dealing with social studies phenomena. How-
ever, social studies cannot be properly undertaken
unless the interrelationships of each contributing
discipline comprise a part of the study, At the ele-
mentary level, a separate subjects approach is not
the most satisfactory way of organizing the social
studios area of the curriculum, It is entirely pos-
sible., however, for the social studies to be organized
in units around persistent life situations or social
proMems. Unit organization around any one of these
organizational patterns also allows for inquiry into
other areas such as music and art. Just as one should
avoid the artificial and trivial which often prevails
in correlation activities, artificial and trivial state-
ments merely for the sake of including concepts from
the social studies categories should be avoided

The application of Oregon's content to the sche-
matic structure of the social studies field through
the social problems approach with possible concepts
and generalizations which the learner may formulate
is illustrated through the following modules at two
levels. it is expected that many concepts and gen-
eralizations will be formed by the learner, and these
modules merely illustrate some of the many possible
concepts and generalizations. The learner should al-
ways be encouraged to state verbally his conceptuali-
zations and generalizations since the experience of
organizing them verbally often facilitates transfer to
new situations. The verbalizations should not be
repetitions of teacher stated ideas, but the learner's
personal statements.

M Adapted from the Oregon State Department of Education, Social Studies Supplement: To the Guide for Elementary Education
In Oregon. the Department.; 1960. pp. 5-7,
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THE TEACHER

Selects the broad frame-
work for stuay

Diagnoses interests, skills.
understandings, attitudes.
and abilities. Helps chil-
dren state the problem.

Helps children formulate
appropriate questions

Directs experience toward
concept formulation

Provides opportunities to
make inferences regarding
inter-relations

Promotes problem Solving

Encourages intuitive and
speculative thinking to-
wards new problems and
situations

EARLY YEARS MODULESOCIAL PROBLEMS APPROACH

ADOPTED CONTENT

Living in our neighborhood

ORGANIZED CONTENT

What is the contribution of our neighborhood helpers?

Geography
History
Psychology
Philosophy

INQUIRY CATEGORIES

Economies
Polit wal Science
Sociology
Anthropology

CONCEPTS (EXAMPLES)

Natural surroundings affect the life of the neighborhood
Prior work done in the neighborhood provides a base for what is done
presently
"Feelings" and attitudes of a neighborhood may be affected by leaders
within the neighborhood or changed by outside events
People may hold eifferent view points such as religion and ethics
All helpers within a neighborhood contribute to the economic level and
well-being of the neighborhood
Local government exists to extend services such As maintaining law and
order
People live closer in a city neighborhood than in a rural neighborhood
The changes within the neighborhood may be a result of many factors
such as the level of education and technology

GENERALIZATIONS (EXAMPLES)

The neighborhood is Iomposed of many helpers each influenced by his own
background. and the neighborhood's past endeavors as well as present
events

APPLICATION

Solves the problem: What is the contribution of our neighborhood helpers?

TRANSFER

New problems and Situations

RATIONALE FOR THE MODULES

The module is intended to illustrate a possible
course for the teacher and the learner in pursuing a
systematic study of social studies. it is based upon
the belief that the teacher is obligated to provide
planned experiences for children which reflect the
shared and distinct functions of the school within
the American society. One function shared with
many agencies is the induction of youth into the
American way of life. The distinct function, however,
is the equipping of youth with the intellectual proc-
esses necessary for participation within our society.:
instructional programs in our society must be com-
prehensive and recognize both the shared and the
distinct functions of the school. A teacher's obliga-
tion is therefore two-fold with successful schooling
dependent upon each teacher's assumption of this
obhgation. This module is further based upon the
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TILE LEARNER

Obcervei the phenomena
or conditions

Defines the problem

Inquire, threur,h pertinent
qUiatoriS

Formulates appropriate
concepts

Assimiiates and builds
generalizations

Tests ideas and solves
problems

Transfer knowledge to
new situations

belief that teachers deliberately and systematically
conduct the learner through a series of experiences
designed to achieve th,.: results desired by society and
that direct schooling experiences originate with the
teacher.

in Oregon the instructional aspect of the school's
program begins with the teacher's selection of the
state-adopted content. From this broad content, the
teacher further organizes by diagnosing the interests,
abilities, attitudes, and skills of the children. This
aspect is indicated as a second step on the module
and is followed by the next teaching step which is to
direct the formulation of questions. The learner also
moves from one point to another as indicated by the
progressive movement from observation through
transfer, Roth the teacher and the learner interact
at each point as indicated by the arrows. However.

(continued on p 71)



THE TEACHER

Selects the broad frame-
work for study

Diagnoses interests, skills,
understandings. at til udes,
and abilities Helps chil-
dren state the problem.

'1

Helps children formulate
appropriate flue:41011S

Directs experience toward
concept formulation

MIDDLE YEARS MODFLESOCIAL PROBLEMS APPROACH

Provides opportunities to
make inferences regarding --->
inter-relations

Promotes problem solving

1
Encourages intuitive and
speculative thinking to-
wards new problems and
situations

ADOPTED CONTENT

Living in Latin America

ORGANIZED CONTENT

> How does Mexico's past affect the pre, ant?

Geography
History
Psychology
PlitioNophy

INQUIRY CATEGoRIES

Economics
Political Science
Soeiolog)
Anthropology

_

4
CONCEPTS (EXAMPLES)

Mexico's natur.il resources. landforms, weather and climate are inter-
related gtographic factors
The historical background of Mexico is varied
An individual's behavior is related to the perception of the Individual's
world
Religious beliefs have been formed as a result of early European and
Spanish influence
The economic level is a result of numerous factors such as natural re-
sources, the educational level the populace and the technical level of
the society
Continuity and stabilitY of present government in Mexico is high
Opportunities for the movement of individuals to higher levels is limited
by older concepts of one's role in society
Mexico is rich in anthropological opportunities because of the earlier
cultures which existed

GENERALIZATIONS (EXAMPLES)

Mexieri consists of many :ultural influences, each ;n varc mg degrees of
development. This is a result of constant global interaction and accom-
panying change.

APPLICATION

- Solves the problem: How does Mexico's past affect the present?

1
TRANSFER

New problems and situations

(Rationale for the Modules continued)

the learner's movement is highly dependent upon the
teacher's planning which precedes each step that the
learner takes. This does not mean that the learner
does not help in the planning. Likewise, it does not
mean complete freedom of choice for the learner.
The learner does help in some planning, but it is
generally within the second and third steps of the
module (defining the problem and inquiry through
appropriate questions) where greater opportunity is
provided for pupil planning of related activities.

Such a module does not mean to imply a denial
of individual differences among learners. Neither
does it advocate a rigid teaching plan.. The particu-
lars of the social studies will vary as illustrated by
the center sections of the modules for the early years
and middle years in school. Details of concern for
the teacher and learner will also vary even though
a general plan of teaching and a general plan of

THE LEARNER

Observes the phenomena
or conditions

Defines thc prolikm

1

Inquires through pertinent
quebtiollb

Formulates a pproPr tat e
concepts

Assimilates and builds
generalizations

Tests ideas and solves
problems

Transfers knowledge to
new situations

inquiry may remain fairly constant. Of significance
to a social studies programas well as to other cur-
riculum programsis the confrontation of the learner
with a school learning experience which has been
planned carefully and thoroughly at each step. A
systematized method of helping children learn
through social studies may, therefore, be approached
through the adopted content, the organization of the
adopted content, th.s. use of inquiry categories, the
development of concepts, and the formulation of
generalizations, their applications and deliberately
planned transfer, This is but one type of inquiry
which utilizes the, stages as indicated. It should be
noted that any of the stages of tne inquiry described
in this section may be entered at any point or com-
bined at any point on a grand scale. Other systems
of inquiry should be examined and receive. con-
sideration, and the details of any one system should
never become crystallized
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Some Emphases in the Social Studies
No set of general objectives nor any cutline of

social studies content adequately reflects the needs
of society indefinitely. New problems constantly
arise which demand improved skills and understand-
ings or changed attitudes and appreciations on the
part of the citizen in a political democracy, The
following material represents some emphases recom-
mended for current s -ial studies teaching in Oregon
schools which are not adequately stressed in the
stat-adopted content. Although social studies re-
vision is being widely studied, both at the state and
local level, a substantial time will elapse before the
suggestions and others can be incorporated in the
formal program. Meanwhile local districts should be
alert in providing the instruction necessary to the
welfare of society and the development of the indi-
vidual in relation to changing circumstances such as
those mentioned here.

INSTRUCTION IN CITIZENSHIP

The social studies program does not bear the sole
responsibility for development of good citizenship
skills, attitudes, and behavior. These should be a
result of the total organization and instruction of the
school. Nevertheless, social studies instruction pre-
sents the most effective epportunities for developing
many of the attitudes of good citizenship. Since atti-
tudes are combinations of understandings and con-
viction, sound and sympathetic social studies teaching
can lay the groundwork for many needed attitudes
and help develop them to appropriate levels for the
pupils involved. Social studies teachers should co-
operate fully to make their classrooms laboratories
of democracy and to induce their pupils to enter fully
into the opportunities for democratic living provided
by the school.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Closely related to the development of good citizen-
ship is an understanding of the processes of govern-
ment. In the Oregon program for social studies
instruction, there is limited provision for a close
study of state and local government. Most teachers
of the United States History and Government course
required in high school find their time does not
permit much examination of government below the
national level.

An appropriate place for a somewhat detailed
study of state and local government appears to be
in the eighth-grade social studies program where
Oregon history and government are taught. Provision
is made for a substantial unit on Oregon. This unit
.5.hoold be expanded to include ample time for study
of Oregon state and local government so students will
know the organization and operation of their govern-
ment at these levels. This should be done even if it
results in some curtailment of the time for study of
recent United States history since this will be taught
in depth at the high school level,

ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDINGS

One of the threads or strands which should run
through the social studies program is the develop-
ment of an increasing number of related economics
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concepts and uncle, standings. Economies is one of the
discipline; which should contribute to an integrated
social studies program. It is generally recognized
that this area has long been a neglected phase of
social studies instruction There is also a strong con-
viction that a wholesome zInd AUre national life can-
not be developed in the modern era of intricate
economic development without a citizenry which
understands the main features of an economic so-
ciety. Stress on economic understandings and con-
cepts at appropriate levels is W.ghly recommended.

PROBLEM OF THE AGING
One of the persistent problems of the modern

period is that of the increasing population of aging
citizens, There are two aspects to this problem. One
is a need for an understanding of the problems of the
aging so they may be met adequately; the other is a
need for an understanding of the process of aging
itself so that the individual citizen may be prepared
for it.

This problem has become acute with the pro-
longation of life and the increased longevity of a
Large number of our citizens. Since sociologists pre-
dict a continued rapid increase in our aged popula-
tion will dramatically change the nature of our
society in the near future, it is important that these
problems be brought to the attention of pupils both
for their own need to be prepared for this process as
individuals and their need to understand it as par-
ticipating citizens faced with the social and political
adjustments it creates,

Evaluation
The evaluation of any school program is related

to the two functions of the school; inducting youth
into the American way of life and equipping youth
with the intellectual tools necessary to function
within our society. The social studies, as well as
other curricular areas, are evaluated on their con-
tributions to these two functions. Related to each of
these functions are teaching and learning aspects. The
teacher's obligation is to fulfill both the functions of
the school. The child's obligation is to fulfill to the
best of his ability the expectations of the school
respecting its functions.

Both teaching and learning call for appropriate
evaluative techniques, In part, evaluation of the
teaching aspect is through the degree of teacher ful-
fillment of the teaching obligation as related to the
functions of the school. (Space does not permit dis-
cussion of the evaluation of teaching as opposed to
the evaluation of learning.) All evaluation, however,
begins with the obligation to our society as viewed
from the American context and reflects the goals,
aspirations, and values of American society, Ultimate
evaivation is through the fulfillment of this obliga-
tiorh

Since the social studies program, as well as other
school programs, must reflect the goals, aspirations,
and values of American society, the specific objectives
of the program must also be consistent with society's
goals.. The objectives of Oregon's social studies are
stated through the scope and are consistent with our
society's goals. This scope also provides the frame-
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work for the evaluation of learning within a social
studies program. Successful learning in social studies
is therefore measured by-
1. Participation in cultural, social, and civic activities

and opportunities for the development of appro-
priate attitudes and appreciations

2. Development of skills applicable to the unique
materials of the social studies

3. Acquisition of social studies facts
4. Mastery of inquiry appropriate to the social

studies
5, Development, application, and transfer of concepts

and generalizations.
Considerable emphasis has been placed throughout

this Guide on the use of appropriate language and
questions. Undoubtedly, misgivings or misinterpre-
tations may arise as a result of this emphasis and
lead to the hasty conclusion that verbalizations by
the student and/or teacher are of such importance
as to constitute the means by which teaching and
learning may be evaluated. Such a conclusion and
misunderstanding of this aspect of teaching and
learning would indicate that language, questions, and
questioning have not become a part of the teacher's
conscious understanding of the teaching act. or a
part of the learner's intellectual processes. The
evaluation of this aspect of social studies learning
is not merely through verbal recitations but through
working habits, approach to analyzing problems and
situations, and the thinking processes a child evi-
dences. Details of evaluating learning in social studies
will and must vary according to the children, the
content, and the direction provided by the question-
ing, Fvaluation at all times, however, should be
related to the individual and assessed according to
his progressive attainment of social studies objectives.

Glossary
CategoryAn arbitrary classification used to direct

inquiry toward phenomena and/or relationships,
Categories are not fixed groupings. They are
guides to broaden perceptions rather than to
provide limitations.

DeterminismA single or incomplete theory or view-
point from which many pertinent and impertinent
conclusions are reached.

DisciplineAn organized body of knowledge ordered
by the types of questions asked, often expressed
in a unique language, which becomes generative
of new ideas and further knowledge.

InquiryThe process of searching for or discovering
new knowledge.

Inter-disciplinary--The relating of one discipline to
another..

Interests of Children ApproachThe organization of
curriculum around the immediate interests of
children, This is no longer generally advocated
as an organizational procedure except for purposes
of incidental teaching or for extreme learning
impairments. (The desirable true of children's
interests should not be confused with the organi-
zation of a program built solely around the inter-
ests of children.) (May apply to other areas of
the curriculum.)
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MethodThe systematic examination of phenomena
through a mode of inquiry,

.Mode of InquiryA way of ob.serving, thinking,
questioning, and confirming.

ModuleA plan for indicating sequential movement.
(Illustrated by two modules in the social studies
section with a teaching and a learning sequence
fcr a social studies program in the early zind
middle years of school.)

Persistent Life Situations ApproachThe organiza-
tion of curriculum around problems of man such
as shelter and food with which he has dealt per-
sistently throughout history. Note that persistent
life situations may be combined also with social
problems suet) as housing and coinmunications.
(May apply to other areas of the curriculum.)

PhenomenonAny event, problem, Aittiation, or
observable factor,

Productive ThinkingThe mental process which
generates further thinking at tiny level concrete.
abstract, or creative,

Separate Subjects ApproachThe organivation of
curriculum around the separate contributing disci-
plines. Such an organization is effective for
specialization at higher education levels whereas
the collect n for most people is the more general
relationships, When a separate subjects approach
is used, each contributing discipline must be ex-
amined separately according to its own mode of
inquiry and internal structure. A separate sub-
jects approach is not advocated for the social
studies program in the elementary school. (May
apply to other areas of the curriculum.)

Social Problems ApproachThe organization of cur-
riculum around problems of social concern such
as growth of metropolitan areas. (May apply to
other areas of the curriculum.)

Social Studies --A body of facts. concepts. ai d gen-
eralizations which may be arranged and ex.imined
systematically for the study of man's interrela-
tionships with man and his environments,

Social Studies Adopted ContentThe broad frame-
work adopted by the state as a common area of
study for all Oregon elementary schools.

Social Studies Organized ContentThe selected prob-
lems, situations, and events from the state - adopted
content which the teacher forms into manageable
areas or units of study such as social problems,
persistent life situations, interests of children, or
separate subjects,

StructureThe internal and arbitrary organization
of material within a field of knowledge which
facilitates inquiry and provides cohesiveness.

ThinkingThe intellectual processes used for form-
ing judgments. Levels of thinking according to
one simple classification are (1) concrete think-
ing:: literal application: (2) abstract thinking:
critical and interpretive thinking: and (3) cre-
ative thinking: speculative and/or elaborative
thinking.

Transfer of Learning; The deliberate organization of
principles and generalizations which leads the
learner to insightful conclusions regarding new
data.
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An effective science program develops in children
a pod of inquiry sii nd a commitment to learning
which continues throughout life. A good science
program is directed toward developing in pupils an
ever-increasing understanding of the concepts and
principles underlying natural phenomena. These
understandings are best learned when childi.m are
given oppoitunities to discover science meanims for
themselves. The challenge. to teachers is to help
young people learn to use these basic understandings
in new and constantly changing situations.

Scientific literacy is much more than the ac-
cumulation of factual information. The rapid changes
taking place in technology, and their implications to
daily life indicate that no one lives his entire life in
the kind of world in which he is born. Training
young people to live only for today is inadequate
in view of the continual changes that lie ahead. A
good science program provides opportunities for
children to think critically and creatively in coping
with new situations.

Many leaders in the field of science education
have expressed concern about teaching science in
ways that will provide meaningful orientation to our
rapidly increasing fund of scientific knowledge, Gen-
eral agreement exists between scientists aid edu-
cators that science content. though flexible, must be
carefully planned and organized to help young people
develop science understandings for themselves,

Scope
The scope of the elementary school science pro-

gram may be stated as follows::
Students should be led to discover concepts.
Students should develop and use self-learning
skills.
Science education should liberate curiosity.
Students should be led to discover the intrinsic
values inherent in science.

Students should be led to discover concepts. A
concept is defined in this Guide as an abstraction
that "applies to a class or group of objects which
have certain qualities in common."0

Discovering, hypothesizing, and verifying are ac-
tivities in which everyone participates in daily life.
The use of concepts that result from these processes
develops in children a growing awareness of them-
selves, and encourages them to want to "find out
about things." The concepts and degrees of under-
standing of the concepts depend upon the child's past
experiences and the information accumulated as he
interacts with his environment,

Children can formulate concepts and make gen-
eralwations when they are encouraged to pursue their
problems through to conclusions satisfying to them.
Their understandings of conclusions function as con-
cepts which may he verbalized or nonverbahzed and
used as a basis for refining concepts arising from
additional experience s. or in stating generalizations.

The role of the teacher is one of guiding and en-
couraging children to explore, question, and formu-
late conclusions based on their experiences. This
technique is quite different from telling children
about an experience and then asking them to repeat
nr ver;fv the concept already given to them. Al-
though the latter technique is concise, easy. and fast,
it is not as meaningful or conducive to real under-
standings as the first technique.

Students should develop and use self-learning
skit's. To remain scientifically literate for life de-
pends on the ability of an individual to learn for
himself. Skills for learning about the environment
are best acquired when children are allowed to ob-
serve, inquire, and explore for themselves. There
is no one scientific method which is universally used
but there are many logical approaches by which
accurate insights may be gained. Children should be
encouraged to try different ways to learn and to
develop many self-learning skills.

An elaboration of specific skills which are used
in science is made under 'Processes" in this section
of the Guide.

Science education should liberate curiosity. The
child is innately curious about many things, An
imaginative program will expose the many wonder-
ments which exist in the universe, An objective of
instruction is to liberate the individual's curiosity
and foster his concern about many things in the world
around him. Science may be regarded as a disciplined
form of human curiosity..

Students should be led to discover the intrinsic
values used in science. Intellectual honesty is CSSell-
tiai to the scientific enterprise. Faith in rational
thinking, idea sharing, and humaneness evidence a
belief in the potential of the observer and in the
discoverability of the observable universe if thought
is reinforced by experimentation.. Honesty. faith. and
other such values are not new but they persist be-
cause they work.. As a result of these and other
such values, science is the international enterprise
in which ideas are most nearly shared regardless of
race, religion, creed, or nationality, The chief motive
for becoming a scientist is a reverence for and a
wonder about the universe and its phenomena of
which we are a part.

(0 National Society for the Study of Education. Part 1, Learning and lactTuction, Forty-Ninth Yearbook,, the Association, Chicago,
1950, p., 106.
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Structure
The major effort of local science eurriulurn com-

mittees and classroom teacheis will be to organize
the final structuie (If the science program. Tiadi-
tionally, this organization has centered around the
coytage of topic:II or conceptual outlines with
hosen areas designated for certain erade
There are several reasons for omitting such an outline
from tills Guide;

First, the explosion of knowledge and its impact
on at hanging society makes entirely inadequate the
limitation of teaching to the presentation of current
knowledge. To remain scientifieally literate for life,
citizens will need to las able to understand and as-
similate to some degree. the confrontations Of un-
familizir situations. New developments and ideas are
continually found in current literature. When they
are appropriate, they should also be presented as part
Of the science program.

Science phenomena are an integral part of every-
(lay living. For the most part the content of science
should be selected from situations which are related
to the child's normal environment. For this reason
spience topics will (diet) depend on the geographical
location and the cultural and soio-economic condi-
tams of the local community, Current developments
on a national scale also require local committees to
be alert to new curriculum materials whir': are be-
coming available The use of these ilVW materials is
encouraged after they have been arefully studied
and only if th( v harmonize with the philosophy of
the local urriculum. The results of pilot studies and
field testing in Oregon schools should be shared with
all teachers in Ow state and used as a guide in
planning programs

Authorities rree that there are a limited number
of basic canceptuisl sell: tiles which underlie natural
phenomena These conceptual seheines permeate all
areas of science 1111(1 reflect the unity of science as
we perceive it in life, Regardless of the topic heing
studied. it is most important that, an increasingly
sophisticated understanding of these ideas is de-
veloped as the child matures.

It is not the purpose of the science program to
teach the major conceptual schemes. The science
program (K-12) is designed to provide experiences
which give children deeper insight into the sehemes.
As in other areas of the curriculum, it is the pro-
fessional responsibility of the teacher to ascertain
the maturity level of the child and to guide him in
developing a better understanding of the basic
SCIIPMCS.

MAJOR CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES

The following aro some of the major conceptual
schemes miderlyin.g natural phenomena as identified
b v the National Science Teachers Association Cur-
riculum Committee:

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME I, ALL MATTER IS COM-
POSED OF UNITS CALLED FUNDAMENTAL
PARTICLES: UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS

THESE IJ CAN IW TRA'SSF01111114:1)
INTO ENERGY AND VICE -VERSA

Matter makes up zitl living iind things
in the 1III1VcrsC. Maticr involved in all chemical
and physical changes To develop a fundamental
uaderstanding of the changes and interactions found
ill the (svironment, it is necessary to dcVelop a
roticepttinl model of matter and the organization of
its part ides,

The-building blocks" of matter are zitoms. Atoms
in tin n ate' made Of many kinds of particles* Of these
the- electron. protan. and neutron are the morc stable
p,11 tides.

Studies of nuclear and iitomie reautions show a
relatiHiship between matter and enei gY. trotter
special Illattirs Can hts tr.lns fns Met Into
eliVI*L4V. Otlwr special ions ialrbeles
have been 'mina ialized from forms of energy

Although teachers have often underestimated the
capabilities of children. it is questionable that manly
elementary school children are capable of forming
an acurate pereeplual model of the atom and its sub-
atomic' particles It is suggested that young Children
bocointo accinitinted with the lialtire substances and
mate' ials which are found readily in their environ-
ment Tills may involve investigation of the prop-
(sow::: of air., seeds, roks, ice, or any harmless sub-
stance or item. Eventually they gill explore zind
Slot 111(010s of atoms and their particles based oil
matter and energy transformations,

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME IL MATTER EXISTS IN
THE FORM OF UNITS WHICH CAN BE CLASSI-
FlE1) INTO HIERARCHIES OF ORGANIZATIONAL
LEVELS

To understand the order in the universe. it is
necessary to group different forms of matter into
organizational levels on the basis of similarities and
differences. For example, if electrons. protons, and
neutrons are regarded as fundamental particles, a
combination of these particles forms a higher organi-
zational level, namely the atom. Combinations of
atoms form molecules. This increasing complexity
of organization may give rise to any substance such
as ;tin zunnial, air or paint.

Young children need to have many opportunities
to examine matter as exhibited in a variety of ob-
jects. They need to group them according to criteria
which they develop. Activities may include gronning
a variety of objects in a table. the toys in a toy 1)U'
a group of living thaws. different rocks and minerals,
or the objects in the universe. These groupings or
classifications are often arbitrary- but, nonetheless,
they may he valid.

11.Torc sophisticated studies will examine the classi-
fication of hying things based on structure. Eventu-
ally, pupils need to understand the rlation,hins
hi'IWOOli ports Of living things such vs et 11:; tissues.
and ore:ans. They need to understand the tructure
or nrnwins and nucleic acids which are O.., chemical

hlofsks of living
Individuals who can identify the component parts'

of a system and or them into groups accordina
to similarities and differences are more apt to organ-
ize meaningful patterns in life situations.

r NAttcrnal Science Teachers A,soct.ition. Theorq Into Action In Science Curriculum Development. the A,:soct.itton. Washington.
D C, 1964. p 20
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CONCEPTUAL SCHEME III. THE BEHAVIOR OF
MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE CAN BE DESCRIBED
ON A STATISTICAL BASIS.T

The description and prediction of the behavior of
matter or of animals requires the use of measurement
and statistics. Although higher mathematics is re-
quired for sophisticated descriptions of matter, quan-
titative measurement and analysis can be used with
elementary school children to describe and to predict,
For example, to describe a ball as being large means
little unless it is compared with some known unit
of measurement.. To describe a ball as being larger
than a tennis ball has added meaning to those who
can visualize a tennis ball. Children in the early
years of elemeotaly school can be trained to give
more accurate descriptions based on a given frame
of reference or on some unit of measurement,

In the classroom program, data should be collected
find analyzed to form a sound basis for prediction.
Young children can measure the length and positions
of shadows during the day. They can record the
number of swings per minute of a pendulum when
its string is at different lengths, With a given animal
they may' record the number of particular responses
of behavior to a given stimulus and make judgments
based on the data, Many meaningful experiences
relating to this concept can be found for any level of
study.

The ability to predict and to form a basis for judg-
ment arises from the collection of statistical data
and its analysis. For example, by flipping a coin
many times, it is possible to predict that a coin will
show "heads" or "tails" about 50 percent of the time.
It is impossible to predict what any single toss will
be. As the student matures. he should use more
refined ways to measure, collect data, and use mathe-
matical analysis to form generalizations.

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME IV, UNITS OF MATTER
INTERACT, THE BASES OF ALL ORDINARY
INTERACTIONS ARE ELECTROMAGNETIC,
GRAVITATIONAL. AND NUCLEAR FORCES

Forces (pushes or pulls) in the universe include
those which are gravitational, magnetic, electrical.
and nuclear, Gravitational force is a property of
all matter. Small quantities of matter. such as the
human body or a book, have gravitational fields. but
they are too small to be measured with ordinary
instruments, The gravitational force of a large ob-
ject, like the earth, is often taken for granted. This
force was discovered only about 300 years ago.
Gravitational force determines the motions of all
spatial bodies,

Magnetic force is evident between certain sub-
stances, such as iron, nickel, and cobalt. This force
plays an important role in our daily lives, especially
in electrical appliances.

Although all of the interactions between matter
in our environment take place in a gravitational field.
the direct interactions of substances and objects
within this field are manifestations of electrical force,
Chemical reactions, including those in the biological
system, involve an electrical force. Thus, the force
of a contracting muscle can be traced to the electrical

(i) latd.
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f1 CT' inherent in the chemical units w.ithin the
inti,cle cell

Children cannot help but work within the frame-
unt k of tine] acting matter ;And the naves involved
They :.:Iiiiild euntintially develop better ways- to de-
tect, tEll'aStIre,. and understand the nature. of the
diffeient forces.

CONCEPTUAL. SCHEME V. ALL INTERACTING
UNITS OF MATTER TEND TOWARD EQUILIB-
RIUM STATES IN WHICH TIIE ENERGY CON-
TENT (ENTHALPY) IS A MINIMUM AND THE
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION (ENTROPY) IS MOST
RANDOM. IN' THE PROCESS OF ATTAINING
EQUILIBRIUM. ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS OR
MATTER TRANSFORMATIONS OR MATTER-
ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS OCCUR. NEVER-
THELESS. THE SUM OF ENERGY AND MATTER
IN THE UNIVERSE REMAINS CONSTANT.11

Interacting matter tends to reach an equilibrium
state. A falling object. for example. continues to
fall until it comes to rest. At rest the farces within
the system are equal and the system becomes rela-
tively static. During a chemical reaction, matter and
energy are undergoing transformations which ap-
proach an equilibrium state when the reaction is
complete. Although some of the energy may be lost
to tlw air, the total amount of matter and energy in
the system remains constant.

An important part of any science study will be
to account for matter and energy which go into
transformations. When children study digestion or
any other chemical change, they should begin to
understand the role of matter and energy. They
should understand that some food is eaten to provide
energy to sustain the life processes and that food is
also needed to replace or build body tissues. When
they observe physical interactions which may in-
volve weather changes, collisions. and motion, they
should begin to think in terms of energy transfer:

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME VI. ONE OF THE FORMS
OF ENERGY IS THE MOTION OF UNITS OF MAT-
TER. SUCH MOTION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR HEAT
AND TEMPERATURE AND FOR TIIE STATES OF
MATTER: SOLID, LIQUID, AND GASEOUS.'

The kinetic-molecular theory of matter assumes
that matter is made up of units called -molecules"
and that these molecules zire in constant motion..
This mechanical model of matter helps explain the
pressure exerted by a gas. the notions about heat,
and the phases of matter (solid.. liquid. and gas)

An enclosed balloon, for example-, tends to re-
main the same size at any given time, In other words,
the air pressure within the balloon remains constant,
When heated, the balloon expands. Very briefly. the
energy (heat) was transferred to the moving mole-
cules of the gas. This added energy increasA the
motions of the molecules which, in turn, caused them
to move farther apart and the gas xnanded, If
allowed to cool, the molecilles of gas would lose same
of their energy The motion of each molecule would
decrease and the gas would contract,



The bombardment of the- moving molecules within
the balloon is at random but their numbers are so
great that the net result is a steady pressure.

The following paragraph from Theory Into Action
points out many other examples.

The motion of particles, or units of matter, plays a
major role in a wide range of phenomena The entire field
of current electricity (electrodynamics) is based upon the
motion of charged particles. Diffusion Phenomena in gases
and liquids. and across permeable membranes. are accounted
for in terms of kinetic theory:, the motion of ions,, which
plays so important a role in the biochemistry of living
systems, involves both kinetic theory and electrtc field
theory Chemical kinetics. the study of the velocity and
mechanism with which chemical reactions occur. depends
upon the motions of molecules and ions. The oscillation of
electric charges in a radio antenna gives rise to electromag-
netic radiation. r)ifferential heating and cooling of groups
Of molecules in the atmosphere gives rise to winds. and other
changes in molecular kinetic energy account for most of the
phenomena we class under weather These are but a few
examples of the various ways that the motion of units of
matter is used to account for the organization and behavior
of physical and biological systems.0

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME VII. ALL MATTER EX-
ISTS IN TIME AND SPACE AND, SINCE INTER-
ACTIONS OCCUR AMONG ITS UNITS, MATTER
IS SUBJECT IN SOME DEGREE TO CHANGES
WITH TIME. SUCH CHANGES MAY OCCUR AT
VARIOUS RATES AND IN VARIOUS PATTERNS.?

Change is inherent when there is an interaction
between different matter.. A simple example is found
in the process of digestion. When food is digested,
the units of matter which comprise the food are
changed into a form which may become part of the
human body, All of the fundamental units of the
original matter are still present. They have only been
changed in their form, properties, and position. It is
important to note that these changes occurred in a
definite time sequence.

This succession of events can be continued to
include the eventual death of the living organism
and the decay of its tissues into nonliving units of
matter. Eventually, it may become a part of an-
other tissue and the change continues.

Young children may make gross observations re-
garding the bare winter twig and thick summer
foliage. The more advanced students will examine
the details of growth and the continuity of life. Be-
ginning students may examine their gross observa-
tions of food chains, while the advanced student will
examine the energy and matter interactions of di-
gestion. Still another important example is the study
of life through the ages and the systematic changes
that have come about during geologic epochs.

The preceding brief descriptions give a very
superficial idea of the seven conceptual schemes
which may form the basic structure around which a
K-12 science curriculum may be constructed. They
are so brief that it would be most inadequate to
teach them verbatim.

SUBCONCEPTS OF MAJOR SCHEMES

Many subconcepts of varying levels of difficulty
can be categorized under each of the major schemes.
It is recommended that the science curriculum be

(1, MC, p. 28
0 Ibid., p. 20.

developed around depth studies which examine sub-
concepts of the major schemes. The sample chart on
page 78 illustrates a suggested format which may
be used to organize a local curriculum. The units
of study have been arbitrarily selected from the De-
partment of Education handbook Science for Oregon
Schools, K-12. Local districts may wish to develop
similar charts by grade levels for teacher usage.

The chart contains a few subconcepts that could
be discovered by children during the unit or modular
study. Many other subconcepts may be encountered
in their readings and independent studies. Space
does not permit the inclusion of a more compre-
hensive list It should be clearly understood that
concepts are understood at different levels of so-
phistication. Effective teaching results in better
understanding for all children at all levels.

Please note that the coverage of topics is flexible
and that the emphasis of learning is on gaining a
deeper insight into major conceptual schemes Al-
though the coverage of many science topics has been
de-emphasized, it is suggested that ail students be
exposed to experiences in the major divisions of
science which include living things, matter and
energy, and earth and space studies.

Processes

Science education involves more than an organized
body of knowledge which is held together by con-
ceptual schemes. It also involves processes, Scientific
literacy requires both an understanding of the con-
ceptual schemes and proficiency in the processes
involved in scientific investigations. Some processes
are more basic than others and need to be developed
early in the science program_ Teachers are urged to
provide opportunities for children to develop the
following processes:

ObservingUsing all of the senses:* hearing, see-
ing, tasting, smelling, feeling.
ClassifyingIdentifying objects or ideas and
classifying them into groups according to similari-
ties and differences. Children are encouraged to
invent their own systems.
MeasuringUsing both standard units of measure-
ments or invented units. children should have
experience in measuring quantities (length,
weight, volume, time, temperature, etc.)
PredictingMany children guess with little diffi-
culty. Prediction. however, requires a higher level
of thinking. Predictions are also based on some
known data or evidence. Simple graphs and
charts are helpful for children to use as a basis
for prediction.
inferring--The ability to infer is basic to the
formulation of hypotheses, Children can learn to
infer when they can distinguish between an
observation itself and an inference about an
observation,
CommunicatingClear and precise communica-
tion is essential in science. There should be many
opportunities for children to communicate orally,
with graphs. with pictures. and, when able, i:i
their writings,
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I-CONCEPTUAL
SCHEMES

Secondary School Units
*rotated to the Physical
Sciences

Secondary School Units
Related to the Biologi-
cal Seees

Mystery Powders

Behavior of Meal
Worms

Observing Weather

ltet ks

Griming Seeds

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME I

(Examples)

(See page 75)

Through the action of nu-
clear and electrical iorces,
protons. electrons. and
neutrons associate to pro-
duce atoms

Digestion results in mole-
cules that cells can use
for energy and that cells
can use to make their
own specific structure.

White powders may have
different characteristics

Substances can be iden-
tified by their physical
properties There are
many hinds of materials

Air is real Water
evaporates into the air

Rocks differ in their com-
position and properties

EXAMPLES OF SUBCONCEPTS

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME U

(Examples)

(See page 75)

All matter is composed
of single elements or
combinations of several
elements and can he ana-
lyzed into these constitu-
ents by chemical proc-
esses

In general., living things
give evidence of a definite
progression from simple
to complex forms.

Matter exists as elements,
compounds, and mixtures

Meat worms. belong le one
particular prom) of ani-
mals because the are all
alike

There are different kinds
of clouds in the air

Rocks can be grouped ac-
cording to similarities and
differences

Seeds can be classified

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME III

(Examples)

(See Rage 76)

In a gas the molecules
move at random with a
mean energy proportional
to the absolute tempera-
ture.

Living things are not
distributed uniformly or
at random over the sur-
faces of the earth, but are
found in definite rones
and local regions where
conditions are favorable
to their survival

White powders can be
identified with chemical
tests

Meal worm behavior can
be analyzed on a statisti-
cal basis

Atmospheric conditions
can he measured There
are local weather patterns

Plant growth ran he meas-
ured Plants gross at
different rates

FROM CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME IV

(Examples)

(See page 76)

Two bodies attract one an-
other with a force which
is directly proportional to
their masses and inversely
proportional to the square
of the distance between
their centers of Mass

Changes in the genetic
code determine the
changes which occur en

living things

Air can exert a force
Air moves from one

place to another

Some chemicals react on
sonic rocks

Roots tend to grow down
stems tend to grow up-

ward

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME V

(Examples)

(See page 76)

A fluid has a tendency to
move from a region of
higher pressure to one of
lower pressure the great-
er the difference, the
faster the movement

In a living organism,
adaptation of action anti
adaptation of structure
and function are neces-
sary for survival

Chemical reactions reach
an equilibrium

Meal worms react to Aim,
oh Meal worms meet
a particular kind of food
to ltst and to carry on
life in ocesses

Clouds and rain form in
the atmosphere

Plants need water to grow
Corn seeds can germi-

nate without soil

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME VI

(Examples)

(See page 76)

Solids arc liquefied and
!MOWN are vaporwed by
heat., the amount of heat
used is specific for a
given mass and a given
substance

Food, oxygen, certain
optimal conditions of tem-
perature, moisture, and
light are essential to the
life of most living things

Water exists in different
forms treat eau.cs
water to evaporate more

kly Water con-
di uses On cold objects

Solids have a definite
size and shape

CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME VII

(Examples)

(See page 77)

The nuclei of radio-active
sub.tanees undergo tran.-
formation to a new state
with time

laving thittgs have a hang-
ed in the past and con-
tinue to change

A chi mical change takes
plat e wto ii nor.' products
are forint it

Mal worms are a stage
in the life cycl of a

beetle The rate at
why h meal worms c hang..
form dept nris on envoroni-
mental conditions

AtITIO,Pherli COT1 I t ions
thani,e

Seeds take time to grni.
nabs Seeds grow into
plants Plants take time
to grow



The following processes are more complex and
are dependent on the foregoing processes.

Formulating HypothesesAnswers to many in-
quiries are simple. Many questions may be
answered by asking an authority or by referring
to the proper book or reference material. Answers
to other inquiries require much further scrutiny.
The child's initial general observations and in-
formal manipulations may result in an attempt to
investigate further or to experiment. A hypothe-
sis based on his premilinary experience and his
inferences is necessary to establish the direction
of his efforts. Formulating intelligent hypotheses
requires practice.
ExperimentingExperimenting, as opposed to
verifying, indicates a quest for an understanding
of an uncertain phenomenon or an answer to an
unsolved problem. The orzanization of this task
is usually complex and takes many forms.. One
important aspect of such activity is the setting up
of controls with which experimental results may
be compared,
interpreting DataThrough observation and
measurement, children will collect data Can they
organize and interpret these findings?

Resource Materials
The materials used in science instruction may

vary from simple to complex. Materials and equip-
ment are valuable. only as they are useful in helping
a child to discover meaning, or to clarify or enlarge
a concept, Materials should not dictate the program.
Sufficent equipment is essential, however, to broaden
the possibilities for study.

The facilities of the instructional materials center,
the school or community library, and multiple text-
books offer types of resources.

In the discovery approach to science learning, the
text becomes a friend, not a master. It is a source
of specific factual knowledge, ideas, techniques. and
illustrations. This source is tapped as the need arises,

The use of a text, as a day-by-day lesson plan
will tend to destroy the discovery potential in a class.
Used as a familiar resource, it has considerable value:
used as a map for "where we are going." it is self-
limiting in its usefulness.

Many simple household items can become science
equipment.. Simple equipment is usually sufficient
for elementary school projects, but many commercial
items of equipment and supplies arc available. A
variety of resources enrich the environment for chil-
dren and broaden the possibilities of science under-
standings. Other items from the total environment
will provide materials for observation,

Evaluation
PROGRAM

In evaluating a science program-
1. Purposes of evaluation must be clearly stated,
2. A variety of evaluation techniques should be em-

ployed,
3, Evaluation should be made in terms of how ef-

fective the teaching has been.

4. Evaluation should be made in terms of how care-
fully the planning has been done,

5. Evaluation should be made of the types of concepts
children are learning.

6 Evaluation should be made of the depth of chil-
dren's learning..

7, Evaluation should be made of the variety of re-
sources available.
Cooperative evaluation by pupils and teacher and

by teacher and school administrator(s) is essential
to good program planning. In addition, each teacher
must constantly evaluate the program, teaching tech-
niques. and what pupils have learned in terms of
the goals for science education,

SCOPE AND CONTENT

When the scope and content of the program is
evaluated, questions such as these may be considered.
Is the program developed so that pupils-
1. Have an acquaintance with and an understanding

of the natural environment?
2. Are developing competence in applying problem

solving techniques to problem situations?
3. Are developing a functional and a more sophisti-

cated understanding of the major conceptual
schemes?

4. Have an appreciation of the aesthetic and orderly
qualities of natural phenomena?

5. Are encouraged to search for truth as we know it
by applying objectivity, reason. observation, and
experimentation to their work?

6. Are encouraged to use first-hand experiences in
the learning process?

7. Have a widened interest range in daily experi-
ences?

8, Are improving their ability to observe. classify,
measure. predict. infer, communicate. interpret,
hypothesize. and experiment?

INSTRUCTION

Questions related to providing opportunities for
pupils to participate successfully and continuously in
the learning act must always be considered by a
teacher as he plans and as he teaches, Questions such
as the following may be helpful.
1 To what extent is provision made for direct ex-

periences that extend pupils' concepts and en-
courage their curiosity?

2, To what extent is the environment planned to
motivate pupils to ask questions which will
probably turn up data?

3. What evidence is there that the questions will
direct pupils' attention so they may discover exist-
ing relationships?

4. To what extent are the teaching plans problem
oriented?

5. What evidence is there that the classroom climat,
is permissive to the expression of pupils' ideas?

6, To what extent is time really allowed for think-
ing?

7, What evidence is there to indicate that provision
is made for the pupil to discover situations where
newly learned skills and knowledges are applied?
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Physical Education

The physical education program is a planned pro-
gram of educating the child physically.: A sound
physical education program can and should comple-
ment any and all academic programs, Motor re-
sponses of a child are the earliest behavior responses
of the human organism and represent the beginning
of a long process of development and learning,
Through these first physical explorations, the child
begins to find out about himself and the world
around him.. His experimentation and his motor
learning become the foundation upon which knowl-
edge is built, Many studies indicate that early child-
hood mental and physical activities are closely re-
lated, and motor activities play a major role in intel-
lectual development. To a large extent, all forms of
higher behavior develop out of z-nd have their roots
in some phase of motor learning.

Scope

Directed physical education activities are designed
to assist each pupil in becoming a harmoniously inte-
grated individual physically, mentally, emotionally,
and socially,

The particular application of this goal for physical
education is in the areas of biological growth, neuro-
muscular development, and social
development.

and emotional

Biological Growth
Development of

optimal organic functioning
skeletal strength
muscular strength
endurance
symmetry.

Neuromuscular Development
Development of

organic vigor agility
normal symmetrical growth balance
good posture flexibility
strength relaxation
endurance
speed

coordination.

Social and Emotional Development
Development of

human relationships
self-realization
economic efficiency
civic responsibility.
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Directed physical education activities will aid
students in the development of

self-control
self-direction
assumption of responsibility as leaders and fol-

lowers
sportsmanlike attitudes toward defeat and victory
a desire for health and physical fitness
an appreciation of health and physical fitness.

Instruction
The scope is realized through the physical educa-

tion program which may be diagrammed as follows:,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Oregon elementary schools are expected to de-
velop physical education programs with 100 percent
participation of pupils. A daily program of directed
physical education activities in addition to physical
activities during recess, after school hours, or during
noon hours is necessary to meet this goal. Such a
program should include at least 20 minutes of active
physical education for boys and girls in grades K-3,
25-35 minutes for pupils in grades 4-6, and at least
35-45 minutes daily for pupils in grades 7-8. Physi-
cal education instruction should be scheduled sepa-
rately from that of other areas of the curriculum.

The complete scope and sequence for physical
education as adopted by the State Board of Education
on February 14, 1962, is given on pages 82 and 83.

Assistance in planning a program, directions for
games, and activities, and instructional suggestions
will be found in the latest edition of the publication
Physical Education in Oregon Elementary Schools
issued by the State Department of Education.

INTRAMURAL PROGRAM

After a school has developed a sound physical
education program that has continuity, progression,
and a planned program of evaluation, consideration
may be given to an intramural program. An intra-
mural program refers to competitive sports and ac-
tivities carried on outside the regular physical
education class in which all participants are in the
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same school. These activities often grow directly
out of the instructional program and provide further
opportunities for children to use their skills in con-
trolled, regulated activities, but on a voluntary basis,
The physical activity needs of most children will be
met through their basic physical education programs
and their intramural programs.

ATHLETICS PROGRAM

After a school has developed a successful program
in physical education and intramurals, it may give
consideration to extramurals and interschool athletic
competition, This program is for the student who
would like to excel in physical activities. Such a
program provides proper guidance and direction from
school authorities for pupils talented or gifted in
physical activities. Further information on athietics
programs may be found in the State Department of
Education's publication, Principles and Poltcies for
Athletics in Grades 6, 7, and 8 in Oregon Schools,
1962.,

Health Education

The general purpose of health education is to
assist in the optimum development of adequate
understandings, wholesome attitudes, and desirable
practices relating to the mental. physical, social, and
emotional health of the individual, his family, and
his community.

Scope and Sequence
The scope of the program is organized under the

following four major headings:
Personal HealthTo help prepare the individual
to become intelligently self-directing in health
matters relating to structure and function of the
body, personal hygiene and grooming, nutrition.
wholesome activity and rest, and the choice and
use of health products and services,
Community HealthTo help prepare the indi-
vidual to assume his role as a responsible mem-
ber of his community in matters relating to com-
municable and noncommunicable diseases, health
services and agencies, sanitation, and vocational
opportunities in the field of health.
Mental HealthTo give the individual a better
understanding of himself and others and to de-
velop desirable personality and character traits
which will enable the individual to live harmoni-
ously as a membc r of a family and of society. To
develop desirable attitudes and practices relating
to the health effects of alcohol, other narcotics,
and tobacco based upon the most recent scientific.
findings.
Safe LivingTo develop in the individual de-
sirable attitudes and practices relating to his

safety and that of others, through an awareness
and prevention of common hazards, and to de-
velop ability in first aid.`i*

The complete scope and sequence for health edu-
cation as adopted by the State Board of Education on
February 14. 1962, is given on page 84.

Content
The role of the teacher in health education is one

of helping children to fully appreciate that good
health is baste and essential to successful living,
Without good health, few persons attain their ob-
jectives in life.

In order to develop good health and safety habits
and practices, children need to have a background
of accurate, scientific information:* to develop de-
sirable attitudes; and to develop an appreciation of
the values of good health. Health knowledge should
include information relative to personal health and
the health services available in the community. A
study of local community health problems which
may still be unsolved might be a profitable and prac-
tical approach to the curriculum. particularly for
upper-grade elementary school boys and girls.

The teacher should encourage the child to see
the relationship of good health habits and practices
to his everyday life at home, at school, and in the
community. No amount of knowledge will improve
health unless the knowledge is applied. Practices
selected for study should emphasize those with
choices which need to be made often but which are
not wholly repetitious. Health instruction is often
most effective when taught in individual units of
study rather than as class projects. In this way the
problems of particular value to youngsters may be
answered, and health education may become a real
part of one's behavior.®

Instruction
The health education program must be carefully

planned if it is to achieve its broad purpose. The
health education program makes use of a wide
variety of instructional resources. These resources
may include field trips: people'. films and filmstrips;
television and radio programs: dramatizations; and
printed material including magazines, brochures. and
a variety of textbooks. The textbook is often better
used as a resource to the project under consideration
than as a reader to be read "around the. class.,"

There may be opportunities for children to ex-
periment and, through their own study. to discover
and state basic health concepts for themselves. Con-
cepts thus stated are often more meaningful and are
better understood than those which are developed
through the teacher's lecturing.

The unit approach is especially well suited to
health instruction and is recommended as a way of
planning health education programs., Health units
thus developed are often closely related to science.

ON From the scope and sequence for health education adopted by the State Board of Education in 1962
60 For assistance in planning th? elcmentarY school health Program, see the latest edition of the DcPartment's

in Oregon Elementary Schools.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

GRADES K, 1, 2, 3 GRADES 4, 5, 6 GRADES 7, 8
Desired Physical Desired Physical Desired Physical

Activities Outcomes Other Outcomes Activities Outcomes Other Outcomes Activities Outcomes Other Outcomes

Basic skills of Relaxation Safety Basic skills of Improvement m. Safety Basic skills of Muscular Safety
movement Strength Enjoyment movement Strength En toj ment movement strength and Joy in competition
(walk, jump,
run. leap.

Endurance
Skills

Self-con fidence
Courage

Exercises
Stunts

muscular)
Coordination

Sclf-confidence
Courage

Exercises
Progressive resist-

endurance
(especially of

Satisfaction in
accomplishment

climb. etc ) Good posture Feet satisfaction Tumbling Endurance Sal i$faetion in ance exercises the trunk. Good
Simple stunts
Tumbling

Flexibility of accomplish-
ment

Simple apparatus
Trot and field

(muscular)
Skill

accomplishments
Knowledge of basic

(weights for boys)
GN iirri,r,tus tum-

arms,
shoulders)

sportsmanship
Aggressiveness

( sire pie Combative), ( ele- Good posture track and field bling stunts Coordination Cooperation
Use of apparatus
Rope jumping

mentary forms) and body
mechanics

Relaxation
Flexibility
Balance
Cardio-

respiratory
endurance

rules
Knowledge of

proper safety
procedures

Understand the
purpose of
warinups

Use and care of
equipment

apparatus,
pyramids

Corribatives hand
wrestle. Inchan
wrestle, rooster
fight, etc
wrestling (boys)

Track and field

Agility
Balance
Skills
Flexibility
Symmetrical

growth
Organic vigor
Cardio-

respiratory
endurance

Alertness

Posture

Fundamentals of Beauty of Enjoyment Fundamentals of Beauty of Joy of movement Review of funda- Ability to keep Poise and self-
moviment movement Self-exprescion movement movement Self-expression mentals of time to music confidence
(walk, skip,
jump hop,
run, leap.

Body control
Abilit to keep

time to music

Concepts of
rhythm

Social

Creative rhythms
Folk dances
Square dances

Body control
Keeping time to

music

Poise
Concepts of spatial

relationships in

movement
Folk dances (inter-

mediate)

Beauty of move-
ment and body
control

Understanding of
own and other
cultures

f,,allop. slide) Good posture adjustment Marching Coordination the dance figures Square dances Cz,rd10- Courteous behav:or
Creative Coordination Overcoming Etiquette intermediate) respiratory Improved boy-girl

rhythms shyness Insight into own Social dances endurance relal ionships
(imitative. Etiquette and other cultures I beginning) Balance Recreational
identification,;
dramatic and
story play)

Moving through
spac. in vigor-
ous activities

Insight into
cultures of
other
countries

Creativity

improvement of
boy-girl
relationships

.Modern dance
Marching

Coordination carry-over

Singing games
Folk dances

(simple)

Games of low
organizat zon

Muscular
development

Entoyment
Sportsmanship

Group games,
'I

Endurance
cardio-

Reere.in, al., I
oVi.r s play dal s

Field hockey
modified I

Endurance
card:0-

Enio3ment of
competition

Examples Endurance Proper com- Dare base respiratory and ...ports ci<*si Bocci r respiratory Team spirit and
brownies and Agility petitive spirit Softball muscular En Field ball intiscular responsibility
fairies Improvement of Ability to Lead-up games to agility L. adership qualities Touch football Strength Cooperation

Classroom basic skills understand sports Improvement of Sportsmanship bo3. Increased knowl-
gamesBean Development of and follow Line soccer basic skills Coopitation with 4.011( % ball Coordination edge of rules.
bag throwing speed and directions Kick football and running peers Ba,kthall Growth strategy. tactics
for distance runnmg Learn to listen (boys) speed Abilitj to 'men to Broneho t 'g Organic vigor Increase self-

Cardio- Proper use of Newcomb Learning sports and follow three- Recreational games Inert a-ed
respiratory equipment Free-throw end skills I ions Bowling Safety habits Sportsmanship
development (care and ball Safety Apprteiation of Softball Appreciation of

safety) Long bail games 1:10,(.1)211 (boys) game
Recreational games.

Deck tennis
Shuffleboard
Horse shoes
Paddle tennis
Archery

Development of
learn spirit

Etijo merit of
corn petit ion

Knowledge of basic
rules, tactics,
strategy

Self-dibeipline

Archery
Golf
Tennis
Badminton

Recreational carry-
over int ra -
murals, sports
dab play das.
interscholastic
athletics (boys)

Proper care and
use of equipment

Proper care and use
of equipment

Increased leader-
ship ability



(Physical Education Scope and Sequence continued)

GRADES K, 1, 2, 3

Activities
Desired Physical

Outcomes Other Outcomes

GRADES 4, 5, 6

Activities
Desired Physical

Outcomes Other Outcomes

Simide
Large space

and
classroom

Examples:
Object-

passing
relay

Skipping or
hopping
relay

Simple
stunt relay

Endurance
Agility
Improvement of

basic skills
Running
Speed
Coordination

Enjoyment
Sports:nanshtp
Proper competi-

tive spirit
Ability to

understand
and follow
directions

Learn to listen

Recreatio.al
relays

Co-recreational
relays

Basic skills of team
sports

Coordination
Agility
Speed
Increased

degree of skill

GRADES 7, 8

Activities

Ability to organize
(for use in other
activities)

Team spirit
Joy of competition
Observe the rules
Sportsmanship

Desired Physical
Outcomes Other Outcomes

Relays (increased
level of difficulty
and via();

Sport skills rt lay s

Agility
Speed
Coordination
Increased skill

Team spirit
Sportsmanship
Cooperation
EMON ment of

competition
Ability to oiganue

(for use in out-
of-school
situations
picnics. Su- it
meetings. parties)

ar
(-I

Seven years of
age is the
desirable age
to learn to
swim if facili-
ties are
available

Basic Ewitnining
skills

How to care for
oneself is the
water

Respect for
water and its

dangers
Fun

Learn to swim
Elementary forms

of water safety
Boat safety

Ability to float
and tread
water

Ability to use
basic strokes

Ability to care
for oneself in
water

Pleasure
Self-confidence in

water
Rcsocet for water

and its dangers

Sinumng strokes
isntermediatei

Water safety
teelmsques

Water games
Diving
Junior life sa mg

instruction
Boat safety.

ocean
river
lake

Family camping
Field trips
Nature study
Simple fishing

skills

Woodcraft
Field trips and

Projects
Water safety
Gun safety
Fishing skills
Family earn ping
Conservation
Winter games'

fox and geese
sledding

Hiking

to use
firearms
safety

Proper use and
control of fire

Sanitary camp-
ing practices

Skill in winter
games

Survival in the
out-of-doors

Appreciation of tile
out -of- doors

Knowle dee of good
safety practices
in the out-of-
doors

Camiiing
techniques

Outdoor cooking
Conso at ion
1.5w and care of

firearms
Fly casting, bast

casting, spin
casting

Winter sports.
skiing
skating
niboeganing

Hiking

Card10-
respiratory
endurance

Increased skill
Ability to

handle small
craft

Rescue
techniques

Plea.r -e
Enjo.tnent of

compel it ion
Respect for water

and know/edge of
its dangers

Abilntt to set up
a camp. build
and conirt
fire. and cook
an outdoor
meal

Ability to pace
and mem-tire
distance and
follow a trail

Ability to use
firearms
safely and to
care for them
properly

Know and observe
rules and regula-
tions governing
life in the Out-of-
doors

Know how to
select. use and
care for outdoor
equipment

00 NOT Teachers In need of the scope ond Celitlettte for Chides 9- 12 should request a Ph% %feat Education Scope and Sequence Chart from tbn di-at,et or inti. rim dant. twat .ition
1.4 district .upci mtendent This chat t else, the complete -.4,epe and sequent e for physical education in grades K-12



Areas Units* Grades K, 1, 2, 3

HEALTH EDUCATION SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7
PERSONAL
HYGIENE

NUTRITION

WHOLESOME
ACTIVITY

AND
REST

CHOICk. AND
USE OF
HEALTH

SERVICES AND
HEALTH

PRACTICES

Body care Clothes care
Attitude of self-appraisal
relative to personal Prac-
tices and posture.
Development of good eat-
ing practices. Sanitation
and transportation in
handling food. Variety Of
foods in the diet.
Need for wholesome
physical activity. rest,
sleep and relaxation.

Value and care of the
special senses Care of
hair, nails, skin, and
teeth.

Nutritional needs.
Food selection when
eating between meals
School lunch.

Relationship of
muscles and bones to
posture and move-
ment.

Discussion of medical
and dental examina-
tions

Individual practices
and their intcrrelatiOn-
ship to home. school,
and community.
Processing of

Dental health. Special
senses.

food. Digestion. assimilation.
and excretion.

Relationship of whole-
some activity to muscular
and skeletal growth Need
for varied activities, and
relaxation.

Grade 8
Human growth and devel-
opment. and individual
differences Grooming
(10 class periods)

Relationship of whole-
some activity to the de-
velopment of skeletal.
muscular, circulatory.
respiratory. and excretory
systems Need for rest.
sleep. relaxation. and
recreation (25 class per-
iods)

PREVENTION
AND CONTROL

OF DISEASE

COMMUNITY
HEALTH

SERVICES
AND

AGENCIES

Individual responsibility
for community health
practices

Health Sanitation. Pro-
tection

Water and food sanita-
tion.

Development of modern
disease prevention.

Contributions of organiza-
tions and agencies Dis-
posal of waste materials.
(10 class periods)

PERSONALITY
AND

CHARACTER
DEVELOP-

MENT.
INDIVIDUAL

ADJUSTMENTS
TO SOCIETY.
AND FAMILY

LIVING

ALCOHOL,
OTHER

NARCOTICS
AND TOBACCO

z

IUK

COMMUNITY
tf)

Outgrowth of self-center-
ed feelings Social co-
operation. Independence

Sportsmanship andfair play Clean
thoughts and moral
values

Effects of alcohol and
toboece on the body
( Taught with nutri-
tion)

Characteristics of
growth Emotional
control Getting along
with others. Responsi-
bility.

Nature and effects of al-
cohol, tobacco, other nar-
cotics and drugs Analysis
of advertising. Laws and
regulations (10 class
periods)

Making friends Getting
along with mcmt-'crs of
the family Courtesy and
good manners (5 class
periods)

HOME
SAFETY

SCHOOL
SAFETY

SAFETY

Emphasis on burns. falls.
poisons. electrical and
play hazards.

Playground. gymnasium.
hallway. classroom. bus
Safety patrol rules Fire
drills. Civil defense drills

Pedestrian safety Stran-
gers Animals.

tiicycle safety

Cann) safety Water
safety.

K. 1, 2, :t. 4The topics outlined should be taught as integrated materials

Emphasis on electrical
hazards and preven-
tion of fires. falls. and
burns. Civil defense.
Emphasis on fire,
playground, gymnasi-
um. and hallway Safe-
tN patrol Civil de-
fense

Civil defense.

Introduction to first aid

Water safety and small
craft

Personal and mechanical
causes of accidents (3
class periods)

Safety in school activities
-- physical education.
shop. athletics, fire drills
(2 class periods)

Safe use of firearms
Hunter safety Safety re-
lating to Explosives, fire-
works. rockets and blast-
ing caps. (JO class periods)

Civil defense (Taught
with first aid )

Red Cross Junior First-
Aid course (15 class peri-
ods)



and to social studies. Sometimes concepts developed
in science or in social studies are so closely related
to health units that they may be directly or in-
directly involved in the health education program.

Health and physical education are closely related.
In the health class children discover the need for
physical education activities. Learning to relax and
to balance types of activities is important through-
out life. This knowledge may also be related to
leisure time recreation, perhaps leading to the de-
velopment of skills and attitudes used throughout
life.

Evaluation

Perhaps more than in any other area of the
instructional program, instruction in health can be
evaluated by changes noted in specific behavior. The
teacher should appraise the program in terms of
individual children,

Constant evaluation of the health needs of indi-
vidual children is essential. Answers to questions
such as the following will help the teacher to meas-

ure the effectiveness of instruction in health edu-
cation:,

How well is the program adapted to this particu-
lar locality?
How am I helping each child to be increasingly
aware of the factors which make for good health?
How am I helping each child to grow and develop
good personal health habits?
How well are children applying their knowledge
of safety?
How well do the children understand and ap-
preciate community services which contribute to
their health and well-being?
Are there evidences which would indicate that
problems of mental health are beginning to de-
velop?
Is the classroom environment conducive to the
development of healthy, happy, well-adjusted
children?
What evidences do I have that desirable attitudes
and habits are becoming a part of the child's life?
Have I used a wide variety of resources in plan-
ning the instructional program?
What evidences do I see in children's behavior to
indicate that they are applying their knowledge
of health education?
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Increasing interest in foreign languages has re-
sulted in the invoduction of FLES (Foreign Lan-
guag in the Elementary School) programs. Such
progi ants in the elementary school are not ends in
themselves. Successful programs reflect an unbroken
sequenc extending through grade twelve. Instruc-
tion in grades three and four, unless coordinated
with the upper grades, contributes very little toward
the education of the child, and it is doubtful whether
this type of program can be justified. However, as
part Of a six- or ten-year foreign language sequence,
the elementary school portion can make an important
contribution to the objectives of modern foreign
language instruction and to the educational develop-
ment of the child.

Scope

The scope of the foreign language program in the
elementary school is stated through its objectives.
These are:

Development of proficiency in the language
Appreciation of the culture from which the lan-
guage is derived

Skills
The four skirts to be developed in foreign language study

are listening comprehension.- speaking. reading. and writing.

Listening Comprehension
The student should understand the foreign language as it

is spoken by native speakers in situations similar to his own
experience. .

Speaking
The student should speak the foreign language in every-

da situation:, with reasonable fluency and correctness.; and
with pronunciation acceptable to a native speaker of the
language , .

Reading
The student should read the foreign language cavity and

without conscious translation He should be able to read
hooks and periodicals appropriate to his age level (biography,
history. geography. science, novels, shcrt stories*, poetry.
other nonfiction He should read rapidly for the sense a
the Wiry and more deliberately for fioAer understanding

Writing
The student should be able to write descriptions. reports.

and informal letters with clarity and correctness. C!)

It should be noted that these skills will not all be
attained at the elementary levelnor can they be
achieved in the traditional two-year high school
sequence. Success in FLES programs is in terms of
the contribution to the mastery of these language
skills in an extended language sequence. Initial steps

toward the attainment of these skills is taken at the
clernentary IeVel Where retitlItleSs: pox ail
and whew less emphasis is placed upon the reading
and writing skills. At the elementary level emphasis'
ts placed upon learning zictivities primaril based
upon gill) oral approach. From ii sequential program,
well planned FLES can make a genume contribution
to langtitige competency, ,end thus be an important
pail of the child's early education. The program
objectives place a heavy responsibility upon the
101,ES teacher and the school systc;fl to offer mole
than an explaratory program in which 11 few pin ases.
songs, and !.:,,rnes are taught. Exploratory test 1110 inn
of this nature should not be designated as "foreign
language- or confused with the objectives of a total
program.,

Initiating the Program
The third year of school is generally advocated

as the time to begin foreign language instruction.
It has 'wen demonstrated that these pupils can make
satisfactory progress in learning a second language
without recourse to formal grammar or literal trans-
lation. While there is some evidence to indicate that
boys and girls in kindergarten, first. and second
years in school can 'vain a second language, the
third year is recommended as the best time for
beginnmg foreign language instruction. Maturity,
language perception, and adjustment to the school
environment are developed further than at earlier
years.

It is recommended that foreign language instruc-
tion in the elementary school should not be imple-
mented unless the school system provides a continu-
ous program through the high school, Furthermore,
a school system should work first toward the estab-
lishment of the seven- twelve grade language se-
quence. This program max. then he extended to the
lower grades when the school system is committed
to and provides continuity of instruction by qualified
teachers.

When schools first implement a FLES program,
it is recommended that foreign language teachers
and administrators from all levels of instruction be
involved in the overall planning.. For any program.
it is important for teachers in the elementary and
secondary schools to plan articulation procedures: to
assist pupils in making a successful transition be-
tween elementary instruction and that offered in
the secondary school. One aspect of such planning
is to assure that children from a FLES program
Nk Ottit'i not be placed in the first-year course at the
high school. Such a practice would indicate that
either no learning has occurred at the elementary

Wilimarth H Starr, Mary P Thompson. and Donald D Walsh. Modern
Student,, National Education Association,, 1201 16th street. N W ti Washington, D C.
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level, or that the secondary school demands more
than can be expected of the incoming pupils. Such
placement practices can only lead to disillusionment
with the purposes and values of a foreign language.

It is desirable for elementary foreign language
programs to be a past of the child's total education
and, as such, an integral part of the school's program,
Scheduling should be definite and regular when
FLES is important enough to be included in the
curriculum, and the district should offer instruction
within the regular schedule, It is recommended that
all pupils be offered an opportunity to participate
in the first language learning experience. At the
upper-elementary level, more extensive instruction
may be given to those students showing marked
aptitude for language study.,

instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

The audio-lingual approach to language mastery
should be used in the elementary schools to develop
comprehension of the spoken language, and to de-
velop the speaking, reading, and writing skills. The
initial presentation of the language should be made
without recourse to the printed word. The length
of this pre-reading period will vary according to the
materials available and length of instructional ses-
sions. When reading and writing are introduced, it
should be through material already mastered by
successful oral experiences,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

The materials for an elementary school language
program should implement the objectives of modern
language teaching. Materials should not be based
on the study of formal grammar nor on the memo-
rization of vocabulary lists. Ideal materials provide
pupils with a series of carefully planned steps to an
ever - increasing command of the language and the
systematic reentry of all structures and vocabulary
items. All materials must be appropriate to the
interest level of the pupil and should never include
high school texts at the elementary level.

New FLES materials are now being published
and it is expected that more will be available in the
next few years. Schools should carefully review all
such materials prior to adoption.. It is advised that
all language teachers be included in the evaluation
of materials considered for use in the elementary
grades. A list of available materials may be obtained
from the State Department of Education upon re-
quest,

Elementary-grack boys and girls can more easily
learn the sound patterns and intonation of a foreign
language than can older students. This is of major
significance to a FLES program. Children can also
learn incorrect language if they are not providsd
with an accurate model to imitate, For this reason,
records and tapes should be considered an integral
part of the instructional program and should be pro-
vided for each teacher,

TELEVISED FOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Recent research based upon two years of tele-
vised foreign language instruction in the elementary
school indicates that televised FLES teaching can be
successful, However, research also indicates that the
success of foreign language teaching by television
varies greatly from class to class, and even more
from district to district. Where the program has
teacher interest and administrative support, it is
generally successful. Where the interest is low, per-
formance of classes is more uncertain, Other impor-
tant conclusions are:

Televised instruction alone without appropriate
follow -up by the classroom teacher is largely
ineffective.
Tape recordings and records may be used as'
follow-up activities by the classroom teacher to
achieve results comparable to those obtained by
teachers directing their own programs.

Research clearly demonstrates that the use of
television per se will not produce successful results.
The suggestions are offered as essential to the
effective use of foreign language telecasts:*

Classroom teachers must have a clear understand-
ing of the principles involved in modern language
instruction, as well as a high level of interest in
the success of the program.
Sufficient time must be allowed in the classroom
schedule to introduce the lesion prior to the tele-
vision broadcast, and for follow-up after the
lesson.. At least 15 minutes should be allotted for
practice on days when there is not a television
lesson. It is essential that pupils have daily con-
tact with the foreign language.
The classroom teacher must have all the neces-
sary guides, student practice records, and/or
teacher practice records Where these are lacking,
pupils cannot be expected to make satisfactory
progress,
Teachers should follow the appropriate television
in-service broadcasts and should participate in
language workshops,
Classroom teachers lacking language skills should
not be expected to conduct language lessons. Use
should be made of the prepared records that ac-
company each course until suh time as the
teacher has achieved acceptable proficiency in the
language. Teaching skills may be improved by
taking courses in the language either at night
school or in the summer,
The classroom teacher makes a most important
contribution by demonstrating her interest in the
language and by participating in the lesson with
the pupils. The classroom teacher may also help
the television teacher by encouraging pupil re-
sponse at the proper time through use of appro-
priate gestures,
Teachers should be given incentives and encour-
agement by the district to improve linguistic skills
and knowledge of the relevant culture through
additional study in this country and abroad,
Districts which implement a FLES program which
require the services of classroom teachers should
give recruitment preferences to teachers with
education in the desired language,
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School District Responsibilities
SUPERVISION AND COORDINATION

As noted previously, FLES instruction will not
meet the objectives of a language program unless
there is effective articulation among elementary,
junior, and senior high schools. It is recommended
that regular systemwide meetings be held to discuss
and plan various aspects of the language program..
New developments in language teaching which affect
all levels can be effectively presented during these
sessions. In order to conduct these sessions and to
assist in the coordination of the various levels, it is
recommended that one teacher in the district be
assigned or elected to the responsibility of serving
as program coordinator. In larger school districts,
this responsibility would undoubtedly entail some
released time from classroom duties. The failure to
provide adequate leadership at the district level is
responsible for the lack of direction in many FLES
pro grams.

IN-SERVICE

The local school district should assume responsi-
bility for providing effective in-service training in
methods and language skills and for indicating the
responsibilities of all teachers involved in the pro-
gram. Because many FLES programs are new, some
teachers may lack the necessary language skills,
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and/or an understanding of appropriate instructional
techniques. It is important, therefore, that provision
be made at the district level to improve those skills
associated with a FLES program. The in-service may
be directed by an elementary teacher who is skilled
in the language and audio-lingual techniques, or by
a high school teacher who knows the elementary
school language program,

The State Department of Education has a con-
sultant who will assist districts at any phase of the
program, Districts are encouraged to utilize these
services, especially in the initial planning stage, as
well as current publications issued by the Depart-
ment.

Evaluation
The degree to which a child shows achievement

and growth towards the objectives as stated in the
scope forms the basis for an evaluation of language
learning. The degree to which FLES is organized as
a total program forms the basis of program evalua-
tion.. Opportunities for studying a foreign language,
use of materials, and instructional practices are the
bases for evaluation of instruction. The success of
any foreign language program is dependent upon
total commitment to the program, thorough planning
for its initiation, quality of instruction, and teacher
competency in the language taught.
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One of the major responsibilities of education is
that of helping individuals of all ages to become
more effective members of homes and families.
Homemaking education at the elementary level is
that part of the total educational program which
helps prepare boys and girls for membership in the
family and is an integral part of the total educational
program at each age level,

Scope

Experiences in homemaking education contribute
to the child's personal development so that each may
make worth-while contributions to the home and
community activiiies according to his or her capacity,

The homemaking program helps the child
understand himself,
develop an appreciation of family life and its
responsibilities.
develop an awareness of individual as well as
family values and standards.
be more perceptive with respect to the needs and
contributions of family members.

Homemaking education is based on an under-
standing of the developmental stages and needs of all
individuals and correlates family life experiences
throughout the entire educational program. aeneral
and practicat education are considered to be essen-
tial, Learning to plan and work, as well as live and
share together through practical and realistic home
and school experiences, promotes an appreciation of
individuals and provides opportunities for increased
skill in human relationships. The practical applica-
tion of fundamental concepts learned in other sub-
jects enriches the child's learning.

Implementation
The "home base" teacher at the primary level

does most of the teaching. with homemaking teach-
ers assisting, At the intermediate level and above,
programs may be taught by homemaking teachers in
teaching teams. The homemaking teacher has the
responsibility for contributing to and cooperating
with other teachers working for continual improve-
ment of curriculum.

The chart on page 90 offers suggestions for teach-
ing homemaking through integration with other
disciplines. These suggestions are only a few ex-
amples of learning experiences, from the beginning
to more complex problems, which help students re-
late to home and family, One suggestion for de-
veloping 9 homemaking learning situation in each
discipline precedes the chart.

a Homemaking Education in Oregon Secondary Schools, 1965,

At the upper-grade level, when a school does not
provide a laboratory situation, home and family life
education will continue to b... taught through inte-
gration with other disciplines. For suggested ex-
periences at this level, see pages 104-114 of the
Guide to Junior High School Education in Oregon,
1963,"? which includes state-adopted texts and supple-
mentary references. It may be secured from the
county school office.

HOME AND FAMILY LIFE LEARNING
SITUATIONS IN OTHER CURRICULUM AREAS

MATHEMATICS

Concept
The larger the units of measure. the fewer units needed.
Understandings
1. Graduated and nested measuring cups make for accuracy
2. Equal measures are

3 tsp 1 tbsp.
16 tbsp. -1 c
2 c 1 pt.
2 pts. 1 qt.
4 qts. 1 gal.

Activities
1. Display measuring devices.
2 Display poster of equal measures
3 Measure water to show equal measure.
4. Measure flour to show equal measure
5 Read cooky and punch recipes.

HEALTH

Concept
Eating breakfast is conducive to good health. mental alertness,
phySical efficiency. and a pleasing disposition.
The aim of this unit is to encourage children to eat balanced
breakfasts. and if the need arises., to be able to prepare their
breakfasts.

Understandings
1 Importance of building healthy bodies
2 Ways of keeping body healthy
3 Importance of cooking measures
Activities
1. Study ''`basic four" food groups.
2 Learn table manners and table setting.
3 Plan simple breakfast menus such as orange slices. buttered

toast,, cocoa
4. Plan grocery order.
5. Study recipes for cocoa. measure dry ingreditts,

SCIENCE

Concept
Man uses plants in many ways

Understandings
1. Much of our clothing comes from plants.

a. Cotton requires a long growing season:, therefore. it is
grown mostly in our southern states

b. Flax. from which linen is made. requires a cool northern
region. it is grown mostly in Ireland, Belgium. France.
and Russia

2. Some of our clothing comes indirectly from plants
a. Wool comes from Sheep raised on grass.
b. Silk comes from worms raised on mulberry leaves.

also includes the same planned program for grades seven and eight.
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Activities
I Discuss fibers that come directly from plants Show pictures

and samples of raw fiber and material
2 liaise- dirt, pot.. and sand ready Assist child in planting some

cotton seeds in one pot and flax seeds in another Discuss
care Of these plants

3 Examine fibers and material under microscope
4 List the materials which come indirectly from plants

SOCIAL STUDIES

Concept
Early life in our community was different from life today.

Understandings
1. Families had to produee their own food milk butter, eggs

bread. fruit, vegetables. meat
2 The Indians taught the settlers to smoke salmon and to dry

deer meat and berries
3 Food for the entire )ear had to be grown during the summer

months
4 Food was preserved under water underground, and by drying

and smoking

Add % dies

1 Discuss foods eaten by first settlers
2 How do they differ from foods of today')
3 '1'hey brought many recipes from their homelands Winn foods'

did the Indians teach them to prepare')
4 What influence did the weatlit.r liae on their eating
5 How did they store food-, for winter? Did they caul 1 it 9

Al U 41) HANDICRAFTS

Can

Handmade gifts give pleasure to family member.;

Understandings
1 Help children develop discriminating tastes throiuch

knowledge of art prineipies
2 Help children felt satisf,iet ions through giving
3 Help children recogni.re pli..aing color harmonies

.1.10111tY

Aria Ries
I Present pleasing color harmonies
2 Disen-s art principles through showing types of line. good

proportion, etc
3 Like simple gifts et ramie,. animal hocks for small children.

button and buttonhole in felt for small ehildren tool case,
silver case, thimble laider

INTEGRATING HOMEMAKING EDUCATION WITH OTHER CURRICULUM AREAS

GRADE
EQUIVALENT MATHEMATICS
Kindergarten

V
8th

90

Experiences in meas-
uring

Understanding use of
measuremen tsc u p,
pint, quart. pound
Understanding linear
measurementsinch,
foot yard
Practicing use of
square measure:, at
home
Developing skill in
changing measure-
ments from one unit
to another
Using common frac-
tional units

Field trip to grocery
store to compare
weights, measure-
ments, costs, and serv-
ings
Use of money as ap-
plied to simple pur-
chases

Skill in using tools and
equipment
Field trip to clothing
store to determine cost
of a typical wardrobe

HEALTH
Care of the body
Proper care of teeth
Personal cleanli-
ness habits
Good food habits
Safety and sanita-
tion at home and
school
Improvement of
personal and family
health
Growing into ma-
turity
Good manners
Selection of cloth-
ing for good health
Simple home nurs-
ing practices
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SCIENCE

Health rules for
plants and animals
food, cleanliness.
rest
Protection and care
of the youngani-
mals and small
children
Safe practices with
home equipment
Man's use of plants
in many waysin
fabrics, food, hous-
ing, furnishings
Man's use of many
parts of plants for
food
Science in the
homesteam.: gas.
air
Useful home elec-
trical appliances
Clothing and chem-
istry
Development of
good problem solv-
ing methods

SOCIAL STUDIES
Living together at
home

Appreciating the
work of mother and
willingness to help
Understanding the
support and protec-
tion of a father
Pride in brothers
and sisters
Sharing in family's
responsibilitiessim-
ple housekeeping,
washing dishes set-
ting table care of
own room
Enjoying family fun

Improvement of self
manners, social eti-
quette
Living together at
school and in the com-
munity
Social relationships
outside the family
circle
Friendly relations with
neighbors
How one's community
began --f ood. clothing,,
housing entertainment
Food and clothingin-
dustry in the North-
west
Our neighbors, yester-
day and today
Homes and families in
other cultures and in
other sections of the
USA
Appreciation of the
home as a unit fancily'
ties and customs
Dolls for UNICEFre-
pairing, dressing, mak-
ing Would also be re-
lated to Art and Hand-
icrafts)

ART AND
HANDIRAVTS

Refreshing and cre-
ative use of leisure
time
Appreciation of art
and music in every-
day life
Use. understanding,
and appreciation of
colors
Development of a
satisfaction in own
creative abilities
Appreciation for
taste in selection of
home accessories
and personal cloth-
ing
Gifts for family
and home
Items for children's
rooms.

Holiday decorations
for home and
school
Display of hobbies
and souvenirs
Decoration of a
classrooin reading
center



Scope

The' scope of hirlustrial arts for elementary school
children is stated in the following objectives:

Attainment of a reasonable degree of skill and
accuracy in the 1.1:-V of hand tools, proeesses. and
a variety of materials
Learning of psychological and social adjustments
through individual and group activities
Development of desirable attitudes of cooperation.
respect for self, pride and joy in accomplishment,
and safety
Exploration and development of individual inter-
ests, abilities, and latent talents.

Principles
To realize the industrial arts program the follow-

ing principles are suggested as guidelines:
Elementary industrial arts should serve to orient
children to the industrial society in which they

Practical experience 'in using tools and materials
develops a reasonable degree of manipulative
skills, basic understandings, and lasting apprecia-
tions.

Industrial arts experiences contribute to effective
learning in other curricular areas and desirable
behavior patterns.
Industrial arts help children clarify meanings of
experiences encountered in their day-to-day
learning.
Opportunities for use of manipulative skills and
approiate materials may be derived hi om sea-
:Nona] mterests pay experiences, the urge to create
and construt. zind the challenge of the environ-
ment.
Opportunities for the individual child to think, to
cieate. and to gain a senso of satisfaction is pro-
vided for children.. some of whom may otherwise
not erle0Unter these opportunities.
The community can be effectively involved with
the school and the school-home activities can be
closely related.

Activities '
tal arts program offers various activi-

ties. and childl en qiould grow in their abilities to
use bails and niateinds Using wood, metal, plastics,

wood substitutes; cardboard, and other available
materials. the following activities are suggested. to
be introduced as die child evidences readiness and
need tin' the aril% sties and skills involved:

Driving nails with a claw hammerelements of
ass( mbly

Cutting ood a ith a panel saw
Caring for nails propel lv
Obsei wing tool safety
Boring holes with brace and bit (dowel bit)
Filing curved edges and ends
Drawing nails with a claw hammer
Sataiing
Finishing with vaterpaint and shellac
Laving out 'irregular curves and circles
Sawing irregular curves and circles with a coping

saw
Filing irregular curves and circles with a half-

amd file
Using a "V'' block and clamp to hold or support

wood
Finishing with oil paints
Drawing circles with a compass
Planing edges and ends with block plane or

smooth plane
Met suring with a rule
Using wood screws for asembly
Countersinking with brace and countersink
Cutting sheet metal with snips
Smoothing metal with a file
Forming wire into irregular shapes
Forming wires over various betiding Jigs
Cutting wire with Oita s

Teacher Responsibility
Careful attention must be given to safe practices

and accident prevention. Cutting tools, especially
dull ones, are especially hazardous Good housekeep-
ing is a prerequisite to safety. Flammable materials
should be carefully handled and special cautions
must be observed when disposing of such things as
solvents and oily rags.

If the district has a formal industrial arts program
foi grades seven to twelve, elemental y teachers who
nit' not familiar with the ploper use and care Of
tools and materials should secure assistance of the
industi sal arts teachers.

rot 0i,tottec In (10.00111ov upper-grade prognon m Ingitistrkt1 "Tmitt.tnal Art'. Ettlie,t11011.", Guide To Jonfor 110111
Styrian( Edutat?on In Oroton, 196rJ. pp 115-122
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This is a Kindergarten
Children bring a wide variety Of experiences and

111 iii'.' 'melt-as to Ow kindergarten and are in vat led
stages of matmity Each child has his ov.ni
ple.sical, emotional, find mental growth patterns
w.luch are. respected and developed through the use
of enriching materials and experiences The pi ogram
provides experiences compatible with each child'
tempo of growth.. It does not seek to make ail chil-
dren alike, nor is it designed primarily as a '`readi-
nes. program" for the first grade. yet children are
learning in kindergarten. Play activities in the
kindergarten program are the means for teaching.

A child just starting to school has never %yolked
in the adult sense of the term, yet he's learned mole
during the first four or five years of "just play" than
he may learn in any other comparable period of his
life Actually he has worked very hard during these
early years. Anyone who has watched a child trying
to master something difficult, for instances struggling
to learn to walk up and down stairs or beginning to
use a spoon or fork to feed himself. Irving to dress
himself, or learning to tie a shoe. knows this.

So it is in the kindergarten. Much of what looks
like "lust play" is' serious work for the beginners,
and if properly guided. produces many important
l('arnings. If it were possible to look into the future
of the child rho is now striving to nail two small
pieces of wood together to make a boat, one might
see him in adult life at a tool bench in the basement
using his leisure hours fruitfully, building a house.
or using the tools of the architect, We might see the
little girl who is presently playing out a trip to the
airport years later putting on a polished production
of the high school drama club or in adulthood par -
ticipating in community dramatic activity or enjoy-
ing the theater as an appreciative consumer. Like -
`vise. coordination, social skills, work study skills,
and many other learning:4 develop from the play
activity of the kindergarten..

The kindergarten is an educational experience
planned to meet the needs of the young child. This
is usually the child's first school experience. It is
the beginning of the continuous program of the ele-
mentary school. Through guided opportunities for
varied experiences and the use of extensive material
and equipment. the kindergarten supplements and
extends the experiences the child has had at home.
As the educational processes take place, the objec-
tives of education begin to be realized.

The kinderttarten pi ogram makes a basic contri-
bution toi.vard helping each child secure the founda-
tions neees4my for achieving fundamental skills.
basic information, appreciation, habits, attitudes, and
values so far as he is able.

The statement of objectives felt eftliensfup edu-
cation !elms Olt: lin ;Jt i-
I R.:,

To a,,ore childrtn eN. tit tt ittjti/IL' .11tO:t't1.111011
(it .1 %A t ii 41 I, Ittt 1.,1 11; t t tot :t t t)i;

P:1.tis it, /att., :WO 1/, Mh()1,

II e children opportunities, to Wain and niJcia., tilts
1,1tIC m 1rt aton4tol ,ituation,

clunct,
k)e Ot tilt. /1.1101'0

11` 't Mlle, to tat 41 It/I I ht th(11

1)ttit gattng
.\--oviating and titl't It OttO V.1111 It' I" -

St th;1114 (stead('(' -olution- to dio?lcin:
11,1kine eornpronn-t,
Plannnia firlc1 Valtuiting

of .111:1 il,hin

Learning skillb of "following" as well ;et of "leadtne

These oblectives of the elementaiv school fot oil
the net y cure of the kindergarten plogisam Tin, ',-

what a kindergartea teacher means when she talks
about -soeializing experaines."

The five-year-old is especially receptive to learn-
ing the basic skifis of commanication Ile rs very
voluble, spending much of his time in chatter Some
of the talking appears to be aimless, some of it
exploring 1.yords, some of it is trying to see what kind
of emotional impact words have.. but it is all part of
the development of the basic skills of communication.
Much of the kindergarten program is developed

to foster the creative prot,ess as well as the creative' ex-
pre-sion and to pioente an t lit tronme, rot In %.% hieh the cr. -
4111Ve of eters, htld %ill rtCOLlill«t, etehit,.1.
and released m whatever form it appears ,

The kindergarten program deals with numbeis
in a very simple way. The simple anthmtie used at
this stage is part of the mathematical structuie of
the elementary school which results in "competencies
in quantitative, abstract, and logical thinking. count-
ing, measuring, computing, and estimating relation
to their abilities.' and to their need

Much of the kindergarten program is designed
'to stress and foster children's abilities to think inde-
pendently and critically," of course, at a five-year -
old level.

We -provide children with opportunities, to ac-
quire a wealth of knowledge and facts and to feat n
to use such information as tools for the solving of
todays's problems."'

The kindergarten teacher trie4 "to assure every
child the opportunity to develop physically, mentally.
socially, and emotionally, 'in accord with his total
growth pattern." to help each child to "have a
feelov, of heiontthie to a group . . be (-peeled
for his uniquenos, and to hat- his potential'
Siret112111cIleti . . to develop hi>

Department of Education. Prtncipte% and Pota 'Or E/e1PO'near:i Sc twrd Orgatwatt(al In Oregon, the Department, S.dtn,
Oregon. 1962, p

p
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abilities to then eapatalies . . . hare successful op-
poi Pantie, both foti experiences as :ill individual and
as a working member of various size groups ."

The ohivetivs tot faintly !ay and economic and
ae.thetic values zory- tilso part of a kindeig.zoiti ii

0.4: arn

The knaleritartn offer, t.iritv of eNpei ienees
14 ailing to Belt - dependence and self-reliance It is
de-lamed foter ate love attitude, tottalds school
and to be an tatiodrifron to partial spolt. It pro-
Mote MI111011:31 ('iii lo-ltr :mil (11111viitN '('at o111,..;

1)011(1 ;Mil Wit tacal health The
child ;wallop, thinking anti prablem-soh. Jug ,keel,
The foundation lor rnuh (It his later lily should he
\t( 11 0-triblished (luring this year

Through (owe' lnc. in u(ail) licina plotpled
hildren Leal ii to %yolk and play y,ith

C000iation 1- a skill k Inch. %Olen well de-
1 eloped. (quiche- all ort tile' Childien heLon to tinder-
stnd the; meaning (it being an ziceeptable member
or a :noun by building on experience in living and
'raining earl, olio. By ietagait/ing both individual
and giolip need, and powiding for both, the kinder-
garten program work totvard the developmet-it of
integrated personalities that can accept and assume
respansibilities in a changing, eomplex, demacoatie
soei(ay

The Child
The five-year-old child is much like other five-

year-old children: yet each child is unique and an
Individual in himself. Individual difierences in per-
sonality, evpeinces, backgrounds, gifts. perhaps
limitations,. are becoming more evident. Each child
must be guided in the development of his individual
potential.

Socially, the five-year-old is interested in play-
mates and in learning to get along -vith others and
to conform to school living Emotionally, the five-
year-old is learning self-control. This is a slow
process, slower for some than for others At the
same time, he is usually happy and is developing a
sense of humor.

His moods change rapidly. He fears new experi-
ences unless he is confident of his ability to cope
with them. He wants and desires adult help and
guidance and is especially anxious for adult accept-
ance.

Intellectually, interest is strong in hl', in how,
and in right now, today. Kindergarten -age children
are increasingly interested in ideas and in words.
They are rapidly extending their vocabularies The
child of this age tends to talk almost constantly. His
ability to listen to directions and detail is fostered..
His thinking is factual and concrete.

Physically the five-year-old is strenuously ener-
getic., He climbs and jumps and runs and hops and
skips,. living life to its fullest. His action has direc-
tion which it did not have earlier. He is gaining
some control of his body,, although this tends to he
accomplished more slowly in boys than in girls. He--

'1' tbui. p 4.
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1. deteloping halide eta'.'- and is apt to be farsighted
Icandergatten-age t otingsters air hoiliLt susceptibly
to respiratory and infectious diseases and the ezrsil
Young children ()flot do not realiz that rhe.
tired It is impoi rant tI ch11(I t oil

'.1t11 alternate ;Hi(l act RV* pct loll, in Ili 11.1 to
ci)pt, tt ills the ;100.

The Program
The ;;;17 till tidy a cornhiwit ion of ',.;

11111'd /Jun and a Irt'e. M' ogram ai Ie. hot
it generally in aides time in which a child may
choo-e his Pitt n activity as ttell zos a time lit wench
the teat h(') earls the gioup together and the child; en
are working in glom) activio. Language develop-
ment, nurnbei studies, or science interests ell'(''
lostrd Tahet guidance should by provided to
help NW child to ,e'le'ct activities Which foster di.-
velopment in all areas of the child's life. When the
activity is 111 an individual natary, it must not be
either hal-raid en disturbing to other children
Thole e usually time each day for a period of un-
hurried conversations and for the sharpening of ap-
prezation with wit and humor. Many five -yea' -(lids
ate lint beginning to understand what is 'funity-
and aced some guidance in this area There should
also be tune for a quick evaluation in which appi oval
is given, suggestions ar0 made, and goals are set
fop ill in terms Of a child's own 'ability to act

children can develop good attitudes toward being
responsible for planning their own ttaa k and can
with the teaher's guidantt' contribute much to the
Planning of each day's k

Sing hu4 games and 1hvlhmic activitre. are a
souice of friendly cooperation. as well as muscular
development. and appreciation These activities are
Included (olt- in the kindergarten programs. Oryan-
'zed play is also part of meeting, the need for guided
active' periods Since most kindergarten children
are at first" stage and are only det'elio
competition at a very low level,. games .hould be
Of the low o1' gainzational t.t ae 0", circle
nature in which rules. as uel art simple and to the
point

Stniies. ins, and dramatizations provide a rich
't(-0 lor developing conversation, listening skills,

and creativeness on the part of five-year-olds.
Teachers who listen carefully to the conversations
and dramatizations will learn much about the con-
cepts boys and girls are building. Using this informa-
tion,. concepts may he enlarged or corrected tf neces-
sary

A rest period in which boys and girls art' helped
to develop the principles of relaxation and considera-
tion of others is important even in the half-day
kindergarten program. Snack time provides an op-
portunity for nourishment and a chance to practice
social graces and planning at the five-year-old let el.
Caleful choice should he made in the food provided
to be sure they art' not unduly sweet and really add
to 'a child's nourishment.



The Classroom
Tension is reduced with space. A kindergarten

for :0 children requires a minimum of 1200 square
feet of floor space'. It is advisable to have individual
lockers or places to hang outdoor apparel close to
the entry.

Areas such as the following are essential to a
kindergarten: a library center, a carpenter's bench
Or other sturdy table for LISC in construction ac-
tivities, a block building center, an area in which
to take part in musical activities, it Wave for painting,
and a play house corner Toilets with access from
the classroom should be provided. The renter of the
room should be free of materials and equipment in
order to provide' space for group activities such as
stories or rhythms. Outdoor play space allotted to
kindergarten children is desirable where the weather
permits the use of such facilities during most of the
year It is in such a place that structured games
designed to teach children to follow directions or
sometimes to teach space relations, are taught It
is also a place in which to teach children the fun of
directed physical activities,

The Teacher
The kindergarten teacher becomes a guide and a

leader. She provides suitable materials and helps to

create' an atmosphere conducive to the use of initia-
tive,. problem solving, expel imentation, and cieatRe-
ness on the part of each child,

Evaluation
If 'a child's year in the kindergaiten ha,. been a

good one. we can expeet that he has been learning
zirolig such lines as these:

Developing the skills of getting along with other
people.
Widening his intelleetual zind social No lions.
Developing physically accoi din::: to his own
growth pattern.
Acquiring wholesome attitudes about himself..
other childi en. and the school.
Learning to fonfiw du ect30:1:,.
Inci va-Ang his facility in commorneat mg iih
;Ind feelings through words and Malty other
media.
r! rowing in independence find initi,aive.
Becoming sensitive to the want, and oe(d. of
others.
Learning to use his body more skillfully and to
behave in ways to safeguard his health
Developing skills of critical thinking.
As,silrrilrig SOTrit responsibility for his own actions
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Instructional Materials Center

The school exists to provide an educational en-
vironment in which each child can develop to his
full potential. The instructional process is the heart
of education. and instructional materials can give
shape and substance to the curriculum, control its
content, and vitally affect the teaching-learning
process.

The complexities of today's world are reflected in
the tremendous depth and breadth of resource ma-
terials which must now be utilized in the education
of children: the selection, organization, distribution,
application, and storage of these materials has be-
come -a major problem. If there is to be efficient
instruction, teachers must be able to use appropriate
materials at the proper time in order that children
may receive the benefits of our culture's expanding
technology and abundance of learning opportunities.

Guiding Principles
Certain guiding principles'' can determine the

directions of plans and organization to meet this
critical need for immediate choice from a broad
variety of media and techniques:

The wide variety of available instructional ma-
terials makes it mandatory that teachers be selec-
tive, Learning goals should determine a teacher's
choice and functional use of instructional ma-
terials.

Many materials and media, when used in combi-
nation, greatly increase the probability of achiev-
ing desired learning goals.

The instructional process can be greatly strength-
ened, enriched, and improved by using more
effectively and extensively mate' tans which are,
or can be, made available,

The increasing number of instructional materials
and techniques, for both group and individual
learning experiences, offers many new Possibili-
ties for creativity and practical experimentation
in teaching,

Teachers need to achieve greater proficiency in
then. abilities to evaluate, select. and use various
instructional materials.. Teacher perfarmance de-
pends upon the quality of both pre-service and
in-service education,

Basic Functions
Through application and experience. the:(, prinei-

ples have led to the rem:mita») of four basic func-
tions which must be served if the principle.: ale to
be observed in practice. k-q, functions are

A pool of baS.l and :pecialized instructional ma-
teials must be readily available for teaeher and
learner use.
Teachez in-ei vice experience: must be supplied,
leading to impioved utilization zind broad appli-
cation of instructional materials.
Supporting services for maintenance, distribution,.
and application of requisite materials and equip-
ment must be available,
Local production of unique materials demanded
for effective' and efficient instruction is nees,ary.

Planned Program
Over the past quarter of a century., in (lino]

systems throughout the nation. various organizational
plans have been exery.ed, adapted. and developed
to provide these functions. It has been found that
these basic functions can be effectively carried out
by providing, at the building level. a planoed pro-
gram for instructional media for all pupils in all
grades, in keeping with their discoverable needs.

Stich a program usually includesz
Personnel with time flee from other services and

duties to plan activities and to pi ovule services.
Materials acceptable in quantity and quality, and

adequately available, to support the instruc-
tional program.

Pligsieal facilities and equipment to implement the
levels of utilization outlined in the planned
program.

An annual budget sufficient to operate the pro-
gram as developed and planned by teachers
and administrators.

Ornani:ation to provide for (licence use cif in-
structional media by pupils and teachers at
each period of the actinic)! day.

The scope of such a program, usually developed
around a central building unit, often the library. and
termed an Instructional Materials Center, depends
upon the demonstrated needs of the school, its teach-
ers, and learners; the relationship of the scrum] to
other schools within the school disti wt.: and the,

T Adapted from Verne Stockman and others, InStrveitonnt Motertah, AdmimstratIon and Sopermton Demirt-
men( of Education. Sormgfreld, 19614 p

Adapted from Henry C. Roark. Jr, "It's IMC for 1963. Eduenttonni Screen and AV Guide, December 1963. p 675
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parallel relationship of the school district to other
(Io-1 rids within its 11.T,1011.

Concept of Levels
The Instructional Materials Center concept is most

effective when applied at each of the operziting levels
involved H) the support and organization of instrue-
tum: the classroom, the building, the local district,
the mtei mediate district or region, and the 4t arc.
To b(' most effective each level should provide in-
structional materials services on the sztme basic pat-
trn of organization. to meet the same four baqc
limclions but with each higher level dealing with
more speialived, more sophisticztted, and more ex-
pensive materials and providing increasingly spial-
iied pioessional services.

Just as evcry cla,;.roorn should have immediately
available (19 tam 13a.1c printed materials, such as
textbooks. relerenes. and periodicals, so should every
classroom also have it»niediately available eel tam
basic' audiovisual materials, such as maps. graphics,
charts, exhibit materials. basic filmstrips and slides,
tapes, and record collections, as indicated by learner
needs in that class. At the building level, where
printed materials are ordinarily centralized in a
school library. the building collection of immediately
available vitial 'and audio materials should be cen-
tralized in the same manner for pint use and refer-
ence, with some place designated as a facility and
someone deleu,ated as responsible.

AL the' local district level, some place and some-
one should be designated and delegated to provide
the organizational base and direct the activities
necessary to district-i.ide support of the building-
entered po.;ram Whenever possible. special sup-

port services in 4election, utilization, and production
should be provided to effectively aid teachers In
finding. obtaining. and using the wealth of modern
materials available for instruction. At this level, too,
depending upon district sire, th,, more expensive
types of basic materials may be centralized for dis-
tribution and inaintenance. These might include
films and overhead tiansparencies speeialived sets
a filmstrips and slides. reord album:4 useful in
severat area4. or grade levels, and graphics and ex-
bib!' materials essential to more than ono teaching
station but too exnensive speeialized to be sup-
plied to every class or every building,

Simple facilities for local production of unique
rriaterials of various types and kinds, should he
available within the school buildings: more special-
ized facilities, and production equipment, tkrai sup-
porting personnel, should he eentralizod and mad('
eastlx"available at the district level.

These outhned pha.:( of a btoiciai:4-1pvi,1 program
supported at the district level are relleeted in Recom-
mendation 28 of .(.7chools For the Sixties.. the report
of NF.A's Propel On instruction:

In at+ hoot there be imek or more well-
planned ne.truchonal material.. and r...move. Wel 41%11..

-.1Nlitti: of at lea,t a lihra and ,An (*until' In
eaell Nehool Itildine. there quoit(' alo be on pie.triteionial
reniri es facilti% The-1. venters should he siafled lt1 pr,:o.

) Notional Efitteanon A,Noetatton. Selt)0/, for the Sixt A
1) C 1961. I) 98
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who are adequately prepared in curriculum and lidruction.
in I ilirar ik iihti in .1U(110-11Slial

Summary
It is clear that modern instruction demands

modern teaching-learning tools:. it is rust as clear,
after many years of experienee anti development,
that the Instructional Nlaterials (:enter convent offers
a flexible, adaptable, workable organivat lomat pattern
to supply both needed materials and supporting
services.

Whether or not audio-vi 4tial and library' service
are immediately combined to provide tezicheis arid
learneis with true availability of both printed and
non-pinted materials is a decision to h(' made on the
basis of local needs and structure Likew the
form and content of the ollections of materials arid
Ihe provision for supporlitu; services should develop
from local learner and teacher needs In ziny case.
planned joint development of such services for both
print and non-print materials is an inflexible and
continuing necessity for a modern intructional pro-
gram.

School Library

The elementary school lihraiy i4 recognized by
researcher:, teachers, principa14, students. and par-
ent:- as a chief contributor to qualitx- instruction.
Desirable hbrary ices provide opportunities for
the development of independence
following ays

in learning in the
w ',

F.ncottrage rhildren to read widely and explore
on their own

Provide depth and breadth of information
Encourage the development of skills and 4atis-

faction in finding answer to unetion
Ppirmt comparing and evaluating ideas flan

many sorbet's
Stipnly resource materials of many kind.;
A1a1<i hooks available for ti.so in the home'

Provido at center for research and recreational
reading,

Support creative terihing and dynamic learning
nograrns throughout the school

Provide an opportunity for establishment of life-
long reading habits

An eleisicrilar school neVd a lthrar% atolahie to ',vials
:end Let (.1,1,.-c, It ore (1. al' o .1 eIrc-

full eliti...en and catalonot d .radio-veoul and uth r
nedruchonal in.sh mil, for eLeloom 0, The hinor should
hf a It1,u of fit,eoNf for the pupil wher. h learns to e \-
ereee hi, own lodgment in ihe t,it.ritott ono ti of a wide
toi or fievelop, the habit ttf indpiri-
eri sloth toot hroadt n, hi-. Own cultural portion, It Is
an A.N(nm' in a modern dement:ay school ('

Mono t of the Pro.iect on Itedrurbon. the A:-.0eLition:

In F.tent(Hifirtl EattetittO)1e the Commis,aon, Washington. A C . 1960. p 20
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Library Quarters
The reading room, located for easy accessibility.

should be one of the most attractive areas in the
school building. It needs to be large enough to permit
teachers and librarians to work effectively with an
entire class and at the same time permit small groups
and individuals from other classes to be present.
Flexibility which permits expansion both within and
without the library area should be planned for future
curriculum changes and increased enrollment. The.
reading room should be arranged to include listening
and viewing areas as 'ell as group discussion spaces*
and independent study spaces. Adjustable wall
shelving for the book collection and special shelving
of various dimensions for reference books, picture
books, and current magazines are necessary.

The location of the circulation desk, card catalott,
vertical files, and other free-standing equipment
must permit sufficient space for heavy traffic. Areas
need to he allotted for adequate work space and stor-
age for equipment and periodicals as well as space
for bulletin hoard materials, pictures. maps, records,
models, filmstrips, slides. tapes. and realm. Proper
comrol of light. sound, and ventilation; appropriate
tables and chairs; inviting bulletin boards and ex-
hibit cases: artistic decoration and areas which lead
to easv supervision, all will contribute to a pleasant,
functional, and inviting learning environment..

The library should be available for use by indi-
vidual students and by class groups throughout the
school day and before and after school:. it should
never be considered as a multipurpose room The
school library should remain open during the summer
to serve boys and girls if other library facilities are
unavailable.

Library Staff
The librarian in the elementary school is a teacher

who possesses knowledge of child development,
understands the processes of teaching and learning,
is familiar with the instructional methods employed
by teachers in the reading program, and knows the
complete curriculum of the school. He needs to have
training in the selection, evaluation, utilization,
classification, and cataloging of materials:* and the
organizing and supervising of an elementary school
library program.. He will be able to work effectively
with the teachers and students if he understands
their needs, and if he has enthusiasm for materials,
a cooperative spirit, and a desire to give service.

Materials
Vital to an ongoing school library program is the

utilization of a basic collection of materials which
meets individual differences, provides enrichment in
all curriculum areas, stimulates the development of
reading skil's and lifelong reading habits, and teaches
appreciation of good literature and art. This balanced
collection must be large enough and varied enough
to challenge the gifted, to answer the needs of the
average, and to encourage the slow.. Printed and
nonprinted materials need to be classified, catalogued,
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processed, and circulated according to standard pro-
cedures and to be accessible to teachers and students.
rtiluation should be encouraged through flexible
seheduling of classes and small groups,

Basic selection tools for the use of teachers and
lila arians include The Paw Rook Collection for
Elementary Grades. Children's Catalog, and liookhst
and Sul seripizort Hooks bulletin. Other lists such as
tho,e carefiill,. prepared by the American Associa-
tion For The Advancement of Science. National
Council for the Social Studies.. National Council of
Teachers of English, and the National Education
A......oriaiimi also provide necessat/ variety. anti depth
in selected subiect areas.

The annual budget allotment should be based on
curt set' lum needs, adequacy of the materials collec-
tion, size of enrollment, and need for constant up-
dating of the collection.

Library Program
READING GUIDANCE

Many group activities such as story hours.. dis-
cussions of books. authors, and illustrators:* and book
talks provide a source for the stimulation of reading
and the 'appreciation of good books. Individual read-
ing guidance results from cooperative efforts and
shared responsibilities between the classroom teacher
'nd the librarian. All readers, regardless of ability,
benefit from the attention given to their individual
abilities; and interests. It is the responsibility of the
library to provide the materials which represent the
best in literature and, through a variety of methods,.
to develop interest in reading both for pleasure and
enrichment.

CURRICULUM ENRICJIMENT

The library is rightfully called the learning
laboratory or resource center for many elassroor ac-
tivities. In this extension of the classroom. up-to-
date information must be provided for the teacher'
who is planning a unit of work or for the student
who is seeking an answer. Both printed and non-
printed materials including such a variety as pamph-
lets. indexes, periodicals, newspapers, filmstrip,
records, transparencies, and other teaching materials
as they are developed, need to be utilized to meet
individual needs and to enrich the learning experi-
ences of students. Continuous weeding of collections
in relation to changing curriculum content and new
instructional methods is essential. The librarian
should serve as a resource consultant on curriculum
and on other school committees which involve library
materials.

REFERENCE AND RESEARCH SKILLS

Primary responsibilities of the librarian include
the teaching of the use of the library and assisting in
the planning of a cooperative program developing
directly from classroom assignments. The develop-
ment of reference and research skills begins in the
kindergarten or first grade and expands in breadth
and depth with each grade, By the end of the sixth
grade, all students should be familiar with the card
catalog, the classification system, the parts of a book,
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basic reference works, and correct bibliographic form.
With the emphasis on independent study, intellectual
growth, and adult continuing education, the library
skills program is important to the student, for as the
possessor of the tools for learning he has the key to
a continuous, independent, life -long education,

STUDENT ASSISTANTS

Valuable learning experiences are possible for
boys and girls who help in the school library. As
they learn to do such clerical tasks as slipping, shelv-
ing, and pasting, they will also develop a sense of
leadership and responsibility and an increasing
knowledge of materials. For the librarian, student
assistants may lighten some of the tasks which are
time consuming and routine. However. as a word
of caution, students' time must not be exploited for
they cannot take the place of adult clerical assist-
ance. The student assistant must be placed in a
learning situation, and the program should be plan-
ned to present experiences which lead to knowledge
and appreciation of libraries and their resource'.

Roles of Teacher, Librarian,
and Principal

The development and utilization of library re-
aources depends upon many people, The most vital
roles however, are those played by the teacher,
principal, and librarian. If the children are to re-
ceive the benefit of the great storehouse of knowl-
edge and inspiration which is available in the modern
school library. it is important that the roles suggested
in the following lists be those adopted by school
personnel,

THE TEACHER

Assumes responsibility for familiarizing himself with
the materials in the library..

Participates in the selection of materials for the li-
brary and in the evaluation of the library collec-
tion.

Alerts the librarian to new materials, trends, and
changes in the areas and grade levels in which he
works.

Visits school and public libraries to see available
materials and to talk with librarians concerning
needs,

Encourages the librarian to make bibliographies of
available materials.

Brings his class groups to the library or sends small
groups and individuals from the classroom to the
library to read, to listen, and to view,.

Motivates his students to make extensive use of
library resources for classroom work and for
purposes not connected with class assignments,.

Notifies the librarian of assignments, new activities,
and units of work,

Makes no assignment which requires the mutilation
of materials,

Trains students to take notes, summarize, and outline,
Recognizes student's needs for acquiring skills in

using library resources and provides opportunities
for development of these skills.

Works with the librarian in guiding students toward
the recognition of proper library etiquette.

Borrows library materials for .class use for varied
lengths of tune.

Invites the librarian to the classroom occasionally to
witness the culmination of a library-related ac-
tivity.. to introduce new books. or to reinfo,e an
assignment.

Piomots the library habit so his students will be-
come -life-long

ME LIBRARIAN
lasioom collections available from the (m-

in! library
Supplies a variety of professional material<
Acquires appropriate materials recommended by

teachers.
Informs teachers of new materials.
Prepares bibliographies and reading lists
Locates information for students and teachers
Cooperates in planning of class and library as,ign-

ments.
Informs teachers of materials which fit their current

units of class instruction.
Works with classroom teachers in determining the

interests of pupils, their abilities, needs, and
problems,

Cooperates with principal and teachers in developing
curriculum and units of study and in selecting
appropriate materials for these units.

Encourages teachers to send individuals, groups, or
the class to the library during a class period.

Maintains necessary records for reports and evalua-
tion of library program.

Stimulates and guides students in their reading and
use of materials.

Plans with the teacher a program of library skills..

THE PRINCIPAL

Works with the library staff and the teachers in
designing a program which supports the philoso-
phy of the school..

Enlists the support and understanding of the super-
intendent, school board, and community in order
that adequate financial support, quarters, and
trained personnel may be assured,

Assumes responsibility for establishing guidelines
that assure a functioning library program,

Recognizes the need for effective cooperation with all
other libraries in order that a coordinated pro-
gram may be developed.

Interprets the library program to the faculty and the
community.

Encourages teachers and students in the effective
utilization of all materials,

Provides opportunities for the systematic teaching of
library and research skills from grades ant!
through eight.

Arranges for a schedule that ensures complete ac-
cessibility to library services,

Encourages the selection and utilization of profes-
sional materials by teachers,

Evaluates library activities in terms of the educa-
tional goals of the school.,
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Summary
The true corcept of a school library program means m-

structione service. and 8ctovity throughout the school rather
than merely within the four walls of the library quarters
An phases of the school program are enriched by means of
library rnalerials and services The degree to which teachers
and ;minis can and do depend on the see Flees. materials, and
staff of the library mea,;ures the extent to which the library
program is successful

Guide for Evaluating
The Library Program

Answer yes or no

1. Does the school provide a central library?

2. Is the library an attractively decorated
and comfortably furnished room?

3. Are the library quarters adequate in size
to accommodate students working inde-
pendently, in small groups, and by classes?

4. Are the services of a trained librarian
available in the school?

5. Are the printed and nonprinted materials
classified and catalogued according to an
accepted classification system"

6. IS a card catalog with author. title, and
subject cards available for student use?

7,, Is an adequate budget supplied?

8. Is the library used exclusively throughout
the school day for library purposes?

9. Is there a representative, up-to-date col-
lection of printed and nonprinted ma-
terials available for use by students and
teachers?

10. Is the library an active laboratory for re-
search and study where children read
according to individual needs and abilities
and grow in critical thinking and ap-
preciation?

11.. Is an effort made by teachers, and librarian
to encourage the use of materials as a
means of individualizing instruction?

12.. Is there a continuous program of instiuc-
tion in library provided from grades 1-8?

13., Do teachers share the responsibility for
the teaching of library skills?

14, Do teacheis and librarian work together
to guide the independent reading of boys
and girls?

-15. Do the teachers have materials and serv-
ices easily accessible to support creative
teaching and a dynamic learning program?

--16. May individual students come to the li-
brary whenever the need arises?

American Library Association, Standards For School Library
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17 Are children given frequent opportunities
to withdraw materials fi can the cential
library?

18. Does the librarian exercise leadership in
the development policies for the :selec-
tion and use of materials?

19. Are inventories of all materials taken
periodically?

20. Does the library program enrich all parts
of the school educational program?

21.. Are there collections of materials which
are distributed to classrooms to help
teachers and pupils?

Instructional Television and Radio

Instructional broadcasting by open-circuit tele-
vision and radio are not new developments in Ore-
gon. The state operates the second oldest educational
radio station, KOAC, and one of the earliest state
education television networks. Channels 7 and 10.
Two district-owned radio stations. KBPS in Portland
and KRVIVI in Eugene, provide radio broadcasts for
their schools, The use of closed-circuit television is
beginning in larger school districts. Commercial
television and radio also contribute many worthwhile
programs of educational significance,

The Department of Education is legally responsi-
ble for all in-school and in-service radio and tele-
vision programs broadcast on state-owned networks,
In keeping with its educational responsibility, the
Department approves radio and televised instruc-
tional broadcasts. The State Board of Higher Educa-
tion is a licensee of the stations forming tile radio
and television networks, and the Division of Con-
tinuing Education of the State System of Hig.her
Education operates the facilities, The Department of
Education's responsibilities include the initiation,
coordination, development. and production of instruc-
tional programs.

Instructional television broadcasting for classroom
use is to be expected in science. mathematics. foreign
language, social studies, health, art, and music.
Teachers can anticipate in- service offerings in foreign
languages, language at ts, science, mathematics, and
other curriculum areas,

Some television series are designed for &rect.
instruction of pupils with the teleteaeher carrying
the major instructional responsibility. Others are for
enrichment of the curriculum with !he classroom
teacher having the major role it instructional ac-
tivities.

To assist teachers in the use of instructional radio
and television, handbooks are published and dis-
tributed free of charge by the Curriculum and In-
structional Media Section of the Department, When
a television series has been produced out of state,
it may he necessary for the school to purchase the
handbooks.. The handbooks carry a broadcast sched-
ule, a summary of each broadcast, before and after

Programs, the Asweiation. 1960, pp 14-15.



broadcast activities, and other suggestions to help
the teacher utilize the broadcasts to their fullest
potential, The handbooks are prerequisites to
successful teacher planning for the use of either radio
or television programs,

Other instructional materials such as recordings
for foreign language broadcasts are available for
teacher and pupil use. It is desirable that the school
purchase such materials for each teacher utilizing
such it television series. Teachers should consult
their superintendent or principal to secure available
information on broadcast schedules.

Guidelines for Utilization
Utilization of radio and television in the class-

rooms of a district or by the teachers of that district
for upgrading their instructional skills should not
occur in isolation from the established curriculum of
the district but should be part of a district-wide
curriculum plan and have the unqualified support
of the administration.

There can no longer be any doubt that students learn
efficiently from instructional television The fact has been
demonstrated now in hundreds of schools by thousands of
students in tver3 part of the United States and in several
other countries 1-

It is also generally conceded that "Students take
from a broadcast what they, with the guidance of
good teachers, bring to it and make of it."-4) Thet,
classroom teacher's role in the learning process is not
decreased but enhanced by instructional television,
since the, amount of learning which takes place is
determined in part by the degree to which the class-
room teacher and teleteacher work together as a
team in making the telecast an integral part of the,
classroom instructional activities.: The classroom
teacher. as a team member, makes her greatest con-
tribution toward effective utilization by carefully
planned before-broadcast, during-broadcast, and
after-broadcast activities which integrate the knowl-
edge presented on the telecast and relate it to the
ongoing curriculum of the classroom and the par-
ticular needs of the pupils. The environment for
learning is also largely determined by the efforts of
the classroom teacher to establish physical facilities
conducive to maximum learning from instructional
television.

Focus on ITV
In 1960. the Department issued a booklet, Focus

on ETV as a Teachung Tool, which offered guidance
to teachers using televised instruction in their class-
rooms, Since the suggestions are as pertinent today
as when they were written, and since it is possible
to adapt the suggestions to radio utilization also. the
entire booklet, which is now out of print, is reprinted
here for teacher guidance_

Techniques for using a television program in school
are the teehniques of good leaching. Telecasts can suppl-
ment classroom learning experiences by presiewing units yet

to be studied. by focusing on studies currently under con-
sideration.. by retiewing areas alrtad3 explored

Television In the classroom is a shared reponsibilit3 be-
tween the classroom teacher and the teleteacher The class-
room *oilier occupies a major positionthat of thoughtfully
planning and creating withm the classroom tin atmosphere
of receptivity toward the telecast It is. lust as important to
motivate the viee:ing of a television program as it is to
provide motivation for an3 other classroom /earning experi-
eller It is tint important to follow-up after the program
as after am other classroom learning experience

Watching gt ieleision proer.mi in school is not a pastve
experience Through a variety of procedures a mreh "see-
ing and hearing" situation can he changed into one of "active
participation " The key to Ihe best utilization of a teleNisian
program is preparationpreparation h3 the teacher for
preparation of the students Through planning. teaelic r. can
integrate televtszon programs into their regular class units
of work Of importance is helping learners develop viewing
skills which include thinking about the ideas presented
forming opinion, giving concentrated attention to the pro-
gram taking notes if it's necessan, perhaps even noting
briefk follow-up ideas Classroom television programs help
students to develop techniques of listening observing. con-
centrating. and organizing. as well as the skills of independ-
ent study These during-viewing activities are related to the
age of the student

Television viewing in school provides many opportunities
for student participation in planning and earning through
group activities Teachers need to learn to capitalue on
the opportunities to learn to challenge the van mg ahilities
in a group of students Follow-up ACM AR's after the tele-
cast can open broad horizons for future it:amines for all
keels of ability

From the following How To View It "helps-, select and
adapt those which will hest fit the needs of the leartitrt as
you experiment with this new tool of communication Decide
which activities can be those of students as 3ou FOCUS ON
ETV t

HOW TO VIEW IT!
THE TELEVISION SET

Television programs used for classroom viewing can he
most effective only if the studentv: see a well-defined picture
on the television *set Mn a% things- co-reite to the quality
of the picture. but those women are to etc thc control nf the
receiving school and of the classroom teacher fall into these
general groupings

A good television reeciver in goGcl working order
An adequate' receiving antenna
Correct placement of the it in the classroom
Proper tuning of the set

Schook generally find a 22.-ih table model set sap,-
factors for a classroom The most satisfaetor sets are' those
with a '"front s peaker'' Sets should lie placed where glare
from windows or lights does not create a reflection on the
screen To help prevent glare, tilt the set slight13 forward
by raising the back end of the set one or two inches off the
stand

Never view television in a totally darkenid room nor one
in which viewers must look at the set against a background
of unshaded windows Some schools find it satisfaton to
turn off the lights only in the end of the roots where the
television set is placed

Placement of the set should he high enough to permit
children in back to see over the heath of those in front

An approximate height of 92 inches is recommended for
the' viewing stand on which the set rests If the set i, to be
moved, the wheels of the stand should be approximatel3 5
inches in diameter

Children should sit from about 4 feet to 19 feet from the
set

Turn the set on five minutes before the telecast Position
the antenna for the best Image. if adiacent to the set Use
the tuning controls carefully to get a picture with optimum
brightness, detail, and eontrast Adjust soiind volume to
desired level
VIEW IN YOUlt OWN CLASSROOM. IF AT ALL POSSIBLF1

eit Wilbur Schramm, "What We Know About Learning from Instructional Television. Educational Television. The Next Ten Years,
the Institute for Communication Research. Stanford University.. Stanford, California, 1962, p

State Department of Education Focus on ETV a.: a Tegfunq Tool, the Departments 1960, p. 2 (The booklet was written for the
Department by Dr Patricia Swenson,, Supervisor of KBPS. Portland Public School:, )
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BEFORE, THE BROADCAsT

Read the program WM/atom sheet to he aware of specific
broadcast content
Plan with a student television committee
tor- --

see tiring refernee materials, Looks maps.. pictures,
exhil»ts, or amides related to the telecast
Writing the time and title of the program on the board,
or arranging for a chart for this
lasting new vocabulary words for studv
Putting a ,tiotent-reated -Listening to Broadcast., sign
on the door to prevent ioterruptions
Arranging the room for comfortable viewing, if neves-

to be responsible

Cheek ing temperature and ventilation
Tuning in the television set softly, ahead of time

Examine. and explain the elrsplav of resource materials
Discus!, the broadcast title, anircipated content, and new
words
List on the board, or discuss points that might be learned
from the program Surrimarire what students know about the
topic and what they want to know.
See that all students are reacty to view the program and are
oriented to the theme or topic
Establish good standards for viewing so that each class mem-
ber feels a responsibility for "actively participating" as he
views the program with a purpose.
Review the skills of listening and viewing
Discuss courtesy and consideration for others In liFtening and
viewing

DURING THE BROADCAST

Make sure reception is good in all parts of the room
Take notes quietly on any points made in the broadcast
which you may wish the class to discuss later Note new
ideas and any unfamiliar words or questions you wish to
discuss afterward with the class.
Listen and view intently and with an interested manner.
The teacher sets the example" arid the "viewing tone "

Ibid , pp. 3-7,
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1,artirpat with thy class in an, aido.ities vaned for
Permit students. to take notes., or to Jot down ideas, if they
wed) The. is a skill which niu,1 la, arfull% developed awl
%%hell will nary with thy age tr%el of the groitO (In ',nine"
)zioort onl% the to ac her will take rode or I la,, wort- and
ota-tions, to whieli he V.1 hr- to ref. r afOr the tide ea :

AFTER THE BROADCAST
Talk over the lea of points wrote on the board, or dr,-
cosseel before the program, which %OH anti( INITI d i.ou might
see and he ar and did, or did not see or brier Atki neW ideas
and fact, learned
Reytew flew words learned from the telecast
Discuss. ideas, feelings impression, about the hroadeasi
left in the minds of the students. F%aliiate the facts and
iilisas presented
Polio out how they hroadast lies in with other classroom
learning experie nets
Plan wa3s to follow up the hroadeast learning more about
ideas presented. reading. finding books looking up pictures
and information, doing reativ 4(m:it:IN--writing illustrat-
ing ear making things. ctraniatinng. giving an oral report:,
sexing a film, taking a trip
Provide for individual differences among the group in these
follow-up activities Teachers can find mane opportunities in
post-broadcast work to chalk nge the gifted students for
further exploration of the subleet presented
Encourage students, to evaluate carefully the presentation of
the program and to send suggestions to the program pm-
(Myers
Discuss similar, or other telecasts viewed out of school Try
to evaluate programs, set standards. build critical viewing
tastes Plan to write letters to television producers giving
viewer reactions

FOR SUCCESSFUL UTILIZATION

Remember to select and adapt the foregoing suggestions
for good television utilization to the needs of your situation
and your group Be creative in exploring and experimenting
a. you FOCUS ON ETV. and remember that the success of
a television program is determined to a great degree by what
happens in the classroom



Dui nig the past decade much has been written on
the nanne of child developrmil zinc] the needs of
laidten in a rapidly expanding ilk nanny SiIUielt

SilMV aitt , ale iiirlinVd to call the plesent
the 'century of the child Curretoly, mreaderable
interest I, being expiessed Iii the development of
techniques in guiding (+lichen in haimony with
socially acceptable oinetives Administi teac h-
ers. parents, and interest groups throughout the. state
seem eager to obtain a being understanding of the
facts of child development.

Research indicates that the child's first years are
the most crucial for mental health and ultimate
social adjustments. The need for more in into
the nature of child development has brought to edu-
cators an increased responsibility in guiding pupil
development in Ow school.

Needs for Guidance Services
In addition to a need for more insight into the

nature of child development. there is a need to
implement or improve guidance services programs
to meet the needs of the students.

Since guidance services are continuum oriented
rather than crisis oriented: coordinated and consis-
tent guidance services at the elementary school level
are needed to

Extend the scope of special services within the
school to
include a program of guidance
assist children in the development of sound

problem solving techniques
help them in making wise choices and appro-

priate behavioral reactions.
Assist children in developing a knowledgeable

approach in selecting tentative educational and
occupational goals.

Provide a continuing liaison and coordination of
effort between special education teachers,
social workers, school nurses, parents, and
other referral sources in the community,

Provide to parents, teachers-, and administrators
special assistance in matters related to coun-
seling and information about pupils and test-
ing..

Elementary School Guidance Services
An organized guidance program in the elementary

school is one of the services which help children
adjust satisfactorily in meeting their social, emo-
tional, physical, educational, and vocational needs,
These services are supportive to the instructional
program and arc designed to serve all pupils the

e

ar1)1)1i111 Mid kind". (I( I 1.11(let Eql -
011 i11 >Iu1 IC(i id the

11(1)1(10;11'N -W11(0 `,4ICI". all t' ad lune-
In Ow otht ;...(>[% r r1 tit itit'd 0114111:J3

the' .111411 and ';CnelAll :11tOWn belt 0:

A('CUMULATING INFORMATION SYSTENIATI(.%I.I,V
11)101'mo/o11, pcitzottitiv, to Ow- pttpli. Vst1.111:), -

C;)1 ilPI111)1111 ;»1(1 1 (led In tilt' C111)1111:0 iVi

Hit to mn111(1 111'02,1:1111 (1('Vlot)Ille1li
Stone of information that ail,
cemmonl iied in the school include.

case conic' once,
laan .'
ra studies
pie( nt conferences

tesitng
teNting

(disci vat
alluCtiOtal l'et'Ords

PROVIDING AND INTERPRETING INFORMATION

Information. pen taming to the pupil,. van be use-
less unless adequately interpreted and made available'
to

The Pupil concerning
his strengths and weaknesses
Hi' personal value system
His relationships with others.
Acceptable behavior,
Educational opportunities in terms of his abili-

ties.
Occupational information to the extent that ho

may develop wholesome attitudes toward
the world of Nvork,

The Teacher concerning
The strengths and weaknesses of each pupil

entering the class.
Pertinent background information on each

child.
The child's personal value system.
Basic child development characteristics and

needs.
Available referral resources.
Possible techniques of aiding children with

special problems,
Standardized test use and interpretation.
Evaluative procedures as they pertain to the

classroom and pupils.,

The Parent concerning
The MI engths and weaknesses of his child,
Available referral resources.
Possible techniques of aiding children with

special problems.
Basic child development characteristics and

needs,

10 6
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COUNs FLING

The purposes of counseling are to help Individuals
meet problems realistically with as much information
as possible about these problems,

All persons have limitations; no person can excel
in everything Or master evert: situation Fai line can
often be reduced by setting goals that ale within
limits of the functional capacity of the individual or
by assisting the individual iii developing a problem-
solving approach in selecting. alternato:e

Counseling servive:, in the elementary school in-
clude interpreting fac;.s ealuating evidence, dis-
cussing problems, and providing information ,:o) that
the best decisions possible may be reached through
either face to fact' or group methods by the indi-
vidual or individuals concerned. The counseling
service will usually involve conferences with or as-
sistance from administiators.. persons Irom ieferral
-igencies,. patents. and other special services personnel
such as special edueation teaehers and '.c }liu health
nties

Role of Principal
The elementat y school 'principal sets the pace in

determining, the' nature and extent of guidance serv-
ices to be provided Because he is responsible for the
educational program IA ohm his building, the adminis-
trator provides leadership that stimulates the formu-
lation of common goals and brings the needs and
purowes of the school program into focus.

his capacity as educational leader the elemen-
tary principle- -

Provides leadership in the cooperative develop-
ment of goals for the school.

Provides leadership in planning, organizing co-
ordinating, and evaluating the szTvices and
programs provided within the school,

Helps teachers to implement guidance activities..

Role of Classroom Teacher
The classroom teacher has a basic re,ponsibilitv

for the guidance of elementary school children The
teacher who is successful in assisting children es-
tablishes practices and procedures that provide an
opportunity for him to

Recognize each pupil as being unique and in need
of emphatic understanding.

Acquire baste skills in analyzing behavior and
recognizing significant behavioral changes.

Participate as a team member in promoting and
assisting special services programs,

Assist students in gaining greater self-under-
standing.

Refer to other professional levels those whose
needs are beyond his competencies

Role of Counselor
The elementary school counselor, as a professional

person, serves in an intermediate capacity in assist-
ing the child, the teacher, and the parent. At the
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Sallie time he solicit s sist alley:. through ere, ral,
horn special sets.ice.. ofteted v.athin the litn and
community.

Fiopies.enizito. professional services by (Ionic:).
tar. school C1)(111:41(11.: inclupie

Proiding and interpt /aunt information to pupil,
and teachers (01 articulation and un pi) ientatwn
programs that ale i elated to child growth and
development

Providing either individual or goal') coun-eling
tin' the pupil to help him aeltawe self-ILION-
:amid:1)g

1)011.1(i111:4 With the mworai (401 rill source:
available to tla pupil

I)ve!ping technique. the s.'steiriatic accumu-
lation of iriformation pertaining t() the pti))11.

Implementing a Program
School adrffinNtrat,,r.,, teachers, and others inter-

e-ted Iii implement:n:4 a (2.itidance prot:3 am in
the elementary school should consider the following

ocedures.

Obtain administrative leader ship and support It
Is essent.al that school board members. SIII)Clintend-
en14, supeivisms. and other persons th admlriis-
ti authority be appraised of the needs. value,
and extent of these services.

Involve administrators, teachers, special services
personnel. school health personnel. and ot;... the
initial planning and development of the pmgram
This can most often be accomplished by establishing
a committee comprised of these persons to study and
develop the basis for the program.

Define the philosophy and objectives of the school
the needs of the pupils. and the responsibilities of
the staff to the program.

Establish the program. Define the duties of the
counselor, employ qualified personnel. support the
program. and utilize the services to their fullest
extent.

Evaluate the program continually in view of the
philosophy of the school, the needs of the pupil:, and
the responsibilities of the personnel.

Additional Information
Among the additional sources of inform. in-

cluding guides and current publications a, :liable
from the Department of Education, Guidance Serv-
lees, Room 313 Public' Service Budding, Salem, Ore-
gon. are:,

State Department of Education. Guidance Ser -
we$ for Oregon Schools, Salem, Oregon, 1961
State Department of Education, State Advisory
Committee on Guidance, Gotdchnes for Guidance
Service Programs in Oregon Elementary Schools,
Salem. Oregon, July 1, 1963



School Lunch

The school lunch program pia: s a four-fold role
in the educational program of the school. As a source
of nutritionally adequate noon meals, it contributes
to the pl-Q:sical well-being of the students which N
important to the success of the teaching program:. it
6 a center for the teaching of proper food selection
of good health habits, and social training; it presents
an opportunity to relate classroom teaching with the
students' interests and experiences which centers
around food:. and it furnishes a means of interesting
the community in the food service of the school and
of giving some training in the nutritional needs of
students through this interest..

If the school lunch program is to be developed to
its desirable potential, the "feeding" program must
also become a "learning" program winch contributes
to many phases Of the curriculum.

Use should be made of the many opportunities the
lunch program provides for developing- -

good --..ntizen).-;h p
good food and health habits
growth in social effectiyness
appreciation of economies
practical application of many skills..

To be effective the same, principles of education
must b.' applied to the lunch program as to any
other part of the school curriculum, Each school
should develop. cooperatively, methods of its own
for' integrating the lunch program with the educa-
tional program to the enrichment of both.

Contributions to the Curriculum
The following tre types of activities by which the

lunch program can contribute to the curriculum m
various areas,

LANGUAGE ARTS

Write reports or stories about a project relating to
the lunch program.

Learn to spell words related to the lunch program or
learned in connection with a project.

Write invitations to parents to have lunch with the
students at school,

Practice desirable table convorsation.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Plan a Type A school lunch menu to be served
foods typical of the diet of the' people. of a 14)1eign
country being studied

Study toods solved in the school lunch which are
native to the Western herniNpheiv.

Stud. the gongraphir, hiNlot le', Or econoM1 lespects
of foods %.khich are prevalent in the diet 'in diller-
ent :sections of the country. Students might le-

quest school~ in other sections of the country In
cxhant4(' school lunch menus with them to see
how menus differ.

Stud' the I.)storical development of food which have
become common to diet in the United States.

Stuck where different foods are grown and how they
are processed, stored. and transported.

Visit the school lunch storeroom to see what ftupd,.:
ate tt,o(1 and (It:aover where they 'are gtown or
plochiced,

Learn about the regulations affecting the operation
of the school lunch program such as health and
sanitation standards, labor laws, and federal aid

Learn how various business enterprises in the eom-
mutiny serve the school luneh program such as:
the dairy. the bank, the wholesale grocers the
utility company. and the garbage collector.

Have the students invite their parents as noon goy:is
so that they may practice being good hosts

SCIENCE

Study the digestive process: perform experinwnts
such as showing now starch is changed to sugar
in the mouth or how milk is digested in the
stomach.

Feed and care for guinea pigs or white rats to show
the effects of good and poor diets on health and
physical fitness.

Study a cereal grain or legume from the germination
of the seed to the final cooking and eating of the
product.

Study the different ways of preserving foods and the
reasons for preservation; visit the school lunch
kitchen and storeroom to see and examine foods
preserved by the different methods: compare
flavor.. texture', color.. and form of a food pre-
served by various proe:.sv:.< apples: de-
hydrated, canned, frozen.

Study the different types of leavening agents and
how they affect batters and dough~ Ask I h('
cook to provide some bread dough to be observed
in the classroom.

Study hew bacteria and molds gi Set a covered
shallow dish on the serving counter* for germ ml-
lection.

Visit the kitchen to learn what is done to prevent
food spoilage and spread of diNoam, ,,nch a,: hcatnw
anti refrIgeralinv, of food:. find trh-
nnnws. anti sanitizing dishes by chemical immer-
sion or hot water.

V60 the. kitchen 111 'se(' !UM," Machlnr, in the kitchen
apply the inciples of force.

NIATI1ENIATICS

the. kittlien n ensuring spoons, and cup, (plait,
and allon gizaltusted measures to demonstrate
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the relationships among measures of volume; note
that scoops. dishes, ladles. and other utensils have
standardr1Vd sii.es.
scales from the kitchen to study units of weight,

TM- is especially of value if the kitchen has a
balance scale as well as a spring scale.

Inc, ease or decrease a school lunch recipe in sate to
provide the potions needed for the number
DU served in the school.
lenlate the total cost of a recipe or of a meal: com-
pute the cost per serving.

Collect and weigh plate- wastes to see ...hat percentage
(P1 a food or of a meal is returned uneaten.

Practice making change by collecting the lunch or
milk money for the class.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH

Stiul nutritior in relation to
GroxVih and physical well-being of humans (or

zinimals).
Nutrients essential to optimum growth: what

they are, what they do in the body, and in
what foods they are chiefly found.

Caloric needs of the students.
Digestion and absorption of the nutrients.
Foods eaten by the students which contribute to

their good health.
Compare th., I'pe A school lunch pattern with the

bask food groups to see how it is planned to help
give the students a balanced diet.

Have the student:, plan lunch menus following the
Type A pattern to be served to tne school, work-
ing with the cook or school lunch supervisor.

Ask the cook to prepare samples of vegetables, fruits,
or other new foods the students; have studied so
that they may Lind out how these foods look and
taste,

AESTHETICS

Develop an appreciation for good table manners and
practice them in the lunchroom.

Develop an appreciation for thy need to shoo.' con-
sideration for others in the lunchroom

Prepare bulletin boaids or make posters about nut! I-
lium new food-, and In:mulcts, related to the
school lunch.

Make: special occasion place mats for the dining table
Help the student plan and make deemations for the

dulling room rot holidays or other occa-ion:.

Responsibility for Lunch Program
Re Nponsibility for the operation of the school

lunch program rests with the school administrator
the disttict lunch supervisor. and/or the cook. For
tt to he truly effective, however, the teachers as well
as taw administrator and school lunch peisonnel need
to as '-un'e professiosta; responsibilities ior the pro-
gram.

The sThool administrator determines the policies
under which the lunch program operates, promotes
a good relationship between teachers and cooks,

r LW:" them to make full use of the educational oppor-
tunities inherent i» the school lunch, and serves as a
channel through which teachers and cooks work in
their cooperative use of the school lunch program.

The teacher will influence students' attitudes to-
ward the school lunch program as evidenced by their
participation. behavior. and food acceptance whether
he eat:, with them or not. He should teach them to
show consideration for others, practice good table
manners, engage in suitable table conversation, and
should plan with his students how this is to be
ziecom Pi IS h ed

The district lunch supervisor and/or the cook in
the budding. as resource persons, can make worth-

inlY contributions to the school's instructional pro-
gi am When planning school lunch related activities
their assistance can be invaluable,

With the full cooperation of everyone concerned.
the school lunch program can function effectively
as an educational tool.
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General Suggestions

Balancing the School Day
The, problem of balancing the school day varies

from grade to glade and fron, urban to MI ai situa-
tions However, certain principles are baste to creat-
ing f;ood schedules Since there seems to be a lack
of scientific evidence' to show that one time of the
oay N better than another for certain subjects and
ativities, it would seem that the arrangement of any
program should be planned to meet teacher and pupil
needs and local situations. Physical education and
recess periods should be scheduled to break the
longer periods and provide a change of activities.

The following chart illustrates subject matter
areas by blocks with suggested time allotments to be
devoted to each area. It is recommended that time
allotments be considered m planning by the week
rather than by the day. When planning the schedule,
careful consideration should be given to the subject
matter grouping which constitutes a given area or
block. Differences in pupil ability and differences in
ability of teachers, indicate the need for flexible
schedules. For this reason no one program can be
presented as representative,

SUGGESTED TIME ALLOTMENTS

Early Years Middle Years

Arts of Arts of
Communtcation Communication

50'., of time 35',, of time
Listening
Speaking
Writing

Composition
Sperling
Handu riling

Reading

Soclel Stu dies,;
Scoence, Music,
Art and Crrnts

30', of time

Health and Phucteal
Ettucat ion I Ica ttit
SerrIces

10', of time

Antionet,e
10', of time

Listening
Speaking
Writing

Composition
Spelling
Handwriting

Reading
Dramatics
Foreign Language

Sorrel Studies,
Science

20'; of time

Itfri Arts and
Cro fts

15', of time

neitith Piiysicat
Edit rut Iota, neattii
Serrics

15', of time

Arithmetic
15', of tune

Later Years
Arts of
Communication

20'; of time
Listening
Speaking
'Writing

Composition
Spelling
Handwriting

Redding
Literature
Foreign Language

Social St tiff/et;
20', of time

Seroure
15', of time

Maw- Arts' awl
Crofts

15', 01 time

Health and Phitsit:el
Education. Health
Service,

15' , of tone

Antirtactw
15', of time

Teachers With More Than One Grade
Teachers in classrooms with children in more than

One grade may find it desu able to have a pro-
gram which provide, for longer working periods for

11 1

each child and fewer classes than are usually pro-
vidcd. thouping children from several gilides to-
geniet for work and combining ,ubjet matter :ilea:,
viten these areas have a common therlie art' voint
procedures for accomplishing this goal. By limiting,
the number of classes, the teacher has more time tor
nulividual guidance and will also told it easier to
relate the skills to purposeful activities One IA ay of
accomplishing this is by blocking the daily pt :tram
into subject matter areas. The blocked pi twain pre-
sented here is an exampic of sueh planning. If ()Het
possibdities for combining classes and grades The
arrangement of areas according to time° of day e. not
sirs 'irtant but the opportunity for a flexible progiam
is significant.

The 'amount of time devoted to any section of the
schedule. will depend upon the les,on. the age of the
children. and the particular area of instruetitm to
be considered. Children in the early years will th
vote more of their time to langoage arts than will
children in the later year,s. The chart preceding this
section will guide the teacher in making, a shedole.
Schedules are a plan and are useful as such Any
plan is more successful when it is flexible enough
to meet the needs of the day and of the children

It is gonerally conceded that teachers can ef-
ficiently handle three groups in a room The `4 u t -
gestod grouping of classes makes it possible to have
three grottos during a block of time. The suggested
block schedule is as suitable for use in rooms housing
two grades, as it is in multi-age groupings. Teachers
can see that these groups are kept very flexible and
grade lines crossed in grouping boys and girls when
this will take care of individual differences The
individual liCedS of chtichen are. of course, mote im-
portant than the grade le\ el represented,

SUGGESTED BLOCK SCHEDULE

BLOCK 1 BLOCK IV
Language Arts Appreciation

Reading
Language
Creative Writing
Penmanship
Spelling

Musical Education

BLOCK II
Social Studies

BLOCK Ill
Sciences

Arithmetic
Health
Science

Recess

:arts and Craft

Lite! attire
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IMPLEMENTATION

Thrro a] e many opportunit let: for the entire school
to woik as one team. This could be most effective
:n 1.linowoi, for a unit of interest. lit Ocular CHIC
1,4,uld be taken to continually evaluate progress.
and in the cioiorotam of the work to insure that
all gioup ore sharing and participating equally Ill

lib FICI(1 trip,: and
other aetivdtes ale ommon experiences that may be
shined by Till

There will be times. when children who need
guidone oil the (lets lopment of spet ific skills or
have, similar difficulties can work tog.ether, ire-
spetive of grade. This technique can be used in
development of such skill, as outlining. summarying,
skIMMIIIU. and Ilse Of the table Of content,. indexes,
dictionary. and telerenec skills This. same type of
,grouning can he min./NI in the development of ,ti ith-
metie skills and in helping children develop eompe-
teive in a part ieular There may be limes when
addle') from a particular :41.0(1() MHV be working
with two groups. For exanmhe some fiit h-grade
children ma no( he same type of help that the
third- zind fourth-grade children are' receiving in
the development of a specific arithmetic skill Daring
that time the other children in the fifth grade mieht
be ready for work in measurement which the sixth -
gracte children are studying. Whenever children
from several grades work together, careful attention
must be given to the readiness of the individuals for
the work Readibess for a specific skill should al-
ways precedi, practice of the skill.

When a teacher groups children from several
grades together, there must be continuous evaluation
by both the teacher and the child. Teachers need to
be attune of those areas where children need help.
Teachers also need to know winch children need
extra guidance and which children are ready to go
on to the learning of a more difficult skill. The
boys and girls should also have an awareness of the
area in which they need help.

Children from more than one grade can work
together for reading when a theme such as outstand-
ing men, outstanding women, heroes, pets, mystery
tales. sea stories, and safety is the center of interest.
The children would meet as one class under the guid-
ance of the teacher for' discussion and other sharing
activities. When working alone, the children can
develop sinular reading skills and concepts based on
reacting materials geared to each individual's ability,

Much of the written and oral English work
composition writing, creative writing. creative dra-
matic ;. forms of correct usage, and oral reportsdo
not always need a special time schedule per grade in
the daily program. The social studies, science, and
health lessons should provide much of the content
for the English lessons as well as creating purposes
for the child's writing. At other times themes on
holidays, summer fun, safety, books and movies might
well he the basis for the English work. The per-
sonnel of these groups can cut across grade levels
and will change from time to time. Children should
%%lite, speak, and create with the spoken word or in
writing within their level of maturity and ability to
achieve and at no time should all individuals within
this kind of a group be expected to conform to a
single standard of achievement,
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If individuals or groups need guidance to col l ect
are eiror or to develop a new skill in correct l -age.
Punctuation. capitalization. or kinds of sentences., all
either the written or spoken form, help tan be giten
by the teacher to ntdit iduals or to :Allan 14:

whose members have the same need.
There will be. many opportunities for teachers to

combine SCIVI1C0 and health teaching. Units of study
in health oil subiects :suh ais bactei la, food presser va-
Nal, sanitation, and water :supply are duectly re-
lated to :silence Likewise:, then o are science units
1 0 the :set('Il0 text.:; which have ,t ()I1

health materials
Science and social studies- frequently have units

of work which ale- overlapping in their concepts
The teacher will want to 'avail himself of eveix-
epportunity to combine the subject matter areas and
to relate the leariiings.

health, science, and frequently social studies units;
will be such that all the children in a multi-erode
eta -sr oom can work together on a common nrohicm
pal t of the time At other times small committees
cninpz,ed of children whose abilities, are similar can
work toeether to get information about a particular
phase of the larger problem. There may be times:
when primary children, intermediate children, and
'tinier-grade children work together instead of by
£I,K1(10s.

The multi-grade classroom offers opportunities
for social living similar to family life, for here we
find children of various age groups There will be
many opportunities for children to help each other,
to learn to di-cuss common problem in groups, to
work out their plans cooperatively, and to clotelm) a
feeling of responsibility for others. Many times older
children can give a limited amount of guidance and
hell) to the younger members in the room Children
need to learn to assume more responsibility for their
behavior and for engaging in worthwhile,. independ-
ent activities.; when the teacher is guiding groups or
Moine individuals. To help children develop these
abilities the teacher needs to help children plan their
independent activities and to provide material, and
mince where the children van tceak indi-
vidually or' in small groups.

Care should be taken to explain purposes. of
groupings to parents whenever- the daily scheduling
varies to any marked degree from the pattern previ-
ously accepted by the community. At times there
is concern about the status of a child who moves to
a different school. Since the emphasis in schools
today is on the individual and his needs this prob-
lem need not create serious difficulties

Handicapped Children
Teachers and administrators may obtain assist-

ance in providing special education services for eligi-
ble handicapped children by directing inquiries to
the Special Education Section, Department of Edu-
cation. Consultant service and financial assistance
are available to districts to provide home or hospital
instruction, special transportation, special services, or
special teaching to children who are deaf or hard
of hearing. blind or partially sighted, physically



handicapped, emotionally disturbed, who have speech
defects, or ,ho have extreme learning problems ex-
elusive of mental retardation. Financial assistance is
also available for approved special classes for croon
tally- etai (led child! en Approved programs for edu-
cation:Al% abb children receive some financial
assistance from the state level.

A letter of inquiry to the Spocial Education Sec-
tion ol the Department of Education will bring, in-
foi 'nation about of these programs to any school
in the state:.

Legal Requirements

STATE-ADOPTED TEXTS

State-adopted textbooks Are reqt"red to he Wed
in all public' schools except the following:

Districts with 20,000 el' more children Of school
age.

Districts which have received special approval of
the State Tioind of Education.

BIRTH CERTIFICATES

The possession of a birth certificate has become a
matter ot importance in recent years and will con-
tinue to be so in the future. It is the' responsibility
of the primary teacher to determine whether or not
children entering the first grade have birth certifi-
cate. When children do not have birth certificates,
parents should be encouraged to secure them. The
school should not keep the certificate but should
impress on both children and parents the importance
of the possession of the certificate. The upper-grade
teacher should also emphasize the importance of
possessing a birth certificate. This may be done in
grade eight as part of a project in history and civics.

'I; ORS 479 050, 47t 140, 47t) 150, 336.340

FLAG AND FLAG SALUTE

Aceording to Oregon law the I7nited Slates flag
the Oregon state flag are to he' displaN ed mien

or near each public school building during seho,il
how, and at Ntleh other tniles as the boa] d nia deem
proner, except in unsuitable weather.

Teacheis should carefully instinct the children in
the proper manner of saluting the United Stales flag
The iollowing, has been designated by Congiess a,
the pledge to the flag:

:bleetattcv to the. flat of the Untie d S%ite. Ijf
jtvi to Ow, .'1 ff1r Uhlt'll It 1,111:, UIi, No,itttkli

r itt4ty. 1 Able. with fili And jo.twe fo; .111

pledge should be rendered by standing w!11
the light hand over the heal t However.. civilian,
will ahays show full respect to the flag hen ?he
pledge is given by merely standing at attention. men
removing then headdress. Peisons In unifot Iii rendei
the military salute,

Fire Safety
Fite satetv is the espon.ibility of every principal

and teacher at all time,. Each person in charge of a
public or pm -ate ,chool or v:Incational institution
having an avei age' daily attendance of tifty or mole
pupils is required by law to instruct tin(( tram the
pupils in fire safety by means of drills which shall
be held al least once each month when the chools
are in session. doors of exits shall be kept un-
locked during school hours. F.:vei y teacher or in-
stiuctor in every public. private., or parochial school
shall devote not less than thirty minutes in each
month during which the school is in session to in-
struction of pupils in fire dangers and drills

For assistance in developing a file safety program,
see Fire Safely In Orcoon Sehools, issued by the
Department of Education in 1960,
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